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1 Introduction 
1.1 Executive summary 

The majority of submissions to the ACCC in response to market inquiries have been 
positive and supportive of the application for authorisation (Application) and the PRDE.  
In particular, supportive submissions have been received by: 

 the Australian Bankers’ Association Inc (ABA) and the Customer Owned Banking 
Association (COBA), representing a wide range of large and small financial service 
credit providers (CPs) who together account for the considerable majority of credit-
related personal information1 exchanged in Australia;2 

 GE Capital, one of the largest non-bank providers of credit services in Australia 
and New Zealand;  

 two of the three main credit reporting bodies (CRBs) in Australia, Dun & Bradstreet 
and Experian; and 

 the Australian Securities & Investments Commission (ASIC). 

On the other hand, Veda – the incumbent and still largest CRB operating in Australia – 
argues that the PRDE as proposed would provide less public benefit and more public 
detriment than ARCA has claimed in its Application, because: 

 without the PRDE, the benefits of comprehensive credit reporting (CCR) would still 
be fully realised under a private system of bilateral agreements between CRBs and 
CPs, supplemented with, at most, a set of agreed but non-binding principles of 
reciprocity; and 

 the consistency obligations of the PRDE would make it impossible for smaller CPs 
to deal with multiple CRBs, and would reduce and not increase competition 
between CPs and between CRBs. 

The Veda submission and its annexures therefore propose that authorisation should be 
conditional on the adoption of an alternative PRDE, which would remove the consistency 
obligations and the compliance framework, and rely on CRBs to enforce reciprocity 
obligations against CPs at their discretion.  This would effectively allow CRBs to enter into 
exclusive arrangements with CPs for the exchange of comprehensive credit information. 

In ARCA’s view, the arrangement proposed by Veda would be likely to benefit the 
dominant CRB but would impose considerable detriments on other CRBs, CPs – 
particularly smaller CPs – and consumers.  ARCA considers that these relative benefits 
and detriments are reflected in the submissions provided to the ACCC by and on behalf 
of Veda’s competitors (Experian and Dun & Bradstreet) as well as credit providers and 
representative industry bodies.   

This submission seeks to answer all of Veda’s claims and proposals – as well as those of 
other interested parties who have suggested changes to the PRDE as proposed.  

                                                      
 
1  ‘Credit-related personal information’ is a term defined in the Privacy (Credit Reporting) Code and means ‘credit 

information, credit reporting information, credit eligibility information or regulated information as applicable in the 
context’. It is used as a ‘catch all’ definition to reflect all types of information which form part of the credit reporting 
exchange.  

2 [CONFIDENTIAL] 
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However, it does so in the context that the ACCC’s task is not to devise an ideal 
framework or even to choose between competing frameworks but to determine whether 
the PRDE as proposed provides sufficient public benefit to outweigh any anticompetitive 
detriments. 

This submission also attaches as Attachment A an economic report prepared by Charles 
River Associates (CRA Report) to specifically analyse the importance of an enforceable 
multilateral framework such as the PRDE to the effective introduction of CCR, and the 
significance and likely effect of the PRDE’s consistency obligations.  The CRA Report 
concludes: 

“In our opinion an effective multilateral framework for CCR is unlikely to be 
established without obliging parties to engage in reciprocal exchanges of 
information and some form of credible enforcement mechanism.  

It would be possible to establish a multilateral framework for CCR without the 
consistency obligations in the PRDE; however it is unlikely that this would be a fully 
effective system as such a framework would be likely to result in either the 
development of a dominant CRB or the fragmentation of the industry (i.e. several 
CRBs with different pools of information).  By promoting greater consistency across 
the databases held by CRBs, the consistency obligations counter these 
tendencies.”3 

A more detailed summary of market inquiries is set out in Attachment B. 

1.2 Structure of this submission 

This submission aims to address all of the issues, concerns and questions raised in 
market inquiries, grouping them for convenience into issues: 

 relating to the process of development and continuing operation of the PRDE, and 
a range of consumer issues; 

 querying whether the PRDE is necessary to fully realise the benefits of 
comprehensive credit reporting (CCR); 

 arguing that the consistency obligations of the PRDE may not provide the public 
benefits claimed and may instead impose costs and reduce participation in CCR; 
and 

 relating to the authorisation itself, particularly the term of authorisation and 
conditions that the ACCC may impose. 

 

  

                                                      
 
3  CRA Report, p 2. 
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2 Development and operation of the PRDE, and consumer issues 
2.1 Summary 

Submissions lodged with the ACCC have raised a number of discrete issues that can be 
grouped into three main categories: 

 the process of the development, variation and review of the PRDE; 

 PRDE operation (including the compliance framework and ARCA’s role); and  

 consumer issues, particularly in relation to the benefits of CCR. 

This section aims to address these concerns, and to demonstrate that none of them have 
a significant impact on the public benefit and detriment arguments raised in the 
Application, or require any amendment to the PRDE.  

In summary: 

 The PRDE consultation process has been wide-ranging and is ongoing.  It has 
included extensive input from CPs of all sizes and sectors, from the four major 
banks to the smaller customer-owned banks and credit unions, a range of utilities, 
telecommunications and finance providers – and, critically, the three main CRBs in 
operation in Australia.   

 The PRDE will remain flexible and accountable, with appropriate periodic reviews 
and mechanisms to consider new variations including exceptions. 

 Monitoring, reporting and compliance processes achieve an appropriate balance, 
providing rigour and accountability without imposing unnecessary costs on smaller 
CPs in particular.  ARCA’s role in assisting in this framework is similar to the role 
played by other industry bodies responsible for administering self-regulatory 
regimes currently in operation in the financial sector.  

 The benefits of CCR for consumers, CPs, CRBs, regulators and the economy at 
large are widely attested internationally and recognised by government policy in 
introducing CCR in Australia.  Although CCR will not by itself eradicate over-
indebtedness or irresponsible lending, it is recognised as a vital tool to tackle these 
issues.   

 Specific consumer concerns in relation to hardship reporting and default listing 
negotiations either fall outside the PRDE requirements or are beyond the scope of 
the PRDE to solve.  ARCA is involved in broader efforts to address the hardship 
reporting issue and is confident it will be resolved in the appropriate forum.  The 
fact that this issue cannot be resolved through the PRDE should not be considered 
a detriment associated with the PRDE.  

 The PRDE is supported by CPs and CRBs – and their industry bodies – 
representing the majority of the consumer credit-related personal information 
exchanged in Australia.  Although ongoing participation in the PRDE is a 
commercial decision for each CP and CRB, the expectation is that the PRDE will 
quickly attract sufficient participation to realise the public benefits identified.    

2.2 Development, variation and review of the PRDE 

Veda’s submission has raised issues with the process of developing the PRDE, and also 
addresses ongoing variations and reviews of the PRDE (once in operation).  This section 
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provides further detail about the PRDE’s development process and the variation and 
review provisions in the PRDE.  

(a) Concerns about the consultation process 

Veda’s submission queries whether the applicant’s consultation process in drafting and 
finalising the PRDE was sufficient.  Veda asserts that its large customer base is more 
representative than the applicant’s Member base, and that Veda’s customers are “likely to 
have differing views on the best way to implement reciprocity”.  

Veda further claims that ARCA’s consultation process concluded in July 2014, and may 
have had low visibility and failed to take into account issues which impact smaller CPs.  
Veda has invited the ACCC to open a dialogue with smaller CPs.  

Despite the claims made by Veda, the consultation process has been extensive, and the 
views of both large and small CPs have shaped the PRDE in its current form.  

Within the ARCA membership, the provisions of the PRDE were exhaustively discussed 
and debated prior to finalisation of the PRDE in February 2015.  As ARCA Members 
collectively supply the majority of credit data in the consumer credit reporting system, 
they were in the best position to initiate this consultation.    

The ARCA membership includes more than 20 large and smaller CPs and CRBs, and 
further includes COBA, whose membership consists of 72 credit unions, 11 mutual banks 
and 6 mutual building societies. Through the PRDE development process, COBA formed 
a working group of 22 of its members to ensure COBA represented its members’ views.  

The consultation process also involved engagement with broader industry stakeholders 
(set out in attachment D to the Application) and amendments were made throughout the 
drafting of the PRDE to account for these stakeholder views.  This process commenced 
in August 2013.  It did not conclude in July 2014, but is still continuing well beyond the 
submission of the Application in February 2015.4  

The consultation process also involved extensive engagement with the following industry 
associations: 

 ABA, which represents 24 member banks; 

 Australian Collectors and Debt Buyers Association, which represents 18 members 
operating in the debt collection and debt buyer industry; 

 Australian Finance Conference (AFC), which represents 66 member companies, 6 
professional associate members and has affiliations with the Australian Equipment 
Lessors Association, the Australian Fleet Lessors Association, and the Debtor and 
Invoice Finance Association;  

 Communications Alliance, which represents 123 members companies, and 18 
individual members drawn from the communications industry; 

 Energy Retailers Association of Australia, which represents 13 member companies 
and 1 association member company, drawn from the energy industry; 

                                                      
 
4  In this regard, Origin Energy’s submission to the ACCC arose following engagement with ARCA in March 2015. 
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 Insurance Council of Australia, which represents 49 member companies from the 
insurance industry; and 

 Mortgage and Finance Association of Australia, which represents over 10,500 
members predominantly individuals providing credit advice services.  

Collectively, the membership of these associations represents a wide range of 
organisations or individuals operating across the financial services (both small and large, 
commercial and consumer and including brokers, debt collection and associated 
services), telecommunications, and energy and insurance sectors.   

Given the reach of these industry associations, any suggestion that the applicant’s 
consultation process was inadequate, or has not taken into account the views of smaller 
CPs, cannot be sustained. 

The consultation process included extensive discussions with the main CRBs in Australia: 
Veda, Dun & Bradstreet, and Experian.  ARCA also engaged with the Tasmanian 
Collection Service (TASCOL) to provide information about the PRDE and its impact on 
TASCOL.  TASCOL confirmed that it does not intend to transition to CCR, but will remain 
a negative credit reporting body.  Furthermore, its negative information pertains only to 
those customers who it also deals with through its debt collection business.  As such, it is 
not a full service CRB in the same manner that Veda, Dun & Bradstreet and Experian are. 
TASCOL will act as an agent of CPs to obtain negative credit reports from other CRBs, 
but has no intention to obtain CCR reports from these CRBs. 

(b) Unforeseen consequences 

The Veda submission also suggests that unforeseen consequences may arise from the 
application of provisions that were amended or introduced late in the consultation period 
or may not have been fully tested.  It relies on the example of the amendment to the 
definition of “services agreement” to exclude specified types of agreements.  It further 
relies on concerns raised by the AFC about the possible impact of the PRDE on 
commercial credit providers.  

The amendment to the definition of “services agreement” is a good example of how the 
process for developing the PRDE has been both inclusive and responsive.  Concerns on 
whether agreements for exchange of personal information for purposes under the Anti-
Money Laundering and Counter Terrorism Finance Act 2006 could be considered 
“services agreements” were initially raised by Veda.  Upon further discussion and 
assessment of these concerns, it was determined that it was appropriate to amend the 
definition to address any risk that the definition could be misinterpreted.   

Once the PRDE is in operation, ARCA expects that a similar process will be in place to 
address any further concerns that may arise in respect of the operation and application of 
particular sections of the PRDE.  The PRDE is expected to be a “live” document, and 
therefore it is expected that issues will arise from time to time. 

As set out in AFC’s submission, its concerns about the impact of the PRDE on 
commercial credit providers have been raised and resolved.  The AFC states that it is 
satisfied that the PRDE would not restrict commercial credit providers from accessing 
consumer credit reports of individuals, although they may need to sign the PRDE to 
access consumer credit liability information (partial Tier level information). 

Again, the PRDE consultation process has been extensive and has considered the 
impact of the PRDE on a range of industry sectors.  However, there may be issues that 
have not yet come to light and may require variation to the PRDE.  The variation 
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provisions in the PRDE are designed to address these possible scenarios if and when 
they arise. 

(c) Variations and account exceptions 

Origin Energy raises concerns about the Participation Level Threshold – that is, the level 
of credit information a CP must contribute in order to be considered compliant with the 
contribution requirements under the PRDE.  Origin Energy is concerned that CPs may be 
unable to meet this threshold for reasons outside their control, identifying two particular 
circumstances: the acquisition of another retailers’ customers including the Retailer of 
Last Resort Scheme; and vacant consumption. 

Regarding the general concerns about the Participation Level Threshold, the variation 
provision in paragraph 111 of the PRDE will apply to the consideration of any further 
account exceptions (in accordance with paragraph 33 and Schedule 1 to the PRDE) once 
the PRDE is authorised.  

The process for submitting and considering account exceptions will involve a consultation 
conducted by the PRDE Administrator Entity, with the size of the consultation to reflect 
the significance of the variation (so a variation impacting a large number of signatories 
will be supported by a consultation statement collating feedback from those impacted 
signatories, as a opposed to a smaller variation which require a less extensive 
consultation statement).   

This variation process is consistent with the approach used for variations of the Privacy 
(Credit Reporting) Code (CR Code) as set out in section 26T of the Privacy Act, and with 
the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner’s (OAIC’s) Guidelines for 
developing codes.  The process will also be the subject of the operational guidelines of 
the PRDE Administrator Entity, to be published once the PRDE is in operation. 

In relation to Origin Energy’s specific concerns, in ARCA’s view neither of these 
circumstances would result in a breach of the PRDE: 

 regarding the acquired accounts, including through the Retailer of Last Resort 
Scheme, it is likely that the run-off exception (contained in paragraphs 31 and 32 of 
the PRDE) would apply, as long as Origin Energy were not opening new accounts 
of this type, and the total number of accounts were not more than 10,000, and did 
not constitute more than 3% of Origin Energy’s total consumer credit accounts; and  

 regarding the vacant consumption accounts, given no customer exists for these 
accounts, such information cannot meet the definition of ‘credit information’ under 
the PRDE. The PRDE definition is the same as the Privacy Act definition contained 
in section 6N which states that credit information is information ‘about an 
individual…’. In these circumstances, as the information does not meet the ‘credit 
information’ threshold, the PRDE will not apply and require that it be contributed. 

(d) Comprehensive review process 

Principle 6 of the PRDE provides for an independent review of the PRDE after 3 years of 
operation, and thereafter not less than every 5 years. However, some concerns were 
raised in the submissions about the adequacy of the review process.  

The submission of the Consumer Action Law Centre, Financial Rights Legal Centre and 
Financial Counselling Australia (the joint consumer advocate submission) argues that 
a comprehensive review process is required to ensure the PRDE is in the public interest, 
and recommends that any approval by the ACCC should incorporate a comprehensive 
review process.  
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The submission from Rory Matthews for ConsumaData proposes that the regulator5 be 
involved in the review of PRDE compliance, including regular progress reports and six-
monthly feedback sessions which includes feedback from consumer advocate groups and 
consumers on the impact of inconsistent data reporting.  

The review provisions contained in Principle 6 of the PRDE reflects the review provisions 
contained within paragraph 24 of the CR Code, which were framed to incorporate the 
requirements in the OAIC’s Guidelines for developing codes.  ARCA considers this to be 
an appropriate model for a review framework.   

The suggestion that the ‘regulator’ play a role in review of PRDE compliance appears to 
confuse the obligations in the PRDE (which are about the exchange of information 
between signatory CPs and CRBs) with Privacy Act obligations (which concern 
obligations owed by CPs and CRBs, and the consumer’s interaction with the credit 
reporting system).  The OAIC has acknowledged that the Privacy Commissioner will not 
be responsible for enforcing obligations under the PRDE.6   

Moreover, the timetable for a review of the PRDE at 3 years (rather than more regularly) 
reflects that the purpose of the review will be to assess the operation of the PRDE as a 
whole, rather than each signatory’s compliance.  Individual signatory compliance will be 
addressed through the annual attestation process, as well as the non-compliant conduct 
reporting process set out in Principle 5 of the PRDE. 

(e) Conclusions 

A number of the issues raised in submissions (and listed above) are not new.  In fact, 
some have been raised before as part of the ongoing industry debate around the 
development of the PRDE.  ARCA is pleased to have the opportunity to formally address 
these issues in the context of the authorisation process.  In summary: 

 The development of the PRDE sought to be as wide reaching and inclusive as 
possible, among other reasons to give stakeholders with various diverse interests 
the opportunity to put their views forward and for necessary compromises to be 
developed and agreed upon.   

 The PRDE is expected to be a “live” document that will be amended if 
circumstances change or if it becomes apparent that particular provisions are 
having unintended consequences.  In that regard, the PRDE is no different to any 
other self-regulatory arrangement currently in operation in the industry (many of 
which are subject to industry-based reviews at appropriate intervals).   

The challenges associated with developing and maintaining an industry-based self-
regulatory arrangement are not unique to the PRDE.  The PRDE has sought to address 
these challenges with the most appropriate compromises, ie, those that would create the 
greatest benefit with the least detriment to the public.    

2.3 Operation of the PRDE 

The enforceability obligations in the PRDE form an important part of the overall 
monitoring, reporting and compliance framework.  Veda’s submission raises concerns 

                                                      
 
5  The submission does not identify the ‘regulator’, however it is assumed this is a reference to the Privacy Commissioner, 

given this is the industry-recognised credit reporting regulator. 
6  OIAC submission, p 1.  
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that the framework may be too onerous and appears to question ARCA’s role in the 
compliance process.   

(The question of whether a compliance and enforcement framework is necessary to the 
effective exchange of comprehensive credit data is discussed in section 3 of this 
submission.)   

(a) Monitoring, reporting and compliance processes  

The joint consumer advocate submission queries whether the monitoring, reporting and 
compliance process in the PRDE is sufficiently independent and transparent. It proposes 
that decision-making bodies include consumer representation, with any reporting of 
compliance outcomes to be made public, and makes a number of suggestions about 
possible amendments to the PRDE, including providing greater powers to the PRDE 
Administrator Entity (to conduct compliance audits, initiate reports of non-compliance, 
report systemic non-compliance to the Privacy Commissioner, and receive consumer 
complaints), the establishment of a Consumer Advisory Panel, enabling non-compliant 
CPs and CRBs to be expelled from the PRDE, and the introduction of an enhanced self-
reporting regime.  

The monitoring, reporting and compliance process contained in the PRDE is focussed on 
maintaining a PRDE data exchange that adheres to contribution and data quality 
requirements. This process is also designed to be applicable to a wide range of 
organisations, ensuring that smaller organisations, in particular, are not prevented from 
participating in the PRDE by the costs and requirements of monitoring, reporting and 
compliance.  

Furthermore, the monitoring, reporting and compliance process recognises that the 
obligations in the PRDE (which are about the exchange of information between CPs and 
CRBs within the signatory network) are separate from Privacy Act obligations (which 
concern the obligations owed by CPs and CRBs dealing with the consumer’s interaction 
with the credit reporting system).   

The PRDE does not directly involve consumers and falls outside the Privacy Act 
obligations,7 and compliance outcomes will only directly impact on PRDE signatories, and 
not the public at large.  As a result, it is not appropriate for consumers to have a role in 
PRDE compliance, or for PRDE compliance outcomes to be made public.  Consumers 
already have extensive rights under the Privacy Act to raise issues with the operation of 
the credit reporting system through external dispute resolution (EDR) schemes and the 
OAIC – including issues raised on a case-by-case basis, as well as systemic issues 
identified through internal EDR functions or to the OAIC (including through the CRB 
annual website reports).   

The two PRDE decision-making bodies, the Industry Determination Group and the 
Eminent Person panel, are appropriate bodies to manage PRDE compliance. Copies of 
the draft terms of reference for both of these bodies are contained in Attachment C to 
this document. These documents have been subject to some consultation, but are not 
settled.  

                                                      
 
7  By contrast, the ABA and COBA have codes of conduct which are monitored by committees including consumer 

representatives. This is appropriate given that both codes of conduct include requirements in respect to consumers, and 
such consumer representation ensures that these protections are monitored and reported on.  
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The Industry Determination Group is established as a ‘peer review’ group, which may 
review, conduct conciliations and issue recommendations for PRDE disputes. It will be 
drawn from a representative signatory pool, structured according to ‘colleges’ of 
signatories.  

The Eminent Person panel provides the appeal mechanism for recommendations issued 
by the Industry Determination Group. To qualify as an Eminent Person, a person must 
have a high level of legal or dispute resolution training or experience, be capable of 
decision-making, have knowledge of financial services or credit reporting, and cannot 
have been employed by a PRDE signatory within the previous 12 months. These 
requirements ensure that the Eminent Person will be sufficiently independent, but also 
capable of providing quality, considered decisions.  

In contrast to the joint consumer advocate submission, the Veda submission is concerned 
that the enforceability provisions may be too cumbersome, costly and disproportionate to 
the issues that will arise.  In respect to the Eminent Person, it has suggested this system 
would be very costly, lengthy and is not required over and above an “industry solution”.  

As set out above, the monitoring, reporting and compliance provisions have been 
designed to minimise cost and to be accessible and affordable to signatories of any size.  
As a result, the only direct cost through the compliance process will arise through the use 
of the Eminent Person (which is optional in any event). Signatories agree to use the 
PRDE compliance process as the sole means of dispute resolution, in order to reduce 
costs and ensure that the threat of court proceedings (and resultant costs) could not be 
used to stifle issues of non-compliant conduct. However, given that parties are denied the 
ability to refer disputes to courts or tribunals, it is important that the PRDE dispute 
process is robust, and consistent with principles of natural justice, including the ability to 
have a decision reviewed by an independent person (the Eminent Person).  

It should be remembered that reviewing a decision by an independent person is optional, 
and if a signatory refers a dispute to the Eminent Person it will presumably be on the 
basis that the potential costs of the Eminent Person are outweighed by the prospect of a 
favourable appeal decision.  Industry frameworks of this kind often refer decisions to 
expert determination, as this is seen to be simpler and more cost-effective than court 
proceedings.  The PRDE dispute resolution system is neither costly nor unusual in this 
respect. 

(b) ARCA’s role 

The Veda submission raises some issue with the applicant’s role and oversight of the 
PRDE. Although this submission is partly redacted, it appears that there was some 
concern raised as to the applicant having a role in the administration of the PRDE, as a 
result of the PRDE Administrator Entity being established as a subsidiary entity – with a 
separately appointed board and governance structure – within the broader ARCA group. 
ARCA also anticipates providing services to assist the PRDE Administrator Entity (on a 
cost recovery basis). 

ARCA intends to establish this arrangement with the PRDE Administrator Entity to take 
advantage of scale and scope economies and minimise costs and administration 
requirements associated with the PRDE, which will reduce the fees payable by PRDE 
signatories. Although ARCA may provide some support for the administration of the 
compliance process, this will be limited to convening and providing briefing material and 
assistance to the Industry Determination Group, managing the timetable for dispute 
resolution and contacting and briefing the Eminent Person. Only the Industry 
Determination Group or Eminent Person – and not ARCA or the PRDE Administrator 
Entity – are able to recommend or determine compliance outcomes.  
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Again, it is often the case that an industry body may create a code or framework to deal 
with a particular transition and may support that framework for a time.  For example, the 
Australian Payments Clearing Association (APCA) played a similar role in the 
development of the ATM Access Code and the EFTPOS Access Code, which are now 
administered by independent companies.   

(c) Conclusions 

The compliance process in the PRDE is not expensive or cumbersome and has been 
designed to offer an effective assurance of the PRDE that is suitable for smaller and 
larger participants alike.  The compliance framework and ARCA’s involvement in its 
administration are both standard for industry arrangements of this kind in the financial 
sector and elsewhere.  

2.4 Consumer concerns about CCR benefits 

The joint consumer advocate submission questions whether the public benefits of CCR 
are real and are likely to be realised within the Australian credit reporting system.  

This section examines the research and overseas case studies supporting the benefits 
arising from CCR; and addresses concerns about the level of commitment to the PRDE 
required to realise these benefits.  It also addresses specific issues relating to the impact 
of hardship applications on the reporting of repayment history information, and the 
negotiation of default listings. 

(a) Consumer concerns with public benefits assessment 

The joint consumer advocate submission queries whether the public benefits of CCR 
identified in the Application are real and capable of being realised within the Australian 
credit system.  These are not concerns with the PRDE itself but with CCR more generally, 
and return to the discussion that preceded the Australian Government’s decision to 
legislate to allow CCR under the Privacy Act.  

In particular, the joint consumer advocate submission asks: 

(i) Whether CCR is likely to increase lending, which may mean that the overall 
number of people experiencing credit default increases, and further whether 
credit default rates may be a function of a lender’s risk appetite rather than 
the quality of information provided to lenders and may not fall with the 
introduction of CCR.  

It is possible that the introduction of CCR will lead to the expansion of the 
credit sector through increased lender confidence in credit assessment and 
management processes, allowing greater amounts of credit to be extended 
to borrowers for worthwhile purposes.8  However, evidence from the United 
States, Argentina, Brazil9 and Hong Kong10 suggests that the introduction of 
CCR has reduced default rates in those countries, and sample studies of the 

                                                      
 
8  Centre for International Economics, Edgar, Dunn and Company, “Options for implementation of comprehensive credit 

reporting in Australia” (Report, Centre for International Economics, 2006), p 43. 
9  The International Finance Corporation, “Credit Reporting Knowledge Guide” (Report, International Finance Corporation, 

2012), p 13. 
10  Centre for International Economics, Edgar, Dunn and Company, “Options for implementation of comprehensive credit 

reporting in Australia” (Report, Centre for International Economics, 2006), p 17. 
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impact of CCR on default rates in Australia indicate that it is likely such a 
decrease will also occur in Australia.11  

These studies also suggest that the improvement of credit-related personal 
information arising from the introduction of CCR has a clear impact in 
reducing credit default rates which cannot be attributed to a decrease in 
lenders’ risk appetites. 

(ii) Whether vulnerable consumers may pay more for their credit, despite the 
overall cost of credit being lower.  

ARCA considers that, by providing a more complete picture of a consumer’s 
capacity to repay a loan, CCR can provide particular benefits to vulnerable 
consumers -- particularly those who may have had defaults entered on their 
credit report in the past.  This is supported by the findings of the World Bank: 

“In countries where positive credit reporting is prohibited by the legal 
and regulatory framework or simply not performed for other reasons, 
a debtor’s ability to access new financing following an adverse event 
may be severely impaired… On the other hand, in a positive credit 
reporting environment a debtor’s economic recovery and improved 
repayment behaviour after the adverse event are captured, and the 
debtor’s credit score would be progressively adjusted.12” 

(iii) Whether the PRDE or CCR will increase financial inclusion, or whether risk-
based pricing may result in vulnerable consumers being further excluded 
from mainstream lending.  

In ARCA’s view, CCR will increase financial inclusion.  Studies have 
demonstrated that, in the United States, access to “full file information”13 has 
resulted in greater increases in acceptance rates for ethnic minorities, young 
and low-income groups.14  Similarly, studies from Latin America found an 
increase in the number of women borrowers following the introduction of a 
full file system.15  

Rather than CCR excluding vulnerable consumers from mainstream lending, 
Barron and Staten have noted an “impressive list of benefits” of the CCR 
experience in the United States, which have: 

 made a variety of consumer loans more available across the income 
spectrum, including for lower socio-economic income groups; 

 lowered the prices for other financial products as customers have 
been freed from their binding relationships with banks and other 
depository institutions.  In the past the customer’s own bank was 

                                                      
 
11  Michael Turner, Patrick Walker, Sukanya Chaudhuri, Joseph Duncan and Robin Varghese, “Credit Impacts of More 

Comprehensive Credit Reporting in Australia and New Zealand” (Report, PERC, 2012). 
12  Task Force of the World Bank, “General Principles of Credit Reporting”, (Report, World Bank, 2011), p 15. 
13  PERC defines full file information in this report as “The reporting of both positive and negative data.  On-time payments 

and late payments are reported.  Delinquencies are reported at 30 days (sometimes 15 days) following the due date.  
Other positive information on an account, such as credit utilization, is also reported.”  

14  Michael Turner, Robin Varghese and Patrick Walker, “Financial Inclusion Through Credit Reporting: Hurdles and 
Solutions” (Report, PERC, 2010), p 11. 

15  Michael Turner and Robin Varghese, “Economic Impacts of Payment Reporting Participation in Latin America” (Report, 
PERC, 2007), p 33. 
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frequently the lowest cost source for a loan because other creditors 
lacked the information needed to measure risk.  Consequently, banks 
have been forced to become more competitive for customers at all 
margins; and 

 made consumers more mobile, and more able to reduce the cost of 
severing established relationships and seeking better opportunities.16 

(iv) Whether innovation in credit may lead to regulatory avoidance, or to 
extending risky products to vulnerable consumers.  

ARCA anticipates that access to CCR will significantly aid regulatory 
compliance, both in terms of responsible lending and also in terms of 
prudential requirements.  This is because access to this information gives 
CPs greater knowledge of their customers and their ability to repay, which in 
turn better enables them to manage the risk associated with their portfolios.  
For ongoing customers, CCR allows a CP to monitor its customers’ payment 
behaviour and identify and prevent over-indebtedness, providing assistance 
where a customer displays possible financial difficulty.  In addition, CCR 
assists with fraud prevention, supervision of credit institutions, compliance 
with international prudential requirements, meeting anti-money laundering 
requirements and authentication of customer information.17  

The joint consumer advocate submission further argues that a comprehensive credit 
report will have minimal bearing on whether or not a CP has met its responsible lending 
obligations and, as such, the benefits to CPs or ASIC may not be realised.  

Meeting responsible lending obligations requires an assessment of a borrower’s financial 
situation, needs and objectives, which cannot be met simply by obtaining a 
comprehensive credit report for a borrower.   

However, a comprehensive credit report will provide a CP more information about a 
borrowers’ financial situation, which will manage the risk of a borrower not disclosing the 
number, limit and status of each of his/her liabilities.  In doing so, it will be a source of 
objective information which a CP can use to verify whether the borrower’s financial 
situation (reflected in part in the information contained in the comprehensive credit report) 
properly matches the borrower’s stated needs and objectives.  Thus a comprehensive 
credit report will become an important tool for a CP to demonstrate compliance with its 
responsible lending obligations.  It is unlikely to be the only tool relied on by the CP, but it 
will be important and useful nonetheless.   

For ASIC, examining any comprehensive credit report obtained by a CP will assist in 
determining whether a CP has made proper inquiries about a borrower’s financial 
situation – and whether that situation is consistent with the borrower’s disclosed needs 
and objectives.  Again, while not the only factor, it may have a significant bearing on 
whether or not a CP has met its responsible lending obligations.  As ASIC notes in its 
submission: 

“Credit providers, which are subject to the Act's responsible lending obligations, 
must ‘take reasonable steps to verify’ a consumer's financial situation. As noted in 

                                                      
 
16  John Barron and Michael Staten, “The Value of Comprehensive Credit Reports: Lessons from the U.S. Experience” 

(Miller “Credit Information Systems and the International Economy”, The MIT Press, 2003), pp 28 and 29. 
17  Centre for European Policy Studies, European Credit Research Institute, Steinbauer and Pyykkö, “Towards Better Use 

of Credit Reporting in Europe”, (CEPS-ECRI Task Force Report, September 2013), pp 21 and 22. 
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ASIC Regulatory Guide 209 Credit licensing: Responsible lending conduct, what 
constitutes ‘reasonable steps’ may change as additional tools, such as the 
comprehensive credit reporting system, become available. 

If a credit provider chooses not to use such a tool, ASIC would expect the credit 
provider to be able to explain why the use of the tool was not appropriate or what 
other steps the credit provider has taken to verify the consumer's financial 
situation. This factor would need to be considered by a credit provider when 
deciding whether to become a signatory and, if they become a signatory, at what 
tier (comprehensive or negative) to participate.”18 

The Australian Law Reform Commission (ALRC) has considered the interaction between 
responsible lending obligations and CCR and concluded that:  

“The most compelling argument for more comprehensive credit reporting is based 
on assisting credit providers to practise responsible lending. More comprehensive 
credit reporting clearly has the potential to enable credit providers to assess better 
individuals’ capacity repay and the risk that credit will not be repaid.”19 

For this reason, the ALRC’s recommendation to implement CCR was contingent upon 
there being in place a strong framework imposing responsible lending obligations to take 
advantage of the opportunities provided by CCR.20 

(b) Consumer concerns with repayment history information (RHI) and hardship  

The joint consumer advocate submission points out that the PRDE does not resolve the 
issue of reporting RHI for hardship situations, and proposes that the PRDE be amended 
to address this issue by requiring that: 

 a CP must not disclose a payment as overdue if the individual has entered into a 
hardship arrangement; 

 during the hardship period, RHI should be recorded as “current up to and including 
the grace period”; and  

 “Hardship arrangement” should be defined.  

It also proposes that detailed guidance should be produced about disclosure of credit 
reporting information for the purposes of assisting a debtor to avoid defaulting under 
paragraph 16.2 of the CR Code. 

The issue of reporting RHI for hardship situations is a complex issue which remains 
unresolved. The issue is complex for the following reasons: 

 The disclosure of RHI enables the monthly reporting of a customer’s account 
payment status, that is, whether the account is up-to-date and, if not, how overdue 
it is.  Information about reporting RHI is contained within section 6V of the Privacy 
Act and paragraph 8 of the CR Code.  However, neither the Act nor the CR Code 
address how to report RHI where a customer is subject to hardship arrangements 

                                                      
 
18  Australian Securities & Investments Commission submission, 19 May 2015 at p 2. 
19  Australian Law Reform Commission, “For Your Information: Australian Privacy Law and Practice” (ALRC Report 108), 

(2008), para [55.152]. 
20  Consistent with this recommendation, the National Consumer Credit Protection Act was amended in 2009, prior to the 

amendments in 2012 to the Privacy Act introducing CCR. 
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(noting no provision is made which enables a hardship status to appear on a credit 
file, except a new arrangement entered after default information has already been 
disclosed).  

 ASIC is responsible for regulating the obligations of Australian Credit Licence 
(ACL) holders in dealing with customers who are in hardship, in accordance with 
the National Credit Code.  The National Credit Code does not define hardship, but 
does require an ACL holder to consider changing a credit contract in response to a 
hardship notice from a customer.  Typically hardship arrangements may take a 
number of forms, including a formal written contract variation, and also a ‘simple 
arrangement’ (which ASIC defines as an arrangement for no more than 90 days 
and which is exempt from written notice requirements).  

 For CPs who intend on reporting RHI, whether or not a contract has been varied in 
writing will impact on whether or not its systems treat that contract as up-to-date, or 
overdue.  This is because CP systems and contracts require a formal written 
variation to occur to enable changes to contract terms and conditions.  This has 
particular import for CPs who are Authorised Deposit-taking Institutions (ADIs) and 
therefore subject to regulation by the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority 
(APRA).  APRA requires that “unless a loan is formally restructured, loans where 
regular contracted payments are reduced or temporarily suspended continue to 
accrue arrears for purposes of APRA reporting according to the original schedule 
of payments21”.  While it is theoretically possible for a CP to develop separate 
systems for reporting requirements, a combination of the practical difficulty of 
running multiple reporting systems, the likelihood that the inconsistencies in the 
information in these systems may not solve these problems, and the costs 
involved, make such an option unrealistic.  

 This means that for CPs who are both regulated by ASIC and APRA, any RHI 
disclosed where a customer is subject to hardship arrangement must be consistent 
with any agreed arrangement, even if a simple arrangement, but must also 
accurately record whether or not arrears will continue to accrue for the loan. This 
could result in RHI being entered which reflects, during a simple arrangement, that 
a contract is overdue, though the CP and customer have agreed that payments are 
not required to be made during that period. 

Given the impact that this issue may have across multiple regulators (ASIC, APRA, and 
the OAIC), any solution will need to address how each regulator’s requirements are met 
when RHI is reported for a customer in hardship.  ARCA has been actively involved in 
discussions with each of these regulators, as well as industry associations and consumer 
advocates, to resolve this issue.  These discussions are well progressed and ongoing. 

The PRDE is not in a position to resolve this issue, because requiring or allowing a CP to 
list an account in hardship as ”current” would risk: 

 breaching an ADI’s APRA reporting requirements, since the account is continuing 
to age during that period and the information disclosed to APRA does not reflect 
the ageing of the debt; 

 contravening ASIC requirements under the National Credit Code, because failing to 
disclose an account as overdue will have an impact on the responsible lending 
obligations of other CPs who lend to that customer; and 

                                                      
 
21  APRA Letter to All Authorised Deposit-Taking Institutions, dated 8 August 2012. 
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 potentially breaching a CP’s obligations under the Privacy Act to ensure that credit 
information is accurate, and not misleading.  

It is anticipated that, by the time a significant volume of repayment history information is 
being exchanged, this issue will have been resolved in consultation with the regulators, 
industry, and consumer advocates, and any resultant changes to legislation or regulatory 
requirements will have occurred.  If this has not occurred at this stage, then it is possible 
that the PRDE could be varied to enable an exception to RHI reporting where a customer 
is in hardship (resulting in no RHI being disclosed for that customer for that period).  
Variation to enable such an exception would be a last resort, and used only as an interim 
measure because: 

 the non-reporting of RHI by a CP who otherwise reports RHI may inadvertently flag 
that the CP’s customer is in hardship (as this would be one of the few reasons why 
that CP has not disclosed RHI for that customer);  

 CPs who are seeking to avoid meeting their contribution obligations could rely on 
this exception, which could impact on the amount of RHI being disclosed; and 

 critically, not all CPs who contribute RHI are required to be signatories to the 
PRDE, so any approach that relies on the PRDE framework could only provide 
partial solution at best.  

(c) Consumer concerns with default listing negotiation 

The joint consumer advocate submission is concerned that the PRDE should not interfere 
with legitimate settlement negotiations regarding the listing of defaults, as this would be 
contrary to public interest.  

Whether or not default information ought to be disclosed depends on whether the 
requirements of sections 6V, 21D of the Privacy Act and paragraph 9 of the CR Code 
have been met.  These requirements include whether or not a hardship request is 
outstanding (which means default information cannot be disclosed), and a series of 
notification, timing and amount requirements. The underlying objective of these 
requirements is to ensure information is accurate, complete, up-to-date, relevant and not 
misleading.  Where the requirements to list a default have been satisfied, and all 
protections afforded to consumers extended, the listing of a default on a credit reporting is 
in keeping with this underlying objective.  An EDR scheme will determine whether these 
requirements have been met and, if not, then recommend or determine that default 
information be removed.  

The provisions in the PRDE only apply where the disclosure of default information has 
met the Privacy Act and CR Code requirements.  The PRDE provisions require a CP 
contributing default information to do so within a reasonable time, and to contribute all 
negative information (subject to the exceptions in paragraphs 29 to 33 and the transitional 
provisions in paragraphs 53 to 64).  These provisions will improve the existing 
contribution of negative information by PRDE signatories.22 

The amendments proposed to the PRDE in the joint consumer advocate submission are 
unnecessary, since nothing in the PRDE requires a CP to disclose default information 
which does not adhere to Privacy Act or CR Code requirements (and thus may be subject 
to an adverse recommendation or determination by an EDR scheme).  While the PRDE 

                                                      
 
22  ARCA submission, p 14. 
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does require that the disclosure of default information occurs within a reasonable 
timeframe, such a requirement does not prevent a CP negotiating with a customer to pay 
an overdue amount.  Rather, it ensures that a CP will not unnecessarily delay disclosing 
default information, which would impair other CPs’ (particularly those at negative or partial 
Tier levels) awareness of a consumer’s financial situation and may lead to irresponsible 
lending.  Further, unreasonably delaying disclosure of default information may have an 
adverse impact on consumers, given default information will remain on a consumers’ 
credit file for five years from initial disclosure.23 

(d) Consumer concerns with PRDE commitment 

The joint consumer advocate submission argues that the effectiveness and the public 
benefits of the PRDE will only be fully realised if the vast majority of CPs sign up to it, and 
queries whether there was a sufficient level of commitment to the PRDE.  

While the public benefits associated with the PRDE will continue to increase with 
additional participation, significant benefits will accrue long before the vast majority of 
CPs sign up to it.  The KPMG Report24 indicates that the participation of CPs representing 
25% of private sector credit would trigger public benefits and incentives for other CPs to 
join.  This level of participation could be provided by two major banks or one major bank 
and a number of other lenders.   

In any case, the Application is supported by the majority of ARCA’s Members, who 
account for a large proportion of data supplied to the Australian credit reporting system.  
The development of the PRDE by ARCA over nearly two years has also been supported 
by the ARCA Board, which over that period has included representatives from all of the 
major banks, finance companies and CRBs.  Further: 

 members of COBA (which represents 89 organisations in the mutuals and credit 
union sector) are supportive of the PRDE concept;25 

 GE Capital has stated it intends to become a signatory to the PRDE;26  

 ME Bank has stated that it supports the PRDE, and its participation in CCR is 
described as contingent upon the PRDE being in place;27 

 the ABA, which has 24 members including the four major banks, former regional 
banks operating nationally, foreign banks operating as Australian banks, and 
mutual and other Australian owned banks, says that the PRDE is key to enabling 
CCR and that the banking industry is generally supportive of the Application;28 and 

                                                      
 
23  In this regard, it should be noted that concerns about unreasonable delays in disclosure of default information were 

raised by consumer advocates in their joint submission to ARCA on the drafting of the CR Code, available here: 
http://financialrights.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Joint-Consumer-Submission-CR-Code-.pdf 

24  KPMG, Report to the Australian Retail Credit Association: The benefits of enhanced credit data exchange, January 
2015 (hereafter referred to as the KPMG Report). 

25  COBA submission, p 1: “COBA members are supportive of the PRDE concept, although members are keen to minimise 
costs associated with participating in comprehensive credit reporting. We expect the larger portion of these costs will 
relate to the exchange of positive data, rather than from signing on to the PRDE. COBA members support the PRDE, its 
aims, and the proposed framework supporting it.” 

26  GE submission, p 2: “It is for these reasons that GE intends on becoming a PRDE signatory upon ACCC authorisation”. 
27  ME Bank submission, p 2: “ME Bank’s participation in CCR is contingent on the PRDE being in place” 
28  ABA submission, p 2: “The banking industry is generally supportive of ARCA’s application for authorisation of the 

principles of Reciprocity and Data Exchange (PRDE) to support the move to comprehensive credit reporting”. 
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 the AFC, which represents a range of CPs, vendor and general financiers, 
receivables managers, and the three main CRBs, supports key PRDE objectives, 
in particular maximised data inputs through reciprocal data sharing, the use of the 
data standard, and the need for participants to have confidence in the system.29  

Based on these statements and the continued support of ARCA’s Members for this 
Application, it is likely that, once authorised, a significant number of organisations, 
representing a critical mass of data providers, will sign the PRDE.  

(e) Contribution of all comprehensive data by 2017 

In the ConsumaData submission, Rory Matthews has recommended that: 

 The PRDE include a sunset date of 2017 for submission of full comprehensive data 
across all portfolios by all CPs subscribing to the PRDE.  

 Any CP not meeting this timeframe forfeits access to comprehensive data and 
reverts to negative tier only.  

 The regulator30 should monitor ARCA’s progress to encourage full and complete 
data submission by CPs to CRBs. If not achieved by 2017, serious consideration 
should be given to mandating submission of comprehensive credit data to CRBs in 
Australia. 

This recommendation does not appear to take into account that: 

 under the PRDE, signatories will have 12 months in which to achieve full 
contribution at their nominated Tier level. As such, although there may be a 
number of signatories to the PRDE before 2017, it is unlikely that full contribution 
will be achieved before this time; and 

 the PRDE also enables contribution at three Tier levels: negative, partial and 
comprehensive. Under the ConsumaData recommendation, there appears to be no 
ability to contribute information at negative or partial Tier level after 2017. This fails 
to account for the restrictions that non-ACL holders are subject to, as well as the 
cost constraints that may prevent or delay a smaller CP transitioning to CCR.  

In any event, the applicant considers that there will be adequate participation in the 
PRDE before 2017. The applicant anticipates that, within the first twelve months of 
operation of the PRDE, the signatories to the PRDE will largely be drawn from the ARCA 
membership, and a few other CPs. It is likely that this level of participation will be 
sufficient to create a critical mass of participation, and provide the incentive for other CPs 
to then commence participation in the PRDE.  

As such, it is likely that these factors will drive participation, rather than the inclusion of a 
provision requiring mandatory comprehensive participation by 2017. As stated above, 
such a provision is likely to have a discriminatory effect, given that smaller credit 

                                                      
 
29  AFC submission, p 1: “We understand that the PRDE is proposed to provide a framework to enhance the benefits of 

consumer credit reporting by maximising permitted data inputs through reciprocal-information sharing. In short, the 
ability to access data is linked to contribution of data. Another key aspect of the PRDE is endeavouring to achieve a 
uniform standard (ie the ACRDS) for data inputs to maximise the quality of data that is exchanged through the 
consumer credit reporting system. In principle, the AFC supports these objectives. We also understand the need for 
participants to have confidence in the system and some facility to moderate participation if required.” 

30  Again, the submission does not identify the ‘regulator’, however it is assumed this is a reference to the Privacy 
Commissioner. 
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providers may not have the financial resources to transition to CCR within this timeframe, 
and non-financial credit providers are currently prohibited from participating in the 
exchange of RHI.  

Again the applicant would note that the suggestion that the ‘regulator’ play a role in 
review of the operation of the PRDE confuses the obligations in the PRDE with the 
Privacy Act obligations. The OAIC in its submission has acknowledged that the Privacy 
Commissioner will not be responsible for enforcing obligations under the PRDE, and they 
are unlikely to be willing and able to play a role monitoring ARCA’s progress on 
encouraging CPs and CRBs to sign up to the PRDE and then encourage ‘full and 
complete data submission’ by 2017.  

Finally, it is noted that a review of comprehensive credit reporting arrangements in 2017 
is contemplated by the Financial System Inquiry (FSI) final report. This is a matter for 
government, through the Commonwealth Treasury, to consider further. It should be noted 
that, as set out in the Application, government intervention to implement a mandatory 
system of CCR would likely be more costly and less responsive than the industry 
framework proposed under the PRDE.  

(f) Conclusions 

The PRDE is dedicated to promoting the reciprocal exchange of comprehensive credit 
data and thus realising the benefits of CCR.  These benefits are widely recognised, and 
were thoroughly considered by government before it decided to introduce legislation to 
implement CCR in Australia.   

The PRDE plays an important role in making CCR possible, but the PRDE has not been 
designed to address every possible issue associated with CCR implementation in 
Australia.  To the extent that concerns continue to arise, it will be up to the industry to 
continue working out appropriate solutions.  In most cases, that process is well underway 
(and is independent of the PRDE).   

The question for the ACCC is not whether an alternative hypothetical arrangement might 
better suit one or more stakeholders or groups of stakeholders, or might address 
problems that the PRDE was not designed to solve.  The test is whether the PRDE as 
proposed by the applicant provides public benefits that outweigh any public detriments 
associated with the PRDE.  
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3 The PRDE is necessary to fully realise the benefits of CCR 
3.1 Summary 

The Veda submission and its annexures argue that: 

 ARCA’s Application has conflated the benefits of the PRDE with the benefits of 
CCR; 

 the PRDE will not materially promote the benefits associated with CCR, because: 

1. disincentives for CPs to share their credit data with their competitors due to 
“free rider” concerns are overstated or unsupported; 

2. there are powerful incentives for CPs and CRBs to establish and enforce 
reciprocity arrangements through bilateral agreements; 

3. international and Australian experience suggests that effective systems of 
reciprocal data exchange will arise without a multilateral industry framework 
that provides a binding compliance process; and 

4. delays in the adoption of CCR in Australia are due entirely to system 
changes and not any lack of a multilateral reciprocity framework; and 

 the PRDE would result in detriments that outweigh any benefits it provides, since: 

1. it is in effect a mandatory regime, not a voluntary industry framework; and 

2. it is overly restrictive and prescriptive for its purposes. 

By contrast, some other submissions argue that the PRDE should be more prescriptive 
and restrictive in order to fully realise the benefits of CCR, and should be amended to 
provide that: 

 CPs are required to submit data to all CRBs on an equal basis; and 

 CPs should be required to join the PRDE in order to exchange any comprehensive 
credit information. 

ARCA notes that the PRDE was negotiated between stakeholders with a range of 
incentives and priorities – including Veda – and represents a compromise between quite 
different views of the ideal framework for reciprocity and data exchange. 

Veda’s preferred model would leave CRBs – and particularly Veda as the dominant CRB 
– with the responsibility and discretion to enforce reciprocity in data exchange according 
to its commercial imperatives.  Some other stakeholders would prefer an essentially 
mandatory requirement to provide all data to all CRBs through the PRDE framework. 

The PRDE as proposed represents a compromise between these extremes – and takes 
into account many intermediate positions – which will provide significantly greater public 
benefits than public detriments.  While particular stakeholders may consider that public 
benefits – not to mention private benefits – could be increased by amending the PRDE in 
various ways, the question remains whether the PRDE as proposed would provide this 
net public benefit.  ARCA believes that this test is clearly met.   
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This section argues that: 

 The PRDE will provide a range of public benefits, including benefits arising from 
the promotion of CCR in Australia and further benefits to CPs, CRBs and 
consumers arising from the PRDE’s consistency, reporting obligations, data 
standards and its transparency and enforceability obligations.  The Application 
identifies and distinguishes these public benefits and they are further detailed in 
this submission.  

 The disincentives and free-rider concerns associated with credit data exchange 
(particularly in a comprehensive credit reporting environment) are real, substantial, 
widely recognised and supported by economic analysis.  The development and 
evolution of the negative data reporting system in Australia do not demonstrate that 
these disincentives can be overcome without a multilateral reciprocity framework 
because: 

1. the negative data reporting system began as a multilateral framework, with 
major CPs agreeing to establish and operate the first significant CRB – 
which has since been sold and is now known as Veda; 

2. the negative data reporting system has been characterised by significant 
data gaps and failures of reciprocity, to the detriment of smaller CPs; and 

3. the disincentives against sharing credit data are even stronger for positive 
credit data than for negative data – as acknowledged by the Veda 
economist’s report and confirmed by the CRA Report attached to this 
submission.  

 The incentives for CPs to contribute data and for CRBs to encourage contribution 
and/or reciprocity through bilateral contracts are weak, and will in many 
circumstances be insufficient to overcome the strong incentives for CPs to withhold 
data and CRBs to allow breaches of reciprocity.  This is especially the case where 
there is limited visibility of breaches and limited recourse for smaller CPs in 
particular.  

 International and historical Australian experience suggests that a multilateral 
industry framework based on reciprocity can greatly assist in the introduction of 
credit reporting, while frameworks that rely on CRBs to enforce reciprocity 
obligations have resulted in data gaps and reciprocity failures.  Internationally, 
these issues have prompted regulatory intervention which the PRDE is intended to 
avoid.  

 Delays in the introduction of CCR are likely to be attributable to both system 
changes and competitive disincentives.  However, ARCA understands that a 
number of CPs are well advanced in implementing the necessary system changes 
but intend to wait until free rider concerns can be addressed and reciprocity 
assured through the PRDE framework before they will commence sharing 
comprehensive credit data.  

 The PRDE is a multilateral industry framework based on self-regulation and is not 
mandatory in any relevant sense – even if the incentives to participate in the PRDE 
will increase as participation increases. 

 The PRDE provides the transparent and independent compliance framework 
necessary to ensure that reciprocity does not depend on the conflicting commercial 
incentives of CRBs but can be monitored and enforced by the industry as a whole.   

 Calls for a more prescriptive PRDE might further increase the exchange of 
comprehensive credit data, but would be likely to result in greater detriments in 
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reducing CP choice.  ARCA considers that an appropriate balance of public benefit 
and detriment is achieved by the PRDE as proposed. 

3.2 Public benefits of the PRDE  

Veda’s submission argues that the Application fails to adequately distinguish between 
public benefits which accrue from CCR and those which accrue from the PRDE itself.   

The Application makes it clear that many of the public benefits of the PRDE are based, in 
part, on the PRDE’s role in realising the benefits of wide and improved access to CCR.   

The PRDE will significantly improve access to CCR as it combines the necessary 
elements of reciprocity, consistency and enforceability in an open and multilateral industry 
framework. This will promote the public benefits associated with CCR, including:  

 for CPs: better credit assessments and management with use of more data, an 
expanded credit sector, more efficient pricing, decreased fraud, innovation in 
financial services, increased competition between CPs, and improved quality and 
consistency of credit information; 

 for consumers: more accurate credit pricing, the ability to access credit on more 
favourable terms, reduced cross-subsidisation, and increased financial inclusion;. 

 for regulators and the economy at large: support for responsible lending and 
macro-prudential policy, and promoting macro-financial stability and economic 
growth. 

The PRDE will also provide a range of public benefits that go beyond the benefits of 
improved access to CCR, including: 

 Consistency in credit information,31 which has benefits for: 

1. CPs through better access to consistent information, which also facilitates 
competition between CPs and between CRBs; and 

2. consumers through greater consistency in credit reports obtained from 
different CRBs.  

 The creation of a standardised, reliable and timely exchange of credit-related 
personal information, combining the PRDE’s reciprocity,32 consistency and 
enforceability33 obligations with its promotion of the Australian Credit Reporting 
Data Standard (ACRDS) to optimise the use of allowable credit-related personal 
information.  

 The ability for signatory CPs to access data from other signatory CPs on a non-
discriminatory basis (irrespective of their size, industry and product mix), which 
arises because of the reciprocity obligations.  

                                                      
 
31  Consistency obligations are contained in paragraphs 9, 15 and 16 of the PRDE. 
32  Reciprocity obligations are contained in paragraphs 4, 8, 10, 14, 34, 35, 36, 38, 39, and by way of anti-avoidance, 11, 

12 and 44 of the PRDE. 
33  Enforceability obligations are contained in paragraph 89 of the PRDE. 
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 The facilitation of a capacity for smaller CRBs to compete on analytics and other 
credit reporting products and information processing services, rather than data 
supply inputs, as a result of the consistent supply obligations on CPs. 

It should be clear from the above that the public benefits of the PRDE will arise both from 
the successful implementation of comprehensive credit-related personal information 
exchange and also from the particular characteristics of the PRDE including its 
reciprocity, consistency and enforceability obligations.   

3.3 Disincentives and free rider concerns are real and substantial 

Veda’s submission and its annexures suggest that free-rider concerns and disincentives 
for CPs to contribute comprehensive credit information are not significant and do not 
need to be addressed through a framework such as the PRDE.  For example, the Clayton 
Utz report asserts that: 

“The free rider concerns are overstated and, in any event, are not likely to outweigh 
the benefits that industry participants achieve from reciprocal sharing of data.”34 

This assertion is inconsistent with both experience and economics. 

Nature of free-rider concerns 

Free-rider concerns are widely acknowledged as the key challenge of the credit reporting 
system, including recently by the Financial System Inquiry (FSI).  Both the benefits of 
CCR and the disincentives for CPs – particularly larger CPs – to contribute credit 
information were identified by the Interim Report of the FSI: 

“The shift from a negative to a positive credit reporting system has the potential to 
promote competition by enabling credit providers to more accurately assess the 
credit worthiness of borrowers, and to compete for customers by offering risk-
based pricing. 

However, CCR is voluntary and the Inquiry understands that, to date, none of the 
major banks have participated.  This is likely because the cost of sharing their 
information with competitors is greater than the benefit of gaining access to other 
competitors’ databases.”35 

After extensive industry submissions on the implementation of CCR, these conclusions 
remained largely unchanged in the Final Report of the FSI: 

“Participation in CCR is voluntary, so the pace and extent of eventual participation 
in the regime is not yet clear. 

For credit providers, participation will depend on the perceived net benefits, which 
will differ between different classes of credit provider.  For a major institution with a 
relatively large customer base, early and full participation may provide, at least 
initially, relatively larger benefits to other, smaller participants than for the institution 
itself.”36 

                                                      
 
34  Veda submission, Annexure A, p 10. 
35  At pp 2-18. 
36  Financial System Inquiry, Final Report, November 2014, p 191. 
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That is, larger CPs will have a strong disincentive to contribute their credit information 
because doing so would benefit their direct competitors at their own expense.  This 
competitive disadvantage is likely to remain until the CP can reasonably expect to receive 
as much useful credit reporting information from the system as it contributes to the 
system – and, critically, to know whether it is receiving all the information it should be 
receiving, and to have some recourse if it discovers that it is not.   

First-mover disadvantages 

As noted by the FSI Final Report, these disincentives affect various institutions differently.  
The very largest CP will have the strongest disincentive to contribute its data, and is likely 
to require at least two other major institutions to contribute their data in order to avoid any 
competitive disadvantage.  Other major institutions will be discouraged from contributing 
their data until either the largest CP or a sufficient number of smaller CPs collectively 
contribute their data. 

As well as participation, it is necessary to ensure that a commensurate volume of various 
kinds of data is contributed.  In these circumstances it is likely to be difficult for a new 
system of credit data exchange to “get off the ground” without sufficient assurances of 
participation from industry participants – critically including the largest CPs.  

The FSI Final Report notes: 

“As participation and system-wide data grow, net benefits increase for all CCR 
participants.”37 

However, in order for participation and system-wide data to grow, it is necessary to 
overcome the disincentives against initial participation, particularly for major institutions.  

This difficulty has been summarised by Veda’s David Grafton, former Executive General 
Manager of its Credit & Marketing Solutions Group: 

“Before data exchange occurs in a meaningful way, there isn’t really a strong 
commercial interest for those credit providers that have got the biggest customer 
bases to share their data. 

But when that information exchange develops and once we get north of that 40 per 
cent tipping point, the more benefit (there is) for the sharers.  You don't have to be 
first, but you absolutely don’t want to be last.”38 

The PRDE and reciprocity 

The principle of reciprocity is widely accepted as critical to overcoming the disincentives 
inherent in credit reporting.  As set out in the CRA Report: 

“Reciprocity obligations are widely considered to be essential for the effective 
implementation of CCR where there are private CRBs.  This is because, in the 
absence of reciprocity, a CP that contributes its own valuable information on the 
credit risk of its customers has no guarantee that others will also contribute, and if 
the CP is rational it will prefer not to share its information with others on that basis 

                                                      
 
37  Financial System Inquiry, Final Report, November 2014, p 191. 
38  “Calls to accelerate the comprehensive credit reporting regime”, The Australian, 2 April 2015. 
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as doing so may give competitors access to valuable information on the CP’s best 
customers with nothing in return.”39 

Indeed, the widespread adoption of reciprocity by credit reporting data exchanges is a 
clear recognition of the underlying disincentives and concerns: 

“Creditors generate information on borrowers’ credit behaviour which is useful to 
assess their creditworthiness.  This private information grants an information 
monopoly position to the creditor that generated it.  A creditor could accept sharing 
its information and break its information monopoly if it gains access to the 
information of other creditors…”40 

The Veda submission and its annexures concede the importance of reciprocity while 
downplaying or dismissing the problems that reciprocity is designed to address.  The 
question of what is required to ensure reciprocity is addressed below; but it must be 
acknowledged that disincentives associated with free-rider concerns and first-mover 
penalties are real and substantial, and can only be overcome by a system of reciprocity 
that provides a sufficient level of confidence to all participants. 

The PRDE requires signatories to exchange credit-related personal information on the 
basis of reciprocity and to contribute all information they hold up to their nominated Tier 
level – regardless of credit product or portfolio.  This maximises the information to which a 
prospective CP will gain access and minimises the disincentives for CPs to contribute 
their own credit information.     

As well as providing assurance that the data will be available, the PRDE also provides a 
compliance mechanism to ensure that this data is provided by all CPs under the principle 
of reciprocity.  In order to make this compliance mechanism meaningful and effective, the 
PRDE includes a number of transparency measures including: 

 a register available to signatories showing who else has signed the PRDE and at 
what nominated Tier level; 

 an obligation on signatories to attest to their compliance with the PRDE on the 
register; and 

 communication to all signatories of compliance outcomes. 

Like similar frameworks developed around the world and discussed further in section 3.5, 
the PRDE was developed to address widely held free-rider concerns.  Without such a 
framework, the stakeholders involved in the development of the PRDE considered – as 
have the proponents of similar frameworks elsewhere – that the exchange of credit-
related personal information in general, and positive information in particular, would be 
hampered. 

                                                      
 
39  CRA Report, p 7. 
40  Report of the Expert Group on Credit Histories, European Commission DG Internal Market and Services, May 2009.  
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Free-rider concerns and the current negative credit reporting system 

Veda argues that “if the free rider concerns… were major issues, the credit reporting 
system in existence today in Australia would not have arisen or been as effective as it 
is.”41 

This argument fails on three grounds: 

(a) The current credit reporting system began as a multilateral framework 

The credit reporting system in existence today was substantially shaped by Veda’s 
predecessor, the Credit Reference Association of Australia, which was established 
in 1968 as a mutual organisation owned and controlled by CPs – including all the 
major banks – for their own benefit.   

That structure allowed CPs to overcome free-rider issues by imposing a multilateral 
system of reciprocity through mutual ownership of the only significant CRB, 
enshrined in its charter and code of conduct and able to be monitored and 
enforced by CPs.  The situation now is very different.   

(b) There are serious problems with the current credit reporting system 

Even with this history, the existing credit reporting system has presented significant 
concerns relating to transparency, enforceability and completeness and accuracy 
of data – particularly for smaller CPs.  The Veda submission alludes to these 
issues when it acknowledges in a footnote that: 

“In the present system, there is a small number of financial institutions, which 
due to system challenges are not presently able to provide certain data sets.  
Those system issues are being addressed and much of that information is 
available from other sources.  The non-supply of the data presently does not 
arise from a lack of incentive to provide the data.  Given the limited nature of 
the data and other sources of availability, the lack of availability is not 
material to credit making decisions.”42 

With respect, it is disingenuous to argue both that the success of the current 
system proves that disincentives are not substantial, and that failures of the current 
system are not due to disincentives.  There may well be operational as well as 
incentive reasons for particular failures to provide data.  However, the fact remains 
that, even under the current system, institutions are not fulfilling their reciprocity 
obligations, and CPs have long been concerned that their competitors are 
withholding credit information or contributing it only sporadically, with portfolios 
such as home loans particularly affected.  

[CONFIDENTIAL]43]4445 

It is of little comfort to CPs to be assured by CRBs that missing data is available 
elsewhere or is not material to decisions to grant credit.  It is exactly these issues 
that have motivated the industry to spend two years and considerable resources 

                                                      
 
41  At p 7. 
42  Veda submission, p 7 at fn 17.  
43 [CONFIDENTIAL] 
44  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
45  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
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developing the PRDE in order to implement minimum contribution requirements 
(including for signatory CP negative information), and to provide the transparency 
and enforceability critical to avoid repeating or perpetuating these problems in the 
move to comprehensive credit reporting.   

[CONFIDENTIAL]46 

(c) The disincentives against sharing CCR are stronger than for negative data 

As the HoustonKemp report provided by Veda acknowledges (again, in a footnote), 
the disincentives to share comprehensive credit data may be even greater than for 
legacy negative credit data: 

“This is because, in theory, CPs derive some benefit from the widespread 
dissemination of negative credit information across the system.  When 
negative credit information is disseminated quite broadly to multiple CRBs, 
an individual that does default on a credit account will find it more difficult to 
access credit because there is a greater likelihood that a CP will obtain 
details of that default.  As a result, consumers have a greater incentive to 
make sure that they rectify their credit record by paying back their debt. By 
ensuring that negative information is disseminated quite broadly, CPs 
therefore improve the likelihood that those consumers to whom they do 
provide credit, will repay their debts.”47 

Comprehensive credit data is significantly more valuable than negative data, since 
it provides a substantially more complete picture of a customer’s financial position 
than negative information, and can far more reliably identify low-risk or “good” 
customers, as well as customers who may be at risk of hardship but are not at a 
point of default.  As a result, the incentives on CPs to withhold their comprehensive 
credit data from their competitors are magnified.   

The CRA Report confirms that: 

“[R]eciprocity is likely to be more important for positive information than for 
negative information.  First, positive information is intrinsically more valuable 
to CPs than negative information… Second, CPs may have incentives to 
have negative information in relation to their customers distributed widely 
across multiple CRBs even without reciprocity.  These incentives do not 
apply to positive information.”48 

In summary, the history of credit reporting system in Australia does nothing to dispel or 
diminish the free-rider and disincentive concerns that arise in relation to the introduction 
of comprehensive credit reporting. 

It is also worth pointing out that Veda’s views are not shared across the industry.  The 
ABA, representing 23 ADIs including all four major banks and a wide range of other 
regional, national and international banks in Australia, argues in its submission that a 
multilateral industry framework including an effective monitoring and compliance 
mechanism is necessary for the effective adoption of comprehensive credit reporting: 

                                                      
 
46  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
47  HoustonKemp Report, p 7 at fn 24.  
48  CRA Report, pp 9-10. 
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“As the Privacy Act itself only provides the mechanism for comprehensive credit 
reporting, without further, possibly prescriptive, regulatory change, industry self-
regulation was a necessary requirement to encourage and support the move by the 
credit industry to comprehensive credit reporting… 

As the Privacy Act itself does not require participants in the credit reporting industry 
to participate in comprehensive credit reporting, it became necessary to develop 
relevant codes and guiding documents to provide a basis on which industry could 
confidently, effectively and efficiently adopt comprehensive credit reporting. 

The PRDE is a key document to enable comprehensive credit reporting as it will 
help ensure a level playing field for all participants. The PRDE provides a 
monitoring and compliance mechanism which is a necessary inclusion to ensure 
the benefits of the PRDE are achieved by all concerned.”49 

Similarly, ME Bank acknowledges the necessity of a suitable framework in achieving the 
benefits of CCR: 

“These benefits are only possible however, by reducing information asymmetries 
that currently exist across the industry through effective credit data exchange 
between relevant parties. 

The PRDE developed by ARCA provides the necessary framework and 
governance through which credit information is to be exchanged between industry 
participants and enable the benefits of CCR outlined above to be realised. 

In our view, the process followed to develop the PRDE has been comprehensive, 
inclusive and consultative, enabling industry participants and consumer advocates 
significant opportunity to contribute. As a result, we believe the PRDE represents a 
collaborative effort to provide the necessary framework, governance and oversight 
to enable the effective exchange of data within the credit reporting system with 
integrity whilst protecting consumer information… 

ME Bank’s participation in CCR is contingent on the PRDE being in place.”50 

[CONFIDENTIAL] 51 52 53  

In these circumstances and given this evidence, any assertion that free rider concerns 
are “overstated” cannot be sustained.  The PRDE has been developed to overcome 
exactly these concerns, and the many stakeholders involved in its development consider 
the PRDE will be both effective and necessary to the introduction of CCR in Australia. 

3.4 Incentives to share are insufficient to overcome these concerns 

While acknowledging that a system of reciprocity is critical to promote the exchange of 
credit reporting data, the Veda submission and its annexures argue that a sufficient level 
of reciprocity will arise through the use of bilateral arrangements between CPs and CRBs. 

                                                      
 
49  Australian Bankers Association submission, p 2.  
50  ME Bank submission, pp 1-2. 
51  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
52  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
53  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
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Given Veda’s history and its market position, it is not surprising that it would argue for a 
closed system of reciprocity that is controlled by individual CRBs and depends entirely on 
each CRB’s discretion to implement and enforce. 

Such a system may have worked for Veda’s original CP members when they had visibility 
of compliance with reciprocity arrangements and the capacity to compel compliance as 
owners of the only significant CRB.   

However, there is now a competitive environment where there are three main CRBs but 
one remains dominant, and CPs have limited visibility and influence over other CPs’ 
arrangements with each CRB.  In this environment, private or bilateral arrangements 
cannot provide CPs with sufficient confidence that their contribution of comprehensive 
credit data will be reciprocated.   

In particular, private or bilateral arrangements provide little transparency on the nature of 
any reciprocity obligations or their adherence by other CPs, and no recourse for any CP 
who somehow manages to discover that its contribution to the system has not been 
reciprocated by another CP. 

The Veda submission and its annexures argue that CPs and CRBs have commercial 
incentives to accumulate as much credit-related personal information as possible, but do 
not explain how these incentives will lead or amount to a sufficient assurance of 
reciprocity (considering that the larger the CP or CRB, the greater the incentive and 
competitive advantage in withholding that information).   

Although CPs will generally benefit from sourcing as much credit reporting information as 
they can, their clear incentive will always be to withhold their own credit information from 
the system – to the extent that they are able to do so without detection or consequence.  
As the CRA Report notes: 

“[E]ach CP will have an incentive to deviate from an undertaking to share data, as it 
will get a higher payoff from withholding its own data from the pool if other CPs are 
contributing.  This incentive remains even once CPs have agreed ‘in-principle’ to 
reciprocity – e.g. even if CPs have signed up to the PRDE with its reciprocity 
provisions or even if CPs have reached ‘in-principle’ agreements for reciprocity in 
bilateral arrangements with CRBs.”54 

And although CRBs will benefit from having the largest data pool possible – and even the 
best reputation possible – in some circumstances they will face greater incentives to keep 
their biggest customers happy, particularly if their other customers are unlikely either to 
find out or to take their business elsewhere (which is likely to be the case where one CRB 
is dominant in the market). 

Larger CPs in particular may withhold or fail to provide some or even all their credit 
information, or to share it only with CPs of comparable size – and may get their way due 
to their countervailing power, their overall importance to the system or their position as 
significant purchasers of credit reports. 

Whatever CPs’ incentives to exchange information through reciprocity, they will have 
even greater incentives to take without giving – that is, to free-ride.   

These issues are addressed in more detail below. 
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(a) CRBs have conflicting incentives to impose reciprocity on CPs 

Veda argues that the PRDE is not necessary because CRBs will have incentives to 
ensure their CP customers engage in reciprocity through bilateral contracts.  The 
incentives claimed relate to business models and reputations.  

It is clear that a CRB’s business model may rely on offering as large and as 
complete a data set as possible – though niche models are also available – and 
that a reputation for completeness would be an asset.  It is less clear that these 
incentives would be sufficient to ensure an enforceable system of reciprocity, or 
indeed that a reputation for enforcing reciprocity – as opposed to offering a 
sufficiently large data set – is important. 

A number of commercial factors may affect a CRB’s willingness to enforce 
reciprocity obligations in bilateral contracts.  In particular, it may be difficult for 
CRBs to impose or enforce obligations on larger CPs due to their countervailing 
power.  A larger CP may request that its credit information is only shared with other 
larger CPs, or may seek to have certain credit portfolios not disclosed at all.  The 
commercial risk of a large CP restricting or ceasing its supply or consumption 
would strongly influence any enforcement action undertaken by a CRB.  

As the CRA Report observes: 

“CRBs have conflicting incentives.  On the one hand, they have incentives to 
persuade CPs that they will observe reciprocity and ensure that other CPs 
observe reciprocity, as CPs will otherwise be reluctant to share their 
information with the CRB.  On the other hand, CRBs have incentives to 
reach agreements with CPs that do not require full reciprocation or fail to 
enforce reciprocity in relation to particular CPs, as each CP agreement 
represents additional revenue to the CRB.  The larger the CP, the greater its 
importance to the CRB, and the more likely that it will be able to under-
contribute without fear of sanction by the CRB.”55 

Jappelli and Pagano report that in the United States: 

“At one time, American Express declined to share its information with credit 
bureaus, but because it was willing to buy reports in large quantities, the 
bureaus kept on selling reports to that firm.”56 

Also in the United States, the New York Times reported in 2005 that credit limit 
data had been routinely withheld from the credit reporting system by CPs: 

“The three major credit reporting bureaus – Equifax, Experian and 
TransUnion – have said they would prefer that every lender report credit limit 
data…  

Nonetheless, it is difficult for them to twist the arms of the issuing banks: in 
many cases, the companies that withhold that information are also their 
largest customers.  Even though there is a ‘very compelling story statistically 
and it makes a lot of sense,’ said Laura DeSoto, Experian's vice president 
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for marketing, ‘we know every company has the right to set their own 
policies.’”57 

As a result, the Federal Reserve found that in 1999 around 70% of consumers 
sampled had missing credit limits on one or more revolving accounts.  By 2003, 
thanks in part to regulatory intervention: 

“credit limits were missing for about 14 percent of revolving accounts, and 
the omissions affected about 46 percent of the consumers in the sample. 
Thus, although the incidence of missing credit limits has fallen substantially, 
it remains an important data quality issue.”58 

The Federal Reserve also found other examples of CPs withholding information: 

“Some reporters provide incomplete performance information on their 
accounts.”59 

“Some lenders, particularly those that specialize in lending to higher-risk 
individuals (referred to here as subprime lenders), choose to withhold 
positive performance information about their customers for competitive 
advantage.”60 

“[I]n 2003, Sallie Mae, the nation’s largest provider of student loans, decided 
to withhold information on its accounts from two of the three credit-reporting 
agencies.” 61 

In Australia, there is widespread concern among smaller CPs in particular that 
CRBs have allowed their larger CP customers to under-contribute negative credit 
information and either have not insisted on strict adherence to their reciprocity 
obligations, or have not included such obligations in their services agreements with 
all CPs. 

[CONFIDENTIAL]62 

Reports of larger CPs’ failures of reciprocity being permitted by CRBs are set out in 
section 3.3(b). 

Reputational risks are also likely to provide weak incentives for a CRB to impose 
and enforce reciprocity obligations on CPs.  Even if CPs prefer a CRB with a 
reputation for enforcing reciprocity obligations: 

 that preference will always come second to the volume and quality of data 
that the CRB can offer, and if the CRB has the most complete data then CPs 
may not be able to take their business elsewhere despite reputational 
concerns; and 

                                                      
 
57  Eric Dash, “Up Against the Plastic Wall”, New York Times, 21 May 2005. 
58  Federal Reserve Bulletin, Summer 2004, p 306.  
59  Federal Reserve Bulletin, Summer 2004, p 305.  
60  Federal Reserve Bulletin, Summer 2004, p 305 at fn 23. 
61  Federal Reserve Bulletin, Summer 2004, p 305.  
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 reputation will only be affected where a failure to enforce reciprocity 
obligations becomes known to CPs, and is capable of being enforced – 
which, as discussed below, may not be likely. 

The weak and inconsistent use or enforcement of reciprocity obligations in the 
current negative data exchange suggests that neither CRB business models nor 
reputational risk are sufficient to ensure that reciprocity would be used or enforced 
under a system of discrete bilateral arrangements.  

(b) CPs have limited visibility and recourse 

Veda argues that CPs may determine whether CRBs are enforcing reciprocity 
obligations in bilateral contracts by examining each of the credit reports they 
receive, checking which other CPs have accounts with that customer and then 
checking that monthly credit reporting for those accounts appears to be complete. 

Not only would this be a laborious and burdensome exercise that would fail to show 
serious or systemic breaches, it would give CPs no way of identifying the level of 
other CPs’ reciprocity obligations, and therefore no way of telling whether or not 
they had been met.  Where another CP has agreed with a CRB that it will only 
contribute consumer credit liability information (CCLI), an apparent failure to report 
repayment history information (RHI) may or may not indicate to other CPs a breach 
of that CP’s reciprocity obligations.   

Even if a CP were to suspect that another CP had breached its reciprocity 
obligations, because it has no contractual relationship with that CP it would have 
no recourse beyond requesting that the relevant CRB enforce its bilateral contract 
with that CP.  Such a request may have little chance of succeeding if it is 
unrealistic for the complaining CP to take its business elsewhere – or if the 
complaining CP is less commercially valuable to the CRB than the breaching CP 
may be.  

The CRA Report concludes that the critical issue in overcoming free-rider 
concerns: 

“is not only reciprocity, but also an enforcement mechanism that gives 
confidence to CPs that any attempts to deviate from reciprocity will be 
identified and rectified, and any persistent deviations will be punished.  
Without an enforcement mechanism that has the confidence of CPs, the 
principle of reciprocity lacks substance and sharing of CCR information is 
unlikely to occur.”63 

In relation to visibility and recourse in reciprocity obligations, the CRA Report notes 
that: 

“In its standard agreement, Veda provides that it may withhold or suspend 
use of its services if Veda believes that the CP is not complying with its 
obligations under the agreement (which includes reciprocity in relation to 
CCLI and RHI), and requires the CP to agree to provide access to its 
systems and/or documentation so that Veda can check the CP’s compliance 
with the agreement.64  However, there are no provisions or procedures that 
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allow for a CP to challenge the compliance of other CPs or compel Veda to 
investigate and enforce reciprocity.  

A key difficulty with a setting of purely bilateral agreements is that a 
complainant CP is not a party to the bilateral agreement between the CRB 
and the CP that is alleged to have failed to comply, and cannot enforce that 
agreement directly.  Correspondingly, one of the key advantages of a 
multilateral setting like the PRDE is that all CPs have obligations to each 
other and CPs can pursue enforcement directly through a multilateral 
process… 

The transparency that the PRDE provides to CPs is very different from the 
situation that exists in a setting of purely bilateral agreements between CPs 
and CRBs.  In such a setting, one CP may have limited insight into the types 
of information that another CP is providing.  This makes it difficult for the first 
CP to understand whether the second CP is respecting the principle of 
reciprocity.”65 

(c) Privacy Act obligations do not promote reciprocity 

Veda’s submission and its annexures argue that the obligations of the Privacy Act 
will contribute to the adoption of reciprocity and CCR in the absence of the 
PRDE.66  

The Privacy Act requires CRBs and CPs to take “such steps as are reasonable in 
the circumstances” to ensure that credit-related personal information they collect or 
disclose is “accurate, up-to-date and complete”.  CRBs are also obliged into enter 
into and enforce agreements with CPs providing that the credit information 
disclosed by those CPs is accurate, up-to-date and complete.   

However, these obligations have no bearing on the prospects of introducing a 
system of reciprocity.  A CRB may disclose information to a CP that is accurate, 
up-to-date and complete without requiring that the CP provide any information in 
return.  The Privacy Act is concerned with the quality of the credit information that 
is exchanged, not with encouraging the exchange of any credit information.   

The situation is somewhat different in jurisdictions such as the United Kingdom and 
the United States, where financial regulators have intervened to require CPs to 
submit particular kinds of data to CRBs in order to comply with their regulatory 
obligations.  However, these cases do not involve reciprocity but are examples of 
effectively mandatory data provision.  

In Australia, as set out in the Explanatory Memorandum to the amendment to the 
Privacy Act introducing comprehensive credit reporting: 

“The industry may choose to address some credit reporting issues (such as 
reciprocity between industry participants in the credit reporting system) 
which will not be regulated by the credit reporting provisions. It would be a 
matter for industry to determine what, if any, additional issues should be 
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included. As these matters would fall outside the credit reporting provisions, 
they would not require approval by the Privacy Commissioner.”67 

The Veda submission and its annexures also argue that reciprocity will be 
encouraged by the requirement for CRBs to independently audit their CPs’ 
compliance with their obligations to ensure the information they provide is accurate, 
up-to-date and complete, and also secure.68   

Given the scope of the audit will be compliance with Privacy Act obligations, these 
CRB audits will do nothing to provide assurance that reciprocity in data exchange 
has been observed.   

By contrast, the multilateral framework provided by the PRDE would help CPs to monitor 
each other’s compliance with reciprocity obligations through the signatory register, which 
would set out each signatory CP’s nominated tier of contribution, the date its contribution 
commenced and its attestation of reaching full contribution and ongoing annual 
compliance.  More importantly, the PRDE would provide a system for any CP to ensure 
that a breach of reciprocity obligations was investigated and resolved – without relying on 
CRBs to enforce these breaches and without bringing commercial considerations into the 
issue of enforcement.   

3.5 Experience suggests that CCR exchange will be facilitated by an industry 
framework 

Credit reporting systems internationally fall along a wide spectrum of prescription and 
enforceability, from high-level or aspirational principles to the mandatory provision of all 
information with legal penalties for non-compliance.   

The Veda submission and its annexures identify the United Kingdom and New Zealand 
as examples of credit reporting systems that have arisen with what Veda considers to be 
the appropriate level of prescription.   

There are key differences between each of the United Kingdom and New Zealand 
markets and Australia which make useful comparisons difficult.  However, in ARCA’s view 
these systems are less successful than the Veda submission and its annexures suggest, 
with slow and incomplete contribution of data and a lack of transparency reducing CPs’ 
confidence in those systems.   

These systems also have more in common with the PRDE than Veda and its advisors 
acknowledge.  The chief difference is that these systems place more reliance on CRBs to 
ensure reciprocity, while the PRDE provides for transparency and independent oversight 
and recourse in order to avoid the conflicting incentives that CRBs may have in deciding 
whether to enforce reciprocity against their larger customers in particular.  ARCA believes 
that these measures will help the Australian industry to avoid the difficulties or failures 
observed in other jurisdictions. 

[CONFIDENTIAL]69 

While preferring a more mandatory system of credit reporting, ConsumaData considers 
that: 
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“[C]redit reporting exchanges work best where there are consequences associated 
with inaction, and a level of transparency.”70 

ARCA agrees, and considers that these consequences and transparency are best 
assured by a framework such as the PRDE.   

The CRA Report concludes that: 

“[I]n our opinion it will not be possible to establish an effective system of CCR in 
Australia primarily on the basis of bilateral agreements between CRBs and CPs… 
in a setting of purely bilateral arrangements it is unlikely that CRBs in Australia will 
establish mechanisms that will provide CPs with confidence that reciprocity will be 
observed and enforced.”71  

The experience of New Zealand and the United Kingdom – as well as the United States 
and South Africa as systems with less and more prescriptive industry frameworks 
respectively – are compared with the historical and current Australian experience below.   

(a) New Zealand 

ARCA agrees that the reciprocity framework in New Zealand has contributed to the 
exchange of CCR in New Zealand.  However, it disagrees with the claim in the 
Clayton Utz paper annexed to the Veda submission that: 

“This has occurred without any reciprocity, consistency or enforcement 
obligations in the New Zealand regime of the type envisaged in the PRDE.”72 

The reciprocity framework in New Zealand is expressed to be non-binding and 
contains no consistency obligations.  It does include a process for compliance with 
the Principles of Reciprocity (PoR), though it is centred around CRBs: 

“8.10  [CRBs] will work with all other parties to this Heads of Agreement to 
address adherence to the PoR.  If any party does not comply with the 
PoR or there is a dispute regarding adherence to the PoR, the matter 
will be communicated to the affected Participant Data Group as soon 
as possible.” 

A Participant Data Group is a group of CPs contributing CCR that is “established 
by” a CRB or CRBs.  As well as resolving issues of non-compliance with the 
Principles of Reciprocity, the Participant Data Group is responsible for allowing 
certain categories of exemptions to reciprocity.   

[CONFIDENTIAL]73 

These arrangements appear to go beyond purely bilateral contracts by allowing 
groups of CP customers to resolve issues between themselves, though the CRB 
remains central to this framework. 

                                                      
 
70  ConsumaData statement, p 2. 
71  CRA Report, pp 22-23. 
72  Veda submission, Annexure A, p 17. 
73  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
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ARCA understands that the industry’s intention was for an enforceable reciprocity 
framework administered by the Retail Credit Association of New Zealand (RCANZ) 
which would have supplied data to all CRBs.  However, ARCA understands that 
these plans were abandoned after strong opposition from Veda.  As a result, the 
current non-binding Heads of Agreement was adopted. 

Even in its compromised state, the New Zealand framework is a multilateral 
reciprocity framework entered into by CPs to provide some assurance of reciprocity 
in order to overcome free-rider and first-mover disincentive concerns.   

ARCA understands that the particular characteristics of New Zealand credit 
markets – which have fewer participants and greater continuity of roles allowing 
more trust and confidence to develop between industry representatives – may have 
allowed the PoR to provide adequate assurance to the industry even without a 
binding enforcement mechanism.   

However, there remain concerns about the uptake of CCR in New Zealand. 

Two of the largest CPs, ANZ and Bank of New Zealand, have yet to participate in 
the exchange of CCR – and the single largest bank, ANZ, is not a signatory to the 
Heads of Agreement.  This pattern is consistent with the free-rider concerns which 
predict that the largest CPs will have the strongest disincentives to share data and 
will require the greatest assurances that other CPs will contribute their data.  From 
a practical perspective it means that the exchange is missing 45% to 50% of the 
comprehensive data potentially available to the system.   

[CONFIDENTIAL] 74 75 76 

(b) United Kingdom 

Similarly, the Clayton Utz paper annexed to the Veda submission considers that 
the United Kingdom represents international best practice, since: 

“The UK approach incorporates a dispute resolution regime which relies on 
the incentives for reciprocity and CCR data exchange without recourse to 
any person other than the industry body.”77 

ARCA acknowledges that the Principles of Reciprocity (POR) published by the 
Steering Committee on Reciprocity (SCOR) were critical to the commencement of 
credit data exchange in the UK.  However, it notes that the credit and credit 
information markets in the UK are substantially different from those in Australia, 
with more balanced competition both between CRBs and between CPs.   

ARCA understands that SCOR was established and the POR developed in order to 
assure large credit providers that they would not be placed at a competitive 
disadvantage by sharing their credit data without an obligation on other large CPs 
to share their own data.   

                                                      
 
74  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
75  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
76  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
77  Veda submission, Annexure A, p 36. 
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Like the PRDE, the POR is a multilateral framework agreed by industry to 
overcome free-rider concerns by giving participants an assurance of reciprocity.  
Like the PRDE, it is supported by agreements between CRBs and CPs but retains 
its fundamental multilateral character.   

The POR also provides a compliance mechanism and a complaints process, under 
which: 

 each CP is required to nominate a compliance officer responsible for 
implementing and complying with the POR; 

 SCOR, acting through the CRBs, will regularly seek confirmation of 
compliance from senior management of each CP; 

 SCOR will directly seek confirmation of compliance from senior management 
of each CRB; and 

 a CP or CRB may direct a complaint about a CP’s breach of the POR to 
SCOR for resolution, which includes the following steps: 

1. SCOR passes the complaint on to senior management of the 
offending CP requesting a full written response; 

2. written responses and evidence are considered at a full meeting of 
SCOR; 

3. SCOR notifies senior management of the offending CP that it 
considers there has been a breach and requires a response; 

4. mediation between the offending CP and affected CRBs; and 

5. SCOR requests the relevant CRB to enforce its contractual obligations 
against the offending CP. 

Although SCOR’s request that a CRB enforce its obligations against a CP 
customer is not legally binding, such a request – effectively made by the entire 
credit industry – is likely to carry considerable weight.  SCOR’s enforcement role is 
reflected in Experian’s submission to the UK government, which noted that: 

“Data sharing in the UK is governed by the Principles of Reciprocity—as 
agreed and policed by the Steering Committee on Reciprocity (SCOR)…”78 

The Veda submission claims that the SCOR complaints process has not been used 
to enforce reciprocity. Experian UK says the process is in fact utilised, although it is 
rare that proceedings will be taken for breach of contract: 

“Regarding enforcement of SCOR rules, it is possible that SCOR may 
intervene. For instance, SCOR may identify an issue with one of a [CRB’s] 
clients, and tell the [CRB] to deal with the issue directly with the client. If the 
[CRB] is not able to resolve the matter, then SCOR can say to the [CRB] that 
you have to remove access due to non-compliance. Generally non-
compliance with the POR would be a breach of the [CRB] contract. This 
rarely happens as generally a compromise is found.   

                                                      
 
78  Experian, Select Committee on Home Affairs, Fifth Report, Written Evidence, Appendix 38 at para 3.6. 
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SCOR also has a self-reporting mechanism which happens every two years 
to check compliance with the POR, through the use of a survey. Responses 
are provided to the SCOR secretary, if a credit provider gives an 
unsatisfactory response, the SCOR secretary will report that to the relevant 
[CRB] to investigate and remediate.”79 

Further, Experian UK relies on the ability to refer disputes through the formal 
SCOR process as a means to achieve informal resolution of issues with other 
credit reporting agencies:     

“I have good relationships with the heads of compliance at the other [CRBs], 
and we will meet regularly.  Any issues will be raised through these informal 
meetings. We may know there is an issue based on anecdotal information 
provided by our salespeople – for instance, if one [CRB] has not been able 
to offer a service because it is against the Principles, but are told by a 
potential client that ‘Another [CRB] has been letting us do it’.  We will raise 
this issue to determine if it is a genuine issue.  The Heads of Compliance for 
the [CRB] will then work through the process to readjust if required.  

Any commitment to the Principles is an executive commitment, and the 
misuse of data is a breach of [CRB] contract, and ultimately bad for the 
lending community reputation.”80 

In any event, as the CRA Report notes: 

“In our opinion, compliance, complaint and enforcement mechanisms do not 
have to be used to be effective and important.  It is their existence that 
provides CPs with confidence in the system, and indeed, if these 
mechanisms are effective, one should not expect to see many attempts to 
breach the principles.”81 

While the PRDE complaints process is explicitly binding on CPs and CRBs 
involved, it does not appear to be materially more prescriptive than the SCOR 
process.  The chief difference between the arrangements is not one of complexity 
or prescriptiveness but of control, with the SCOR placing greater reliance on CRBs 
for enforcement and the PRDE providing a more independent and transparent 
resolution process. 

Although credit information exchange in the United Kingdom is generally effective, 
there have been proposals or calls for government intervention on a number of 
occasions in the past.  For example, in 2005 the Griffiths Commission on Personal 
Debt recommended that financial institutions should be required by their consumer 
credit licences to disclose all data: 

“In evidence received by the Commission from the Finance and Leasing 
Association, it became clear that under the Principles of Reciprocity, full 
disclosure does not include all data.  For example, information regarding 
debtors only making minimum payments on credit cards is not disclosed. 
Further, the Debt Commission is aware that details of overdrafts below 
£2,000 have not been reported to credit reference agencies.  There are 
some credit providers, such as home credit lenders and cheque cashers who 

                                                      
 
79  Experian UK statement, dated 27 May 2015, p 2. 
80  Experian UK statement, p 3. 
81  CRA Report, p 31. 
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see no benefit in sharing data – these are low-value borrowings and it is 
argued that the cost of sharing data can be disproportionate to the benefits. 

The Commission rejects this view.  The Commission considers that all 
finance data should be disclosed as this can make a significant contribution 
to preventing over indebtedness.  This means the sharing of more records 
but, in addition, it means the sharing of more detailed data on records that 
are already shared, notably, data on credit card accounts to indicate whether 
the customer is making only the minimum repayment each month, and 
whether the customer is withdrawing cash and using credit card cheques.”82 

As a result, the Competition Commission required home lenders to share 
comprehensive credit data with CRBs from 2008.83  Similarly, the Business, 
Innovation and Skills Committee recommended that payday lenders be required to 
report real-time credit data in 2012,84 and in 2014 the Financial Conduct Authority 
(FCA) threatened to make data sharing mandatory if industry did not take action.85 

ARCA also notes that the development of a system of credit data exchange in the 
United Kingdom has been slow to develop and has taken many years even since 
SCOR was established and the POR was introduced.  ConsumaData notes: 

“As an example the UK was reliant on voluntary data submission for years 
yet still has an uneven data submission environment with some lenders 
either still not submitting data, or submitting incomplete data and/or data 
being supplied to CRBs on an unequal and inconsistent basis. As a result 
this has a direct influence on barriers to entry for new entrants (CPs and 
CRBs) and is a distinct disadvantage to smaller CPs experiencing the 
difficulties associated with making credit decisions off an inferior or 
incomplete data set when faced with the complexity and costs associated 
with having to maintain multiple CRB relationships.”86 

As Experian UK recalls: 

“The big banks did join early, but they didn’t get all their data in straight 
away.  It took over five to ten years for them to put in all data and portfolios.  
The banks would find the most important product to share, and share that 
first.  However, for example over the years SCOR worked to increase the 
data fields shared for certain products such as credit cards; the industry 
found that the data which was being contributed was not enough to solve 
some of the consumer issues.  As an initiative, the industry developed new 
fields to be included as part of the data, which then provided a basis to have 
the information in the system.”87 

This experience is consistent with the findings of the Treasury Select Committee 
that in 2005 credit card data was inadequately and inconsistently shared: 

                                                      
 
82  The Griffiths Commission on Personal Debt, “What price Credit?” March 2005, p 73. 
83  Competition Commission, “Home credit market investigation”, Final Report, 30 November 2006.   
84  House of Commons Business, Innovation and Skills Committee, “Debt Management”, Fourteenth Report of Session 

2010-12, p 18. 
85  Business, Innovation and Skills Committee, “Payday loans”, Fourth Special Report, Appendix 2.  
86  ConsumaData submission, p 4.  
87  Experian UK statement, p 1. 
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“Some banks currently only share what is known as negative data—events 
such as arrears, missed payments and bankruptcies.  Others share positive 
or full data—this could include the size of the outstanding balance, the credit 
limit, the maximum balance, the size of payment required and a full record of 
any late payments made over the past 24 months and when they were 
made… 

The lack of full data sharing in the credit card industry has significantly 
contributed to problems of over-commitment by hampering responsible 
lending.  As industry representatives themselves acknowledged, there is 
significant scope for the system of data sharing to be improved and the 
industry must make progress in this direction.”88 

The PRDE intends to speed up this process by requiring CPs to contribute all of 
their portfolios rather than picking and choosing between them, and by allowing 
other signatories to ensure compliance with these obligations.   

Experian UK says that the Financial Conduct Authority is encouraging the industry 
to provide greater assurance that CPs are providing all of their data to all CRBs, 
and may make contribution mandatory if industry cannot demonstrate that self-
regulation is sufficient: 

“The FCA continue to monitor how the system operates – that industry must 
get it right, with open and accessible data sharing, if not, the FCA could 
intervene and regulate if required. Having said this, the FCA have said many 
times they would prefer a voluntary, self-regulated scheme, but it has to be 
working properly.”89 

(c) United States 

As set out in section 3.4(a), the history of credit reporting in the United States 
provides many examples of failures of reciprocity.  In many cases, as in the United 
Kingdom, regulators have stepped in to force CPs to commence or resume data 
supply – a heavy-handed approach that the Australian industry wishes to avoid by 
facilitating effective self-regulation through the PRDE.   

For example, in 2000 the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council issued 
a statement to financial institutions expressing concern that: 

“[O]ver the last year some financial institutions have stopped reporting 
certain items of customer credit information to consumer reporting agencies 
(credit bureaus). Specifically, certain large credit card issuers are no longer 
reporting customer credit lines or high credit balances or both.  In addition, 
some lenders, as a general practice, have not reported any loan information 
on subprime borrowers, including payment records… 

The Agencies expect financial institutions to strive to resolve issues related 
to consumer credit reporting in a manner that supports both the safety and 

                                                      
 
88  Treasury Select Committee, “Credit card charges and marketing”, Second Report of Session 2004-05, p 23. 
89  Experian UK statement, pp 4–5. 
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soundness of institutions' credit risk management and consumer access to 
credit.”90 

More recently in 2009, the federal financial regulatory agencies and the Federal 
Trade Commission published guidelines requiring CPs to include credit limits in the 
information provided in order to ensure that the information has integrity according 
to the requirements of the Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act.91   

The federal agencies’ history of intervention to encourage credit reporting is seen 
as critical to the exchange of credit data in the United States.  

[CONFIDENTIAL]92  

The situation in Australia is different, since Australian regulators have not required 
CPs to provide any particular credit data to CRBs in fulfilment of their prudential or 
other regulatory obligations.93  Again, the PRDE intends to avoid the need for 
regulatory intervention by providing a transparent and accessible industry 
framework to encourage the reciprocal exchange of credit data. 

As identified by the CRA Report, commentators in the United States have identified 
the shortcomings of bilateral arrangements in promoting the supply of credit 
information and have suggested a solution much like the PRDE: 

“One solution to the non-reporting problem would be for the bureaus to 
tackle the problem by adopting reciprocity codes.  That is, they could dictate 
as part of their subscriber agreements that what a creditor doesn’t report, it 
can’t see on any purchased reports… 

However, competition among the three repositories for large creditors 
(especially large purchasers of prescreening services) renders this approach 
ineffective.  For example, what repository will turn away business from 
Capital One (the large credit card issuer) if it fails to report account limits, 
when Capital One in recent years has purchased pre-screening services for 
as many as one billion credit card solicitations annually? 

The bottom line is that reciprocity agreements can and will be altered as the 
repositories compete for large customers.  A solution might be to give the 
industry trade association the power to adopt reciprocity codes for the 
entire membership and withhold services from those that do not 
comply.  This would likely require some special antitrust exemptions, but 
could reduce the non-reporting problem.  It seems to be the most promising 
avenue for preventing further erosion in file quality due to strategic non-
reporting.”94 [Emphasis added.] 

                                                      
 
90  Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council Advisory Letter, 18 January 2000. 
91  Procedures To Enhance the Accuracy and Integrity of Information Furnished to Consumer Reporting Agencies Under 

Section 312 of the Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act; Final Rule; Guidelines for Furnishers of Information to 
Consumer Reporting Agencies; Proposed Rule.   

92  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
93  ASIC’s submission to the ACCC – that it may expect a CP to be able to explain why it was not appropriate to use a tool 

such as comprehensive credit reporting – may be the strongest suggestion to date that a regulator may step in to 
encourage CCR as a responsible lending tool in the future.  However, this suggestion is a long way from the intervention 
experienced in the United States and also the United Kingdom.   

94  Michael E. Staten and Fred H. Cate, “Does the Fair Credit Reporting Act Promote Accurate Credit Reporting?” Joint 
Centre for Housing Studies, Harvard University, February 2004, pages 49-50.  Cited in CRA Report, pp 14-15. 
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(d) South Africa 

Prior to credit reform, the contribution of credit information in South Africa was 
slow.  As ConsumaData reports: 

“With the introduction of comprehensive credit reporting (CCR), the 
contribution of full data can be a very slow process, as CPs are generally 
reluctant to contribute all portfolios in full.  The reason being CPs feel this 
indirectly exposes full customer experiences to a competitor.  As an example 
of this, in South Africa, contribution was initially accepted on a portfolio basis 
with the four major CPs taking years to submit all and complete portfolios.”95 

Under the new National Credit Act 2005, the National Credit Regulator (NCR) now 
maintains a national register of outstanding credit agreements.  On entering into or 
amending a credit agreement, a CP must report the details of that agreement either 
to the NCR or to a CRB – including credit limits, expiry dates, loan levels and 
repayment schedules.  A CRB must pass these details on to the NCR. 

Data exchange is industry-regulated primarily through the constitution of the Credit 
Providers Association (CPA), under which CP members agree to submit identical 
comprehensive data to all CRBs.  CRBs are further regulated by the Credit Industry 
Code of Conduct 2006 developed by the Credit Bureau Association (CBA).  CRBs 
are required to report CPs who have not submitted data, or who have had data 
rejected.  Members who breach the CPA constitution or the Code of Conduct face 
a range of possible sanctions and penalties.   

The South African system relies on compulsory data submission rather than 
reciprocity, and includes extensive sanctions for failure to supply.  In 2012 the NCR 
found that the size of the credit market overall had grown substantially and 
consistently since the introduction of the National Credit Act, with the volume of 
new credit granted per quarter decreasing initially but recovering to 2007 levels.   

It noted that “the fact that we are currently in an economic environment that is 
significantly more subdued than in 2007, shows that there is an increased access 
to credit in the market.”96 

ARCA believes that a similar level of public benefit can be provided without the 
potential detriments associated with government regulation and mandatory 
submission.  To that end, the PRDE is ARCA and the Australian industry’s attempt 
to provide a level of data consistency and enforceable reciprocity without requiring 
government intervention.   

(e) Australia 

As set out in section 3.3(b), although reciprocity obligations have historically been 
included in bilateral agreements between CRBs and CPs, there is a high level of 
concern in the industry that these obligations are not being enforced in relation to 
negative credit information (especially default information) – particularly against the 
major banks – and reciprocity is not consistently being observed in practice.   

                                                      
 
95  ConsumaData statement, p 2. 
96  National Credit Regulator, “Review of the Impact of the National Credit Act (NCA) has had on South Africa’s Credit 

Market”, Final Report, June 2012.   
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In relation to comprehensive credit reporting, although it is acknowledged that 
system changes are contributing to the delay in data exchange, ARCA 
understands that a number of CPs do not propose to exchange comprehensive 
credit data until the PRDE framework is established.   

In this context it is important to interrogate Veda’s submission that:  

“[W]hile the technical, compliance and cost issues are major, this is not 
stopping some exchange of CCR data by a number of CPs across all three 
major CRBs.  Veda is currently engaging with [redacted] CPs, both ARCA 
and non-ARCA members, in relation to arrangements for the supply of CCR 
services, some of which are currently supplying CCR data to Veda.  The 
PRDE’s reciprocity obligations as drafted would not change this in practice, 
nor would it provide a meaningful additional incentive for CCR 
implementation over a less prescriptive alternative.” 

ARCA notes that “engaging with” CPs “in relation to arrangements for the supply of 
CCR services” is a long way from CPs actually beginning to exchange 
comprehensive credit data.  ARCA understands that some CPs may be “currently 
supplying CCR data to Veda” on a private basis, including for testing purposes, but 
that these CPs have not allowed Veda to share that data with any other CP.  This 
is consistent with CPs’ statements that they will not exchange comprehensive 
credit data until there is a sufficiently reliable reciprocity framework in place.   

ARCA also understands that some small CPs are contributing comprehensive 
credit information on a public basis (capable of being exchanged) but this 
contribution represents a very small portion of the entire CP market. Evidencing 
this, on 13 May 2015 it was reported that peer-to-peer lender RateSetter had 
become “the first Australian lender to share comprehensive consumer data with 
other lenders through Veda’s credit bureau”.97  However, in relation to CCR: 

“[RateSetter’s chief executive] pointed out that none of the major banks have 
committed to a timeframe. 

‘Banks are saying they’re keen to participate but there is no urgency to make 
that happen.’ 

Worries that they will lose control of borrower data has stopped the banks 
from committing to make any data contributions beyond existing default 
reports.” 

While peer-to-peer lending is one of the sectors that benefits significantly from the 
introduction of CCR, as a startup RateSetter’s current contribution of credit data is 
not likely to provide larger lenders with any incentive to supply their own 
comprehensive data.   

RateSetter’s position was echoed in its submission on the Final Report of the 
Financial System Inquiry, in which it argued that: 

“Current CCR regulation should be strengthened over time to substantially 
enhance the positive data that able to be shared, better aligning Australia 
data with that data which is available in markets and which is considered 
best practice; and 

                                                      
 
97  Asia-Pacific Banking & Finance, 13 May 2015. 
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Government should act quickly if meaningful progress towards CCR 
participation is not made by large financial institutions by the middle of 2016, 
two years after its introduction.”98 

Queensland-based online loan service Nimble’s submission on the Final Report 
casts doubt on RateSetter’s claim to priority but supports a mandatory component 
to CCR: 

“As one of the first credit providers to subscribe to comprehensive credit 
reporting (CCR) in March 2014, Nimble supports the mandatory subscription 
to CCR.”99 

The initial contribution of comprehensive credit data by small and startup credit 
providers – who have the least to lose by supplying their data, whether or not there 
is a system of reciprocity in place – is consistent with the incentives and “free rider” 
concerns identified.  Equally consistent is the larger credit providers’ reluctance to 
contribute their data even where smaller CPs have begun to participate. 

3.6 CCR adoption requires both a solution to the incentive problem and system 
changes  

ARCA has always acknowledged that the introduction of CCR in Australia will require 
significant system changes as well as a solution to incentive and free-rider problems, and 
that both of these issues have contributed to the lack of progress in comprehensive credit 
information exchange since it became legally permissible in March 2014.   

Veda suggests that ARCA has previously ascribed this delay entirely to system changes 
rather than incentives, relying on ARCA’s submission to the FSI which includes a 
statement that: 

“[I]ndustry suggests that significant portions of credit data will not be exchanged 
until late 2016, or early 2017, reflecting in part, major transitional issues for credit 
providers.”100 

However, ARCA’s submission went on to detail the other factors contributing to these 
estimated dates, including the development and authorisation of the PRDE – to address 
the incentive problems – and the ramp-up timeframes set out in the PRDE: 

“Given the conditions of the PRDE may place on the data exchange in the credit 
reporting market, some of its clauses will be subject to an application for 
authorisation to the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission.  This 
application will be submitted in late-September 2014 and will likely take a period of 
six months to process.  This means that it will not be until at least March 2015 that 
comprehensive credit reporting is utilised.  Further, given transitional requirements 
(12 months in the PRDE), it will not be until late 2016, and early 2017 that 
significant portions of comprehensive credit information will be exchanged.101” 

                                                      
 
98  RateSetter submission to Treasury, 31 March 2015. 
99  Nimble submission to Treasury, 31 March 2015. 
100  Veda submission, Annexure A, p 16, attributed to ARCA, Additional Material to the Financial System Inquiry (2014), 

cited in FSI Final Report, November 2014, page 190. 
101  ARCA Submission to FSI, 8 September 2014, pp 3-4. 
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That is, all of ARCA’s statements – along with those of the KPMG report – have identified 
system changes as an issue to be solved in addition to – and, in all likelihood, 
subsequent to – disincentive and free-rider concerns.  Indeed, without a solution to 
disincentives and free-rider concerns such as that provided by the PRDE, it may be 
difficult for a CP to seek internal support for a business case diverting resources to 
development of CCR systems changes.  

ARCA understands that, in their preparation for comprehensive credit reporting, CPs 
currently fall into the following rough categories: 

 those who have completed systems development to enable CCR exchange, 
including developing this capability with their CRBs, but are waiting for 
authorisation for the PRDE before they begin sharing CCR with other CPs;  

 those CPs who are currently building systems, in anticipation of achieving 
completion at or near authorisation of the PRDE; and 

 those CPs who are yet to obtain internal resources to support development of CCR 
systems, who are awaiting evidence of adoption of CCR to enable diversion of 
resources for this development.  

Those CPs who have completed their CCR systems development, or are nearing 
completion, are likely to delay full participation pending PRDE authorisation, evidencing 
the impact the free-rider concern will have on this process.   

[CONFIDENTIAL] 102 103 104 

By contrast, those CPs who are yet to commence development of CCR systems may be 
forced to do so by adverse selection once the PRDE exchange reaches critical mass.105   

[CONFIDENTIAL]106 

3.7 The PRDE is a voluntary industry solution, not a mandatory regime 

ARCA considers that overcoming the incentive and free-rider problems discussed above 
requires a multilateral framework that is transparent and enforceable.  It further considers 
that a voluntary framework developed by the credit reporting industry will be more 
effective and less costly than a mandatory regime imposed on industry by legislation or 
regulation.   

As the KPMG report attached to the Application notes: 

“[A] voluntary, industry-based credit data exchange would be preferable to the 
introduction of a mandatory regulatory framework. An industry-agreed arrangement 
is likely to be better tailored to the needs of stakeholders and involve lower 
compliance costs than would a regulatory framework.   

                                                      
 
102  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
103  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
104  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
105  Adverse selection is the risk that a credit provider will be identified (usually through broker networks) as having more 

limited access to credit reporting information and, on that basis, be selected as lender of choice for customers who may 
have otherwise be identified as less credit-worthy (if the credit provider had more complete access to available to credit 
reporting information). 

106  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
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Conversely, a mandatory credit data exchange framework creates risks of 
regulatory requirements being misdirected, with reduced effectiveness, or being 
over-reaching, with higher-than-necessary costs for industry… 

[A]n industry-agreed framework for the exchange of comprehensive credit data is 
more likely to achieve the economic and other public benefits associated with 
comprehensive credit data exchange – and at lower operational cost (and therefore 
lower cost to consumers) – than would a mandatory, regulatory driven 
framework.”107 

In particular, a voluntary industry framework is preferable because it is likely to be better 
tailored to the needs of stakeholders and to involve lower compliance costs.  Submissions 
to the Financial System Inquiry from ABA, COBA, ANZ, Commonwealth Bank and 
Westpac have all expressed a preference for an industry framework such as the PRDE 
over Government intervention.  For example, the ABA submission notes: 

“The banking industry is working to expand permissible credit data sharing under 
the voluntary comprehensive credit reporting regime. Finalisation of an agreement 
between industry participants is being processed under the guidance of the 
Australian Retail Credit Association… 

The banking industry does not support mandatory participation in the scheme.  It 
would impose additional compliance costs on the industry and it is not clear the 
benefits would justify the additional impost.”108 

Veda and its annexures argue that the PRDE framework is not in fact voluntary but is 
mandatory, in at least three distinct senses: 

 if the PRDE is successful, there will be strong commercial incentives for CPs to join 
the PRDE in order to access the portion of comprehensive credit data that is only 
available to PRDE signatories; 

 the PRDE requires CPs to contribute the same tier of comprehensive credit data to 
all CRBs with which they have a relationship, making the framework “quasi-
mandatory”; and 

 the PRDE provides an enforcement process in the case of non-compliance. 

None of these arguments render the PRDE mandatory – or even “quasi-mandatory” – in 
any legal sense, and certainly not in the sense employed in the KPMG report.  The fact 
that there may be strong and increasing commercial incentives to join an exchange or 
network provides strong evidence that it is reasonably tailored to the needs of 
stakeholders and is likely to involve low compliance costs. 

The PRDE has been developed by industry and will rely on the continued support of 
stakeholders for its operation; whether it is successful enough to provide strong 
incentives for participation remains entirely up to the industry to decide. 

Similarly, the fact that signatories to the PRDE are bound by its terms does not mean that 
the PRDE is mandatory – any more than a bilateral contract is mandatory.  The 
Competition and Consumer Act makes the same distinction between voluntary and 

                                                      
 
107  KPMG Report at pp 5-6. 
108  ABA submission to Treasury on the FSI Final Report, p 18. 
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mandatory industry codes of conduct: a voluntary code is binding on those who sign up to 
it, while a mandatory code is binding on the whole industry.  

3.8 The PRDE is not overly restrictive or prescriptive 

The Veda submission and its annexures argue that the PRDE is unduly prescriptive, and 
that “as long as reciprocity is operational and documented in some way CPs will have an 
incentive to participate and supply data on a reciprocal basis”.109 

As set out above, CPs will always have a greater incentive to acquire data without 
reciprocating if they can, and CRB incentives to insist that their larger CPs in particular 
observe reciprocity may be limited.   

Further, as set out above, a purely bilateral framework insulates non-compliant CPs 
against claims by other CPs and allows CRBs to tolerate breaches of reciprocity when it 
is in their commercial interests to do so.  Reciprocity can only be assured for all CPs by a 
multilateral framework that provides transparency and a robust dispute and compliance 
mechanism.  It is not overly prescriptive to ensure that reciprocity is meaningful and 
assured to all CPs, large and small. 

The COBA submission supports the compliance mechanism set out in the PRDE:  

“The proposed Industry Determination Group – a key feature of the PRDE – is a 
cost-effective mechanism for smaller credit providers to raise disputes.  This is 
important to COBA members given the power imbalance in the market.  Without 
the Industry Determination Group, smaller credit providers would have to raise 
disputes with credit reporting bureaus (CRBs) – which would be in a conflicted 
position in ‘policing’ their customers. We understand that this has been a problem 
in the past in relation to data input for default information.”110 

[CONFIDENTIAL] 111 112 

As set out above, credit reporting systems internationally vary in their level of prescription 
and enforceability, from high-level or aspirational principles to the mandatory provision of 
all information with legal penalties for non-compliance – as for example in the current 
framework in South Africa.  Different approaches may be appropriate to different 
economies and there is little support for Veda’s position that a framework that provides no 
compliance or dispute mechanism is to be preferred. 

The World Bank Report relied on by the Veda submission and its annexures is directed to 
governments considering the legal and regulatory framework for credit reporting, with a 
focus on privacy protection and consumer rights, particularly in developing economies.   

Its advice that “[t]he legal and regulatory framework should not be overly restrictive and 
burdensome relative to the possible issues it is designed to tackle” is hard to argue with in 
any context, but it says little about the necessary characteristics of a framework 
developed by industry to ensure the successful adoption of comprehensive credit 
reporting, particularly in a developed economy with an existing credit reporting system. 

The World Bank Report acknowledges the Principles of Reciprocity developed by the 
United Kingdom’s Steering Committee on Reciprocity: 

                                                      
 
109  Veda submission, Annexure A, p 10.  
110  COBA submission, p 1.  
111  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
112  [CONFIDENTIAL]. 
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“The [SCOR principles] may serve as a reference in determining the extent to 
which reciprocity should be used as the guiding principle with regard to granting 
access to the credit reporting databases.”113 

The Veda submission and its annexures appear to interpret this acknowledgement to 
suggest that reciprocity should only be used as a guiding principle and should not be 
subject to enforcement.  ARCA considers that this interpretation, and that the conclusion 
that “the World Bank Report prefers the UK SCOR principles-based approach as an 
example of effective guidance” are difficult to support. 

Similarly, the OECD discussion paper relied on by the Veda submission and its 
annexures is at best ambiguous on the question of whether the principles of reciprocity 
should be capable of any degree of enforcement: 

“Many countries encourage private credit bureaus to adopt and enforce codes of 
conduct as a means of self-regulation.  A code of conduct is comprised of a set of 
principles to which signatory members of a credit bureau are bound.  Codes of 
conduct outline the rules that oversee credit bureau operations, including 
consumer rights to privacy and dispute resolution mechanisms… 

The basic principles within codes of conduct generally cover reciprocity, data 
format, frequency and quality.  Typically, signatory members are subject to the rule 
of reciprocity, meaning that if they wish to obtain information from the bureau’s 
database, they must also contribute their own credit data.  Furthermore, the codes 
of conduct generally stipulate a common data format, a minimum reporting 
frequency and minimum data quality requirements... Violations of these principles 
tend to result in penalties which are also outlined in the code of conduct. In 
extreme cases, members may be subject to expulsion from the bureau.”114 

The principles of reciprocity under these codes of conduct are no less enforceable than 
under the PRDE – except that under this model they appear to be enforced by the CRB.  
This cannot be interpreted as evidence against the PRDE. 

3.9 Does the PRDE go far enough? 

While the Veda submission and its annexures argue that the PRDE is more prescriptive 
than is necessary to realise the full benefits of CCR, other submissions argue that the 
PRDE does not go far enough and should be amended to ensure that: 

 CPs are required to submit data to all “accredited CRBs” on an equal basis.  This 
would mean that all CPs would be required contribute credit information to Veda, 
Dun & Bradstreet and Experian;115 and 

 CPs are required to join the PRDE in order to exchange any consumer credit 
liability information (CCLI) or repayment history information (RHI).116  

The PRDE represents the industry’s best effort to steer between a wholly private, 
unregulated system and a mandatory system imposed by regulation or legislation.  It 
considers that the range of views expressed in submissions suggests that the PRDE has 

                                                      
 
113  World Bank Report, p 31.  
114  OECD Report, pp 7-8.  
115  See ConsumaData submission. 
116  See Dun & Bradstreet submission. 
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been successful in steering this course, and that its multilateral industry framework 
represents a reasonable compromise between extremes. 

A requirement that all CPs supply data to all accredited CRBs would remove the freedom 
of a CP to make a commercial decision whether or not to adopt a multi-CRB strategy, 
which may discourage smaller CPs in particular from joining the PRDE.  The PRDE 
promotes consistency in the information provided to each CRB with which a CP chooses 
to deal, but does not force any CP to deal with any CRB. 

The suggestion that the PRDE should be the only means to exchange CCLI and RHI 
would remove the ability for market participants to form alternative exchanges if they have 
commercial reasons to do so.  However, ARCA expects that the PRDE will provide the 
most attractive exchange for comprehensive credit information, particularly as 
participation in the PRDE increases, because the disadvantages of fragmented 
information mean it is unlikely multiple exchanges will develop.117 

While preferring a more mandatory system of credit reporting, ConsumaData considers 
that: 

“There is a definite role for an industry regulated system.  The objective must be to 
develop a framework where it is not possible for a single dominant CRB to control 
or dominate the data eco-system.  Similarly, it must not be possible for the 
effectiveness of the system to be threatened by any single large data provider 
refusing to comply with data provision requirements or withholding key data.”118 

These are among the main goals of the PRDE. 

117 See Application, p 32. 
118 ConsumaData statement, p 2. 
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4 PRDE consistency obligations prevent discrimination and 
facilitate competition 
4.1 Summary 

The PRDE consistency obligations require CPs to contribute credit information at the 
same Tier level (either negative, partial or comprehensive) to all CRBs with which they 
have a services agreement, across all consumer credit accounts for all credit portfolios.119 

Under this requirement: 

 CPs will continue to have the option to do business with as many CRBs as they 
choose;  

 smaller CPs that choose not to have relationships with all CRBs can have more 
confidence in this choice as there will be more complete and reliable credit 
information contributed to the chosen CRB from CPs who have opted to have a 
relationship with multiple CRBs across all portfolios than would otherwise be the 
case;   

 CPs who choose to have relationships with multiple CRBs will benefit from 
simplified bilateral negotiations providing potential cost savings; 

 all CRBs that have a services agreement with a particular CP will have access to 
the same data supply of that CP regardless of size or structure, preventing a CRB 
from obtaining exclusivity in data contribution or limiting contribution by CPs to 
other CRBs;   

 CRBs will have greater incentives to compete on the basis of data analytics with 
flow-on benefits to CPs and borrowers.  As noted in the KPMG Report:  

“The provision of consistent data by a credit provider to all CRBs with whom 
they have dealings is also likely to strengthen the incentives for CRBs to 
compete on the basis of the analytics they perform on the data, rather than 
on differences in the data they hold.  Over time, KPMG would expect to see 
this result in a strengthening in the quality of credit analytics across the CRB 
industry, with flow-on benefits to credit providers and borrowers.  It might 
also assist smaller CRBs to compete with larger CRBs relative to the current 
situation, with potential benefits for credit-providing industry and 
borrowers”;120 and   

 consistency of data supply (including the need to apply the obligations across all 
portfolios) will promote consumer confidence in the accuracy and completeness of 
their credit report and reduce the likelihood of a consumer deliberately or 
inadvertently avoiding full disclosure of their financial circumstances by dealing with 
multiple lenders.121 

                                                      
 
119  Paragraphs 9, 15 and 16 of the PRDE. 
120  KPMG Report, p 28.  
121  As noted in the Joint consumer advocate submission:  

“At the very least it is a positive step towards having a single source of free credit reports for consumers, and it 
is likely to improve consistency in data reporting and competition amongst credit reporting bodies.” 
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The consistency obligations will result in a more transparent and efficient credit reporting 
system, strengthening confidence in the system and encouraging participation in 
comprehensive credit reporting. 

Veda, the largest CRB in Australia (with an 85% share by revenue) has:  

 made submissions raising concerns about the possible impact of the consistency 
obligations on smaller CPs and smaller CRBs; and 

 proposed that the consistency obligations be removed.   

The rest of this submission addresses these concerns. 

4.2 The concerns raised by Veda are not shared by other industry participants 

The submissions made by Veda regarding the potential impact of the consistency 
obligations on the smaller CRBs and smaller CPs are not reflective of the position or 
submissions made by:  

 the other two CRBs (Dun & Bradstreet and Experian); or  

 smaller CPs or the associations or bodies representing CPs. 

In fact, interested party submissions generally support the PRDE consistency obligations 
as shown by the following examples. 

(a) Impacts on the other two CRBs 

Veda submits that the consistency obligations will reduce the ability of Experian and Dun 
& Bradstreet to compete with Veda.  This submission is completely at odds with the fact 
both Dun & Bradstreet and Experian are supportive of the consistency obligations.  This 
is explored further in section 4.5 below. 

(b) Impacts on CPs 

Veda submits that the consistency obligations impose substantial/prohibitive additional 
costs on smaller CPs discouraging their participation in CCR.  Again, this is at odds with 
the interactions ARCA has had with CPs, the interactions Experian and Dun & Bradstreet 
have had with CPs and the submissions made to the ACCC by CPs or bodies 
representing CPs which generally supported the consistency obligations.  This is explored 
in more detail in section 4.3 below. 

ARCA has spoken to several small CPs, and the costs of the consistency obligations 
were not found to be the key determinative factor of their CRB strategy.   

[CONFIDENTIAL]122 123 124 

The question of whether the consistency obligations will impose costs on smaller CPs 
that would force them to reduce their CRB relationships has a profound impact on Veda’s 
arguments that the PRDE will cause various detriments.  As the CRA Report notes: 

                                                      
 
122  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
123  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
124  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
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“Veda and HoustonKemp argue that the consistency obligations will have adverse 
effects on small CPs and small CRBs and will lead to greater fragmentation of 
credit reporting. 

These concerns all rely on an assumption that there are significant incremental 
costs for small CPs of contributing positive data to additional CRBs beyond the first 
CRB to which the CP contributes.  In our opinion, these incremental costs are not 
likely to be significant for most small CPs, and if they affect the behaviour of any 
small CPs, it is only likely to be a small proportion of them.  On the contrary, small 
CPs are likely to benefit from the consistency obligations in a number of ways.   

Equally, as the incremental costs of contributing to additional CRBs are not likely to 
be significant for most small CPs (and as, at most, only a small proportion of small 
CPs would be likely to be affected) there should be no concerns for small CRBs or 
for greater fragmentation.  On the contrary, small CRBs are likely to benefit and 
fragmentation is likely to be reduced if the consistency obligations are retained in 
the PRDE.”125 

In the process of developing the PRDE, among ARCA members there was very little 
concern expressed about the costs of contributing data to multiple CRBs as being 
determinative of the adoption of a particular CRB strategy by CPs.  CRBs dealing directly 
with smaller CPs have similarly noted that CPs do not generally seem to be concerned 
about this requirement, nor do they see it as a deterrent to engaging in CCR.  Some very 
small CPs have already decided they will share data with all 3 CRBs and are only really 
considering which CRB they will obtain reports from (a question which is separate to the 
consistency obligations). 

Further, ASIC notes that exclusive arrangements between CPs and CRBs – of the kind 
the consistency obligations of the PRDE are intended to avoid – could raise costs for CPs 
who might be forced to deal with multiple CRBs in order to fulfil their responsible lending 
obligations: 

“To the extent that such arrangements eventuated, ASIC would expect a credit 
provider to consider whether it was necessary to obtain credit reporting information 
from more than one credit reporting body in order to properly verify a consumer's 
financial situation. We expect that this would result in an increase in costs to the 
credit provider. 

We note that the ACCC may wish to consider this outcome in its consideration of 
whether the consistency principle should form part of an authorised PRDE.”126 

The Australian Bankers’ Association (ABA) 

The ABA, which is the peak national body representing banks which are authorised by 
APRA to carry on banking business in Australia, submitted that: 

“The banking industry is generally supportive of ARCA’s application for 
authorisation of the Principles of Reciprocity and Data Exchange (PRDE) to 
support the move to comprehensive credit reporting… 

125 CRA Report, p [  ] 
126 Australian Securities & Investments Commission submission, 19 May 2015 at p 2. 
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The PRDE is a key document to enable comprehensive credit reporting as it will 
help ensure a level playing field for all participants. 

A further benefit is that the PRDE should enable a more competitive environment 
for both credit providers and credit reporting bodies, enabling smaller credit 
providers to compete more readily with larger providers on the basis of improved 
information available in the credit reporting space.” 

GE Capital 

GE Capital, one of the leading financiers in Australia providing a range of commercial and 
consumer lending products directly to customers and via intermediaries such as Harvey 
Norman, noted in its submission that: 

“This consistency [which arises from dealing with multiple CRBs on a consistent 
basis] provides the necessary balance to: 

1. Enable CPs to make responsible and informed credit decisions

2. Consumers ability to assemble their complete credit information, hence
further promoting broader consumer awareness, confidence and education.

Additionally, consistency obligations will promote competition within the credit 
reporting system, creating a more transparent and efficient system and preventing 
CRBs from obtaining exclusivity in data supply (including limiting supply to other 
CRBs).” 

[CONFIDENTIAL] 127 

ME Bank 

ME Bank, a regional bank, submitted that the consistency obligations will have a positive 
effect on competition between CRBs and provide greater transparency for consumers: 

“The PRDE requires that the nature and format of data shared across the industry 
(i.e. between credit providers and credit bureaux) be of a consistent nature to 
enable industry wide transparency. This will drive competition between credit 
bureaux based on the innovation of services, products and price resulting in a 
better outcome for credit providers and prevent exclusive or protectionist 
behaviours. 

Through consistency, there will also be more transparency for consumers, who will 
benefit from greater understanding of the impact of their credit performance on 
credit availability and price. This should enable consumers to shop around for a 
fairer outcome relative to their risk profile.” 

Customer Owned Banking Association (COBA) 

COBA, the industry association for Australia’s customer-owned banking institutions, notes 
that COBA members support the PRDE, its aims, and the proposed framework 
supporting it.  COBA submitted that the consistency obligations will strengthen the quality 
of credit analytics and lead to more comprehensive and consistent data across the CRBs, 

127 [CONFIDENTIAL] 
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benefitting both industry and consumers and that the majority of COBA members support 
the consistency obligations. It also noted that those COBA members who support the 
consistency obligations do so because it will save them money, and avoid a need to incur 
additional costs by having to deal with multiple CRBs to obtain a more complete picture of 
a consumer’s credit obligations.  

[CONFIDENTIAL]128 

4.3 The cost of consistency obligations will not prevent or discourage smaller CPs 
from participating in CCR  

According to Veda, the consistency obligations impose substantial additional costs on 
smaller CPs and these costs will result in net public detriment because smaller CPs:  

 may not participate in CCR data sharing at all; or  

 will limit themselves to contributing to, or obtaining supply of data from, one CRB 
only.   

The rest of Veda’s consistency obligation concerns are founded on this assumption of 
“prohibitive” incremental costs for CPs contributing comprehensive information to more 
than one CRB.  However, this assumption that incremental costs are prohibitive is not 
substantiated by Veda, Clayton Utz or the HoustonKemp Report and is contrary to 
ARCA’s understanding, [CONFIDENTIAL] that incremental costs are limited and not 
prohibitive.    

The consistency obligations  

The consistency obligations provide that where a CP chooses to have 2 or more CRB 
relationships, that CP must contribute the same tier of information to each CRB across all 
types of accounts they hold. 

Importantly, the consistency obligations: 

 do not tell the CP how many CRB relationships it should have.  This is up to the CP 
to decide based on an assessment of the business case.  It may be that it makes 
business sense for the CP to have a single CRB relationship; 

 do not tell the CP what Tier level of information to provide.  The CP may decide 
that it only wants to contribute and obtain supply of negative data;  

 relate only to the contribution of information, not the obtaining of supply of 
information.  A CP may choose to obtain supply of information from one CRB or 
more than one CRB if it is contributing information to more than one CRB.   

Cost of CCR participation & benefits of consistency obligations  

In assessing the cost of the consistency obligations and the impact that cost plays in 
decisions around CCR participation, it is important to try and distinguish costs that are 
being incurred as a result of the consistency obligations from those that are incurred as 
part of the move to CCR in general. It is also important to assess the materiality of those 
costs against the benefits provided by the consistency obligations.   

                                                      
 
128  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
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If a small CP were to decide that only one CRB relationship was optimal and that it was 
going to engage in CCR, that CP would incur costs in moving to CCR including:  

 comprehensive credit data extraction (ie. setting up a process which is able to 
automatically extract this data from a CP’s banking system on a regular (monthly) 
basis, as well as the necessary changes to policies, procedures and notifications to 
enable this extraction);  

 conversion to the ACRDS format;129  

 establishing the link or interface through which information will be exchanged 
between the CP and CRB; and  

 testing the data with that CRB to ensure that the CRB can accept and interpret the 
data feed, removing the occurrence of as many errors as possible and enabling an 
integrated and automated monthly contribution of data.  Part of the testing process 
will also involve testing whether the CP can receive and interpret the data feed 
from the CRB for when it chooses to consume data or receive reports from the 
CRB. 

In this scenario, none of the costs listed above are related to the consistency obligations 
as the CP has chosen to have only one CRB relationship.  Nevertheless, that CP will still 
benefit from the consistency obligations because the CP will be able to access a greater 
amount of credit information through that single CRB relationship than would have 
otherwise been the case.   

For example, without the consistency obligations in place, a major CP could decide to 
have relationships with all three CRBs but only contribute comprehensive information or 
information on particular portfolios to one of the CRBs.  If the small CP above did not 
choose to have its single CRB relationship with the CRB receiving the comprehensive 
information or particular portfolio information it would miss out on that valuable 
information which may directly impact the risk profile of its potential or existing customers.  
However, under the consistency obligations, the major CP would be required to contribute 
the same Tier level of information to all three CRBs across all portfolios and the small CP 
would not be disadvantaged in this scenario by making the business decision to have a 
relationship with one CRB no matter which CRB that is. 

As noted in the COBA submission and referred to above: 

“COBA members that support clause 15 say that it would save them money 
because consistent data across the CRBs will benefit smaller providers who only 
have one relationship with a single CRB. Without clause 15, smaller credit 
providers may need to incur additional costs by signing up to multiple bureaus to 
get a full picture of credit information on record. 

As stated in ARCA’s ACCC application: ‘CRBs will have broader access to 
information (and therefore less incomplete data) and smaller [credit providers] are 
then less likely to have to enter into commercial arrangements with all CRBs (just 
for the purposes of access to data).’” 

                                                      
 
129 See paragraphs 10, 37, 47, 48 and 50 of the PRDE which require a CP’s contribution of credit information to comply 

with ACRDS including its timeframe requirements and CRBs not to accept contributed credit information unless the 
information is ACRDS compliant or the CRB has been engaged to convert the information into an ACRDS compliant 
format.  Compliance with ACRDS is a requirement of the PRDE it is not a cost of the consistency obligations. 
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Given that, as described above, a CP can engage in CCR and benefit from the 
consistency obligations even if that CP chooses to have a single CRB relationship, it is 
hard to see how the costs of the consistency obligations would result in small CPs not 
participating in CCR data sharing at all (as submitted by Veda).   

That said, it is conceivable that a CP may choose not to participate in CCR because of 
the costs associated with CCR implementation (as listed above), but in that instance it is 
difficult to see how the decision would be related to consistency obligations at all.  

In any case, Veda itself acknowledges that a decision to not participate in CCR is not the 
most likely result of the consistency obligations.130  

Costs of consistency obligations  

If the CP decided that there was value in having a relationship with two or more CRBs, 
then there will be incremental costs associated with contributing the same tier of 
information to the additional CRB.  However, contrary to Veda’s submission, these costs 
are unlikely to be prohibitive. 

These costs are detailed below and arise from the need to establish an interface with 
each additional CRB, testing of data supplied to each additional CRB, contribution of data 
both in the development of infrastructure (required for each additional CRB relationship) 
and contribution of the same data to each additional CRB, and the costs of corrections in 
relation to each additional CRB relationship.   

In contrast to these incremental costs, the provision of different Tier levels of information 
to different CRBs (ie, a world without the consistency obligations) would in fact likely be 
more expensive and complex to manage for small CPs without the same level of benefit 
because it would require the development and maintenance of separate reporting 
frameworks for the different Tier levels supplied to different CRB. 

Veda considers that the ideal position for a smaller CP is to be able to enquire and obtain 
positive data from one CRB and list defaults on all three CRBs.131  It is not clear why this 
is the ideal position for a smaller CP or that smaller CPs would actually engage in this 
information exchange.  Veda’s submission seems to suggest that this is because of what 
is currently “common place in the negative regime”, though it is not clear that this is the 
case either (and no information was provided by Veda to support this suggestion).  For 
example, the majority of COBA members currently only have a relationship with a single 
CRB.   

Veda then goes on to submit that, in practice, it would be impractical for smaller CPs to 
enter services agreements with multiple CRBs because of the costs associated with 
supplying and maintaining CCR data with multiple CRBs.132   

However, the costs of having multiple CRB relationships are unlikely to be prohibitive if 
the PRDE is in place.  Under the Australian Credit Reporting Data Standard (ACRDS), 
once comprehensive data has been extracted and converted to ACRDS format (which is 
not an incremental cost of CRB contribution), that same data file can be contributed to 
each additional CRB.  Indeed, as noted by HoustonKemp, “…the incremental cost of 
providing the same information (ie, the same raw data file) to each additional CRB is 
likely to be quite small”.   

                                                      
 
130  Veda submission, [46]. 
131  Veda submission, para [41]. 
132  Veda submission, para [43] 
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As noted in Experian’s submission to the ACCC: 

“Experian believes that the costs for signatories to the PRDE are not substantial or 
prohibitive and are reasonably calculated, providing in the tiered calculation 
provisions for smaller entities with a lower financial base than the larger credit 
providers in the industry. In any event, it is the belief of Experian, supported by 
global experience that any costs of membership to the system, in particular arising 
out of the costs of consistency of data supply will be offset by the advantages to be 
gained by the advantages of better credit decisions, more innovative and 
competitive bureau products and the broadening and deepening of knowledge of 
the credit market as a whole.” 

This is consistent with COBA’s submission, which noted that: 

“A number of COBA members said that any additional costs from clause 15 were 
not significant when compared with the broader costs of participating in positive 
credit reporting.”133 

(a) Cost for smaller CPs with interface through core banking system 

COBA’s submission notes that a minority of its members currently exchange negative 
information with a primary CRB through a direct interface with their core banking system, 
and also with a second “back-up” CRB using a simple online portal.  These few CPs are 
concerned that, if they moved to positive reporting under the PRDE, the consistency 
obligations would require them to upgrade their core banking systems not only to handle 
comprehensive credit information but also to interface with multiple CRBs. 

However, ARCA has spoken with Ultradata, a leading supplier of core banking systems 
used by a number of COBA members.  Ultradata confirms that, if there were customer 
demand to upgrade its core banking system to supply comprehensive credit information, 
a simultaneous upgrade to supply that credit information to multiple CRBs would not add 
significant costs – due in part to the ACRDS providing a uniform data standard for 
submission to any CRB.   

Although there are other providers of core banking systems, it is likely that they would 
also have the technical capability to perform similar upgrades and provide for the supply 
of comprehensive credit information to one CRB or multiple CRBs at similar costs.  If they 
were prevented from doing so by exclusive arrangements with a particular CRB, affected 
CPs could be put in a difficult position but that would be more a result of these exclusive 
arrangements than of the consistency obligations. 

It is also possible for a small CP to implement CCR and supply to multiple CRBs without 
the assistance of its core banking system provider.   

[CONFIDENTIAL]134 135 

(b) Costs of testing data 

As noted above, the CP would also have to establish a connection to each additional 
CRB and test: 

                                                      
 
133  COBA submission p 2. 
134  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
135  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
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 its ability to contribute credit information to the CRB; 

 its ability to obtain supply of credit reporting information from the CRB (although 
this is not technically related to the consistency obligations); 

 periodically, its contribution and supply systems and whether the exchange is 
operating effectively.  

The initial tests of the CP’s ability to contribute and obtain supply of information would 
occur as a one-off, set up tests, intended to remove the occurrence of as many errors as 
possible and enabling an integrated and automated monthly exchange of data.  

Notably, only the incremental cost of testing contribution of credit information can be 
attributed to the PRDE, as the PRDE does not mandate a CP obtain supply of credit 
reporting information from a CRB. The decision to obtain supply of data from a CRB (or 
more than one CRB, as the case may be) is entirely a commercial decision of each CP.  

The CP’s incremental cost of testing contribution of credit information will represent only a 
portion of the entire testing costs, and a small portion of the total costs of CCR 
participation.  Any such cost will also be matched and exceeded by the corresponding 
benefit in improved quality of contribution and reduced reliance on error reporting or 
ongoing periodic testing.  

(c) Costs of contribution and infrastructure to support contribution 

The costs of these incremental data contribution requirements will vary depending on how 
the connection is set up, the use of software tools, quality and quantity of the data, 
number and type of portfolios being contributed etc.  As noted above, the use of the 
ACRDS to contribute credit information means that any such costs will be minimal. In 
ARCA’s discussions with its Members, the contribution of data to a second or third CRB is 
often informally described as a ‘copy and paste’ type exercise.   

The infrastructure costs arising from contribution of credit information to a second or third 
CRB are also likely to be minimal. As CRA establish in its report: 

“However, particularly for a small CP, the files that will be contributed and the 
response files that will be received will not be particularly large (perhaps ten 
Megabytes per file).  Transfers between the CP and CRB should be possible by 
use of secure file transfers over the CP’s existing internet connection (i.e. at no 
incremental cost).136  Storage and backup of data is a trivial issue – small 
organisations commonly store and backup many Terabytes of data137 and storage 
and backup of that quantity of data is very cheap.  Small CPs should already have 
arrangements in place for storage and backup of a large quantity of data – in most 
cases storage and backup of the incremental amounts of data due to contributing 
to multiple CRBs would be unlikely to incur any incremental cost.”138   

Software solutions are available which enable contribution to all three CRBs in one 
system.  The software enables data held either in a data warehouse, or internally in credit 
provider systems to be extracted, transformed and loaded into a separate data capture 

                                                      
 
136  This would typically be on the basis of the SSH File Transfer Protocol (SFTP).  
137  One Terabyte is approximately 1 million Megabytes. 
138  CRA Report, p 39. 
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space.  In this space, the data will be cleansed, to ensure it is capable of being 
contributed to the three credit reporting bodies.   

[CONFIDENTIAL]139 

The typical framework in which these solutions operate is set out below. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Some software also allows for streamlining of corrections and compliance process by 
enabling the CRBs to notify errors in a response file, with the file formatted to recognise 
any differences in error codes and processing between the three credit reporting bodies. 
This means any error is treated as one error (rather than three) and can be fixed once.  It 
should also be observed that the use of the ACRDS format will lead to standardisation in 
data contribution, which will be likely to reduce the number of errors in any event.   

Veda also provides a “Smartdata” service designed to help CPs efficiently contribute 
comprehensive credit information.  Veda’s Smartdata brochure notes that: 

“When it comes to data sharing, credit providers worldwide have been 
disadvantaged because of the time it takes to develop and test their data 
submissions to the credit bureaus. 

This process sparked the need for a solution, one that enabled credit providers to 
create these files accurately – but in a fraction of the time. This led to the 
development of Smartdata, a program that cuts these processes down from 
months to just weeks – while maintaining the accuracy of the data… 

Plus, Smartdata, having been built to the national standard, means that a credit 
provider can use it to submit data to any credit bureau of their choice… 

Smartdata automatically tests the submitted data to help ensure that it meets the 
formatting requirements…  This capability helps ensure that the data conforms to 
the specification before it is sent to the credit bureaus, significantly reducing costs, 
maximising efficiency – and minimising time.”140 

                                                      
 
139  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
140  Veda, “An intelligent and fast solution for data submissions: Reporting with Veda’s Smartdata”. 
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Solutions such as these are likely to minimise the cost of contributing credit information to 
multiple CRBs even for small CPs.   

(d) Cost of corrections  

For the reasons set out above, incremental costs of corrections can be minimised by 
initial testing of data contribution, the use of the ACRDS (which improves data quality) 
and the use of software which stores cleansed data separate to the data warehouse.  

Further, there is no evidence to suggest that CRBs (or other industry participants) will not 
compete to provide data handling capabilities that remove issues of error and dispute 
management for smaller credit providers. The industry already has at least two 
corrections solutions built to facilitate error and dispute management workflows around 
the industry.  Data corrections will need to occur once at the credit provider end, and can 
be fed to all other CRBs being supplied to without increasing costs for the credit provider. 
For example, Australian Credit Data and Experian provide solutions to credit providers 
who are then able to deliver corrections through a single contact point to more than one 
credit bureau.141   

[CONFIDENTIAL]142 

4.4 Consistency obligations will increase rather than decrease competition in CP 
markets 

By enabling CPs to access a greater amount of credit reporting information through any 
single CRB relationship, the consistency obligations lower barriers to entry and expansion 
for CPs and in particular, small CPs.  Without the PRDE’s obligation to contribute a 
consistent level of information to all CRBs with which a CP has a relationship, smaller 
CPs may face the higher costs of trying to establish multiple CRB relationships to obtain 
additional information.  Therefore, they may receive less or incomplete information to 
make good lending and risk management decisions and compete with larger lenders143.   

As noted elsewhere in this submission, the impact of the consistency obligations on CRB 
competition will also lead to improved services to CPs and further enhance competition 
between CPs.    

According to Veda, there are substantial and prohibitive costs of contributing the same 
tier of positive information to additional CRBs beyond the first CRB to which the CP 
contributes and this, in turn, is likely to entrench the position of the larger CPs.   

ARCA notes that it may well be that smaller CPs face a relatively larger cost of 
transitioning to CCR compared to the size of their account base than larger CPs144.  This 
is not a function of the PRDE.  Smaller CPs will face the costs associated with moving to 
CCR whether or not the PRDE is in place.  The PRDE, through the implementation of the 

                                                      
 
141  http://www.australiancreditdata.com.au/#!about/cipy; and http://www.experian.com.au/credit-services/customer-

management/corrections-exchange.html 
142  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
143  In light of ASIC’s submission, reliance on information supplied to a smaller CP by a CRB whose data pool is possibly 

limited by ‘exclusive arrangements’ implemented by other competing CRBs may place the smaller CPs in a position of 
having difficulty properly verifying a consumer’s financial situation. See ASIC submission, p 2.  

144  Although it should also be noted that smaller CPs may be more likely to have fewer portfolios than larger CPs, and 
fewer legacy systems than larger CPs (who may have acquired large portfolios with information held in a different 
reporting system as a result of mergers or acquisitions) – as such, it may be that larger CPs may face costs of transition 
to CCR that smaller CPs either do not face, or are not on the scale as that faced by a larger CP.  
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ACRDS, will reduce these costs.  The costs that result from the consistency obligations 
alone are small relative to the overall costs of becoming capable of contributing and 
obtaining supply of CCR.  In its discussions with CPs and CRBs, ARCA has not found 
evidence to substantiate Veda’s claims that smaller CPs will be forced to reduce their 
CRB relationships or forego CCR data exchange because of the inclusion of the 
consistency obligations.  The incremental costs of supplying to multiple CRBs are not 
likely to be prohibitive to engaging in CCR as discussed above.  Veda has also not 
substantiated these claims.   

Nor has Veda properly addressed the relative costs of the larger CPs contributing to each 
CRB in making this claim.  Larger CPs would actually have much larger amounts of data 
to extract, cleanse, test, exchange and correct than smaller CPs, amplifying the costs.  
The larger CPs may also have more complicated legacy systems to transition across to 
CCR as a result of previous mergers or acquisitions of CPs with different systems and 
processes that could not be entirely streamlined post-merger. 

Veda also fails to recognise that smaller CPs face a disproportionate benefit from 
consistency obligations when compared to larger CPs because a smaller CP is much 
more reliant on information sourced from the CRBs than on its own data pool (which for a 
larger CP with a significant share of the consumer credit market, could provide a relatively 
extensive insight into the behaviour of its customers, particularly given those customers 
may have a number of credit products with the same CP). 

The consistency obligations also reduce the ability of large CPs to leverage their large 
volumes of credit data against commercial terms which Veda notes is a dynamic that 
currently occurs.145  This is a commercial ability which smaller CPs do not have.  This 
power means that a large CP could, for example, threaten to not contribute a particular 
portfolio or to drop an information tier until the CRB reduces the price of its services. If 
that happened, the smaller CP relying on that data would lose the benefit of that data 
and, without the implementation of a standardised system, may incur additional costs to 
try and ensure a more complete data set to avoid risky loans. 

Under the consistency obligations, CPs who choose to deal with a single CRB will benefit 
from the assurance of access to the same level of CCR data originating from signatory 
CPs who choose to deal with multiple CRBs.  This will lead to increased competition 
between CPs through less information asymmetry and better pricing of risk. 

4.5 Consistency obligations will increase competition between CRBs 

The PRDE’s consistency obligations are designed to increase the consistency of 
comprehensive credit information held across the different CRBs, providing immediate 
benefits to consumers and smaller CPs and increasing competition between CRBs with 
further benefits to CPs and, ultimately, consumers.  

(a) CRB competition will be facilitated by the consistency obligations 

The consistency obligations will facilitate competition between CRBs.  CRBs that have a 
services agreement with the same CP will have access to the same credit information 
contributed at the same Tier level regardless of size or structure of the CRB.  As a result, 
under the consistency obligations, small CRBs are likely to have access to more data to 
include in their pools, which will mitigate the network effect advantages of large CRBs 
and enhance the ability of small CRBs to compete with large CRBs to attract CPs.  The 

                                                      
 
145  Veda Submission, para [52(b)]. 
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larger and more comprehensive the data pool becomes, the more CRBs will be able to 
compete in the supply and quality of analytics and other credit reporting products and 
information processing services. 

This contrasts with the situation without the consistency obligations, where CPs may 
contribute more information to one CRB than to others with whom they have 
relationships.  This is more likely to result in an uncompetitive outcome in which one CRB 
develops a superior database of positive information and then benefits from network 
effects that may “tip” the market towards that CRB.   

Under paragraphs 6 and 51 of the PRDE, a signatory CRB must not restrict/prevent a 
signatory CP from contributing credit information to another CRB.  Without the 
consistency obligations, the intent of paragraphs 6 and 51 could be circumvented or 
given minimal practical effect as it would not prevent a CRB from offering inducements to 
CPs to obtain exclusivity in the contribution of certain portfolios or Tier levels of credit 
information.  Nonetheless, with the consistency obligations, a CP may always choose to 
deal exclusively with one CRB for all of its credit information requirements.  However, 
under the consistency obligations, if the CP chooses to have multiple CRB relationships, 
it will not be possible for one CRB to induce that CP to supply it exclusively with partial or 
comprehensive information or particular portfolios of credit information.  This further 
protects competition among CRBs by limiting the scope for one CRB to use exclusivity 
deals to obtain a substantially superior database that may lead, again via network effects, 
to the creation of a position of dominance in the provision of credit reports and other CRB 
services. 

Veda, the largest CRB (with an 85% share by revenue compared to Dun & Bradstreet’s 
14% and Experian’s 1%),146 submits that the consistency obligations are more likely to 
reduce rather than enhance CRBs’ ability to compete with one another, and more likely to 
raise rather than lower barriers to entry and expansion.   A response to each of Veda’s 
specific contentions is set out under sections (b) - (d) below. 

If Veda’s submission were the correct, one would logically expect Experian and Dun & 
Bradstreet to be the most opposed to the consistency obligations as they would harm 
their ability to compete with the much larger Veda.  However, both Experian and Dun & 
Bradstreet are supportive of the consistency obligations.   

For example Experian noted the following in its submission to the ACCC: 

“…consistency of the provision and use of data is to the benefit of all participants in 
the market: consumers, CPs and the market itself. 

The PRDE's provision of a set of rules by which the exchange of the “new data” in 
the system is able to be provided and accessed by CPs in a standardised fashion 
across multiple bureaus provides greater accuracy and consistency as well as 
transparency of information collected, held and disclosed by multiple bureaus. It is 
Experian's experience that this will build confidence in the integrity of data in the 
industry as a whole and address in the Australian marketplace the dangers 
recognised in the Korean context by the Visa International –Korea Credit Bureau 
Study of July 2004 where inconsistency in the information available across industry 
sections and the closed flow of information where the type, depth and format of 

146 Dun & Bradstreet and Experian’s market share figures appear in Dun & Bradstreet’s submission at p 1 and have 
adopted for illustrative purposes here only  
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information was subject to private negotiations rather than to agreed industry 
standards was a market inhibitor. 

The PRDE accordingly brings to the broad sharing of data across the market the 
consistency which is a prerequisite for enhanced competition in credit markets. 

The PRDE principles encourage the removal of the artificial barriers to competition which 
inconsistency of data sharing brings. This in turn encourages credit bureau competition in 
areas of data coverage and depth, the development of unique data assets, enhanced 
analytics and service delivery- all of which promote a multi-bureau strategy in the market.” 

[CONFIDENTIAL]147 

Similarly, Dun & Bradstreet have noted that: 

“A highly concentrated market with a single, dominant operator presents inherent 
risks to competition among CRBs and, in turn, the creation of a level playing field 
for the provision and exchange of consumer data that ensures optimal credit and 
lending decisions consistent with the NCCP. 

Reducing these risks and promoting competition amongst CRBs to the benefit of 
consumers, businesses and the community, requires principles that ensure the 
transparent, consistent and inclusive exchange of data between CRBs and 
CPs.”148 

Enhanced competition between CRBs is in the interests of CPs.  Improved competition 
between CRBs will result in improved services to CPs.  In submissions to the ACCC, CPs 
and CP representative bodies noted the potential for the PRDE to facilitate competition 
between CRBs.  GE Capital’s submission stated that: 

“Additionally, consistency obligations will promote competition within the credit 
reporting system, creating a more transparent and efficient system and preventing 
CRBs from obtaining exclusivity in data supply (including limiting supply to other 
CRBs).”149 

In ME Bank’s submission it states: 

“The PRDE requires that the nature and format of data shared across the industry 
(i.e. between credit providers and credit bureaux) be of a consistent nature to 
enable industry wide transparency. This will drive competition between credit 
bureaux based on the innovation of services, products and price resulting in a 
better outcome for credit providers and prevent exclusive or protectionist 
behaviours.”150 

The ABA notes that: 

“The PRDE is a key document to enable comprehensive credit reporting as it will 
help ensure a level playing field for all participants…  

                                                      
 
147  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
148  Dun & Bradstreet submission, p 2. 
149  GE submission, p 2. 
150  ME Bank submission, p 2. 
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A further benefit is that the PRDE should enable a more competitive environment for both 
credit providers and credit reporting bodies, enabling smaller credit providers to compete 
more readily with larger providers on the basis of improved information available in the 
credit reporting space.”151 

(b) The PRDE will result in a more competitive CRB market than market forces 
alone 

Veda submits that natural market forces will maintain a competitive CRB market.  
According to Veda, there is already significant competition on price and a range of other 
factors and this would not change in intensity either with or without the PRDE.   

The above statement suggests that under market forces there is a certain level of 
competition between CRBs and that that level of competition will not change (ie, go up or 
down) whether the PRDE is implemented or not.  It is hard to see how the scope for 
competition between CRBs would not be increased under the PRDE compared to market 
forces alone.   

Without the consistency obligations, CPs may contribute more information to one CRB 
than to others.  This is more likely to result in an uncompetitive outcome in which one 
CRB has a dominant position in the contribution of positive data by CPs, and then 
leverages that position in relation to the supply of positive credit reports.  In that 
environment, the CRB is very likely to benefit from network effects that may ‘tip’ the 
market towards that CRB. 

Under market forces alone there is also the incentive and the ability for CRB’s to offer 
discounts or inducements to CPs to obtain exclusivity in the supply of positive data.  

In this regard, ARCA agrees with Clayton Utz that “to the extent there is a consequence 
of removing the depth and range of data as a basis for differentiation between the CRBs, 
this will focus the differentiation on other aspects of competition such as service quality, 
product innovation and price.”152  

(c) Consistency obligations will reduce rather than increase data fragmentation 

According to Veda, data fragmentation is not a major concern absent the PRDE as it is 
not currently widespread between CRB networks (because the four major banks 
contribute substantially the same data to all CRBs).  Further Veda submits that the 
consistency obligations will not reduce this fragmentation and/or result in greater 
competition between CRBs.  The other CRBs disagree, arguing that the consistency 
obligations will reduce fragmentation and help them to compete more effectively with 
Veda. 

The four major banks provide substantially the same data to all three CRBs currently 
under the negative reporting information regime.  However, the major banks may not 
supply CCR data to all CRBs in the future.  Without consistency obligations, it is possible 
that any CP (including a larger CP) may be incentivised to restrict its contribution of 
comprehensive data to a limited number of CRBs.  It is therefore simplistic to assume that 

151 ABA submission, p 2.  
152 Veda submission, Annexure A,  p25 at [118]. 
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the sharing arrangements that currently exist would necessarily continue in the move to 
CCR. 

A significant amount of data held is largely common among CRBs, but certain CRBs have 
different segments with more penetration /concentration than others. Thus, the value of 
insights and hence the predictive nature of CRB products differ.  

Even if the four major banks do contribute their information equally to the CRBs, there is 
a substantial volume of CCR data from other CPs which may be fragmented. Outside of 
the four major banks, there is considerable competition in obtaining contribution of data 
by second tier lenders, credit unions, short term lenders, acquisition finance and debt 
buyers. This volume of additional data will significantly impact not only the data supply 
available from a CRB, but also its provision of matching and processing services.  

[CONFIDENTIAL]153 

Veda submits that equalising the data available to CRBs would not allow for materially 
increased competition because competition is more based on the matching and 
processing technology within each CRB and it is not wholly dependent on the inputs to 
the CRB.  

Whilst matching and processing is important, the type, nature and coverage of data, 
together with the capability for meaningful analysis of that data, is also key to competition.  
As noted above, CRBs may be differentiated by the industry penetration of different data 
sets.  Under the consistency obligations, the requirement to provide information across all 
portfolios will help level this playing field. 

As the ConsumaData statement notes: 

“[T]ypically with the introduction of comprehensive credit reporting, the contribution 
by CPs in the supply of data can be a very slow process – even taking years.  The 
reason for this being CPs would generally prefer to share data on a selective basis 
where high-risk portfolio data is made readily available to CRBs, with generally 
more reluctance to share-low risk high-value portfolios with CRBs – especially 
where the CP enjoys a high market share position within that portfolio category.  

In the early stages many voluntary based data submission environments accept 
portfolio based data submission to encourage and initiate sharing – only to later 
find it arduous to convince CPs to submit full high-value low-risk portfolios.”154 

The consistency obligations seek to avoid these issues by providing that CPs must 
provide the same tier of credit information to each CRB they deal with – and, critically, 
that they must provide all of their credit information up to that Tier level for every account 
across every portfolio they hold (subject to limited exceptions).   

(d) The consistency obligations reduce barriers to entry or expansion for CRBs 

According to Veda, the costs of the consistency obligations on smaller CPs outweigh the 
benefits of having multiple CRB relationships such that a large number of smaller CPs are 
likely to limit themselves to acquiring services from one CRB, which has the strongest 
database, thus raising barriers to entry and expansion for CRBs.   

                                                      
 
153  [CONFIDENTIAL] 
154  ConsumaData statement, p 2. 
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As noted above there is no evidence sufficient to substantiate the assumptions made by 
Veda in relation to the supposedly “prohibitive” costs associated with consistency 
obligations for smaller CPs.  There is also no substantiation of the view that these costs 
would be determinative in a smaller CP’s decision to acquire services from only one CRB, 
or that such strategy would increase barriers to entry/expansion for CRBs.   

Further, Veda suggests that the PRDE is likely to reduce the ability of smaller or new 
entrant CRBs to obtain data as:  

 there is no explicit incentive for larger CPs to enter agreements with such CRBs 
and to contribute data; and 

 smaller CPs are likely to contribute data to only one CRB, which would be the one 
with the strongest database. 

Neither of the above points flow from the consistency obligations.   

Large CPs may want to have agreements with more than one CRB to encourage 
competitive tension in the quality or type of service provided by CRBs, as well as 
improving the volume of data available to the CP to aid its lending decisions and 
management of consumer credit accounts.  The incentive for larger CPs to enter 
agreements with smaller or new entrant CRBs is not reduced by the existence of the 
consistency obligations.  In fact, the consistency obligations may increase incentives to 
enter agreements with smaller CRBs.   

Under the consistency obligations, CRBs (ie, Veda, Dun & Bradstreet and Experian) that 
have a services agreement with a particular CP will have access to the same data across 
all portfolios.  According to Veda, this will include the large majority of data supplied by 
the four major banks, as well as data from any other CP which decides to have multiple 
CRB relationships.  The increased access and consistency of data held by the smaller 
CRBs as a result of these obligations will allow competitive tension in service provision 
and increase the relative net benefit of CPs who only have a relationship with Veda 
choosing to have a relationship with another CRB or choosing another CRB over Veda.   

With a greater data pool available, smaller CRBs will be able to better compete with Veda 
in terms of the data analytics including matching and processing (the more data available, 
the better the ability of the CRB to improve its matching, because it has more information 
to match a particular consumer against).  Therefore, under the consistency obligations, 
the net benefit of engaging with a CRB other than Veda increases and the cost benefit 
analysis swings more in favour of entering an agreement with a smaller CRB than would 
be the case absent the consistency obligations, thus lowering barriers to expansion. 

As noted elsewhere in this submission, it has not been substantiated that the consistency 
obligations are determinative of a smaller CP’s decision to contribute data to one CRB; 
and depending on the circumstances of a CP (large or small), the consistency obligations 
may in fact make a decision to have a relationship with more than one CRB more 
plausible than would otherwise be the case155.  

Veda also fails to highlight in its submission that one obvious consequence of not having 
consistency obligations is that network effects will make it more likely that the CRB with 
the strongest and largest database (ie Veda) will continue enjoying a position of 

                                                      
 
155  Noting the consistency obligations are identified by ASIC as a factor which will limit the necessity of a CP having to 

obtain credit reporting information from more than one CRB to properly verify a consumer’s financial situation, per ASIC 
submission, p 2.  
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dominance in the supply of positive reports and will be likely to leverage that dominance 
into the obtaining of supply of that data as well.  In that context, consistency obligations 
will break the link between having a dominant position in the obtaining of supply of data 
vis a vis having the same dominance in the supply of data.  Consistency obligations will 
therefore lower barriers to entry and expansion for CRBs.  

4.6 Conclusion 

The consistency obligations will result in a more transparent, effective and efficient credit 
reporting system than would otherwise be the case, strengthening confidence in the 
system and encouraging participation in comprehensive credit reporting.  As a result the 
PRDE consistency obligations provide net public benefits to consumers, CPs and the 
lending market.   

As the CRA Report concludes: 

“It would be possible to establish a multilateral framework for CCR without the 
consistency obligations in the PRDE; however it is unlikely that this would be a fully 
effective system as such a framework would be likely to result in either the 
development of a dominant CRB or the fragmentation of the industry (i.e. several 
CRBs with different pools of information).  By promoting greater consistency across 
the databases held by CRBs, the consistency obligations counter these 
tendencies.”156 

156 CRA Report, p 32. 
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5 Term and conditions of authorisation 
5.1 A five-year authorisation is necessary for this period of the PRDE  

Veda has proposed that any grant of authorisation be for a period co-extensive with the 
review period in the PRDE, which is three years.  It argues that any further period would 
be inappropriate since relevant industry matters may have changed in response to the 
changing commercial environment under CCR.  However, Veda does not identify which 
industry matters are relevant or how they will change over a five year authorisation 
period.  

Five years will enable the full implementation of the PRDE, within which time the 
signatory database is likely to grow considerably, and include expansion beyond the 
ARCA Membership.  This in turn will enable signatories to better realise the benefits 
associated with the PRDE and the transition to CCR.   

Further, any detriments arising from the PRDE will be unlikely to increase over a five year 
time period.  Any changes in the commercial environment due to the PRDE are likely to 
encourage competition rather than lessen it.  For instance, as set out in ARCA’s 
submission, the PRDE is likely to encourage CRBs to develop differentiated and valued 
added offerings, as opposed to competing predominantly in the area of supply.   

The PRDE review due three years after commencement will be conducted by an 
independent party and will be focussed on the terms and operation of the PRDE – 
including the continued operation of the transitional processes.   

The initial review is due after the PRDE has been in operation for three years – with 
subsequent reviews at least every five years after that – in order to consider how the 
PRDE is operating through its foundation and transitional stage and to make any 
recommendations to improve either the terms of the PRDE or its administration. 

Any findings or recommendations of the review will need to be tested with PRDE 
signatories, and in particular any changes to the PRDE will need to be carefully drafted 
following appropriate consultation.  Any proposal that would alter the provisions of the 
PRDE subject to authorisation, or might affect the benefits or detriments of the PRDE as 
a whole, would need to be submitted to the ACCC for reauthorisation before the expiry of 
the initial authorisation. 

Authorisation for five years would allow for a full three years’ operation of the PRDE, 
followed by a sufficient review of its operations and any resulting changes to be agreed 
with PRDE signatories and other stakeholders, in time for the preparation of an 
application to the ACCC for reauthorisation of the PRDE including any proposed 
amendments.   

Subsequent five-yearly reviews of the PRDE would then align in the same way with 
further five-year authorisations of the PRDE.   

The ACCC has also asked for information about the recommendation of the Final Report 
of the Financial System Inquiry that: 
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“In 2017, Government should review industry’s participation in CCR to determine 
whether a regulatory incentive or legislation for mandatory reporting is required. 
Government could also consider expanding CCR to include more data fields.”157 

The government has not yet responded to the Final Report and there is no indication 
whether it will accept and implement this recommendation – either as it stands or on an 
amended timetable.   

If such a review were to take place and to conclude that changes to regulations or 
legislation were necessary, authorisation of the PRDE for five years would allow the 
industry to develop its response to any changes and any amendments to the credit 
reporting framework – including the PRDE – that may be necessary, and to incorporate 
those in an application for reauthorisation in time for any changes to be implemented.   

ARCA notes, however, that the likelihood and timing of any government review, and any 
consequences of any review, are too uncertain and contingent to provide any significant 
guidance as to the appropriate length of authorisation.   

5.2 Authorisation should not be conditional on redrafting the PRDE 

Veda has proposed that authorisation be granted subject to the condition that the PRDE 
be amended in terms set out in Schedule 1 of Annexure 1 to its submission.  

The proposed amendments would substantially vary the operation of the PRDE by:  

 removing the obligation on signatory CPs and CRBs to incorporate the PRDE in 
their services agreements;  

 removing the obligation on signatory CRBs to enforce the principle of reciprocity by 
withholding supply of credit reporting information to CPs who they reasonably 
believe are in beach of the PRDE;  

 removing any restrictions on the supply of PRDE signatory credit data to non-
signatories, allowing this data to be supplied to non-signatories whether or not they 
have contributed any of their own data;  

 removing the obligation on a CP to contribute a consistent tier of credit reporting 
information to each of the CRBs it chooses to deal with; 

 removing the Eminent Person from the dispute resolution process, and with it the 
only avenue of appeal in that process; and 

 deleting all of the compliance outcomes available to the Industry Determination 
Group or the Eminent Person, leaving them powerless.  

These amendments either result in the deletion or substantial variation of 11 of the 16 
paragraphs the subject of this Application, which would be a complete and substantial 
redraft of the PRDE rather than a minor modification.  Unlike the PRDE, which is the 
result of extensive consultation and development by ARCA, these proposed amendments 
have also not been the subject of consultation and do not appear to have any industry 
support beyond Veda.  

                                                      
 
157  At p 190. 
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ARCA refers to the ACCC’s Authorisation Guidelines of June 2013, which suggests that 
the ACCC is likely to impose conditions on an authorisation where it is necessary to: 

 establish a sufficient net public benefit; 

 provide sufficient likelihood of a net public benefit; or 

 persuade the ACCC to exercise its discretion, particularly where anti-competitive 
detriment is high or the public benefit case is weak. 

The Guidelines go on to make clear that: 

“However, it is not for the ACCC to use its power to impose conditions in order to 
substantially redraft or redesign proposed conduct simply to make the conduct 
better.”158 

The Guidelines give the example of an industry code of conduct, which would typically 
share many characteristics with the PRDE: 

“For example, in considering industry codes of conduct the ACCC is often 
requested to impose conditions to create an ideal or preferred code.  The 
imposition of a condition designed to enhance or increase the likelihood of benefits, 
or similarly to reduce or limit the likelihood of detriments that result from a voluntary 
code is not the same as redrafting the code.”159 

The amendments proposed by Veda and its lawyers as a condition of authorisation 
clearly amount to a substantial redraft or redesign in order to create what for Veda would 
be an ideal of preferred code.   

Veda’s proposal also goes far beyond the Generic Medicines Industry Association 
authorisation cited as precedent, which required the amendment of a single clause.  

In fact, Veda’s proposal appears to rest on a misguided assumption about the ACCC’s 
role in determining an application for authorisation.  The Clayton Utz report asserts that: 

“The least intrusive solution to achieve CCR should be favoured… 

The ACCC may impose a condition on its authorisation which effectively requires 
that the relevant contract, arrangement, understanding or conduct yield a more 
substantial public benefit.  Alternatively, it may impose a condition requiring that the 
public benefit identified be enhanced in terms of the likelihood of its realisation.”160 

That proposition is based on a selective quotation from the Medicines Australia Tribunal 
proceeding161 which is expressed to be subject to further refinement in that decision.   

ARCA’s interpretation of the Tribunal’s decision, and the ACCC’s Authorisation 
Guidelines that closely follow its language, is that the ACCC may impose a condition 
where necessary to yield a sufficient or sufficiently likely net public benefit – or to reduce 
a very substantial public detriment.  Where a net public benefit is already sufficient and 

                                                      
 
158  Page 66 at para 7.8.  
159  Page 66 at para 7.8.  
160  Veda submission, Annexure A, pp 33 and 37.   
161  Application by Medicines Australia Inc (2007) ACompT 4 at para 128-131. 
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likely – and public detriments are not very high – the ACCC cannot be expected to 
impose conditions simply to increase net public benefits or their likelihood.   

Again, as originally set out in the Medicines Australia decision: 

“[W]here a proposed contract, arrangement or understanding, covenant or conduct 
is an industry code of ethics which creates a system of self-regulation in the public 
interest, it is not for the ACCC or the Tribunal to use the conditioning power and its 
discretion in order to construct and impose its ideal or preferred system of self-
regulation.”162 

Veda’s assumption about the role of the ACCC and the nature of its inquiry appears to 
influence not only its proposed conditions for authorisation but also its argument against 
the authorisation of the PRDE in its proposed form.   

Veda persistently argues that all or most of the public benefits of the PRDE could or 
would be achieved by alternative mechanisms that would suit Veda better than the PRDE 
as proposed.  In this submission, ARCA has set out to answer Veda’s arguments and to 
demonstrate that the PRDE as proposed would provide the greater public benefits and 
fewer detriments than any other proposed or contemplated mechanism for facilitating the 
exchange of comprehensive credit-related personal information.   

However, the real question is not whether the PRDE as proposed is the best possible 
framework – which is an impossible question given the different interests and incentives 
that apply to different parties – but whether the PRDE would deliver a sufficient net public 
benefit for the ACCC to exercise its discretion to authorise it.  ARCA believes that this 
submission has demonstrated that public benefit.   

162 At para 134. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1. The Australian Retail Credit Association Limited (ARCA) is seeking authorisation on behalf 
of itself and current and future signatories in relation to certain provisions of the Principles 
of Reciprocity and Data Exchange (PRDE), which is a multilateral framework for the 
exchange of credit-related personal information between signatory credit providers (CPs) 
and signatory credit reporting bodies (CRBs).  

2. The exchange of credit-related personal information involves the contribution by CPs of 
information concerning the behaviour and credit histories of their customers to CRBs, the 
aggregation and consolidation of that information by CRBs in central databases, and the 
supply by CRBs to CPs of credit reporting information and other services that assist CPs 
in their assessments of the credit risks of potential customers.   

3. Until March 2014, only information relating to payment defaults, credit inquiries, court 
judgments and bankruptcies (collectively referred to in the industry as “negative” 
information) could be collected and exchanged.  From March 2014, amendments to the 
Privacy Act 1988 allow the collection and exchange of “positive” information.  The exchange 
of positive as well as negative information is referred to as comprehensive credit reporting 
(CCR).   

4. Gilbert + Tobin, on behalf of ARCA, has asked that Charles River Associates (CRA) prepare 
this independent expert economic report containing opinions on two specific questions, 
which can be summarised as follows:  

a. First, given the likely incentives and disincentives that CPs face in Australia when 
deciding whether to contribute positive data to CRBs, will it be possible to establish 
an effective system of CCR primarily on the basis of bilateral agreements between 
CRBs and CPs?  

b. Second, given the market structure in Australia, are there sufficient economic and 
commercial incentives for CPs and CRBs to establish an effective multilateral 
framework for CCR without reciprocity, consistency obligations and some form of 
enforcement mechanism?  

5. Regarding the first question, in our opinion it will not be possible to establish an effective 
system of CCR in Australia primarily on the basis of bilateral agreements between CRBs 
and CPs.  The reasons for our opinion can be summarised as follows. 

a. Reciprocity issues. The principle of reciprocity is a fundamental requirement for 
CPs to be willing to share positive data.  However, CPs have incentives to “under-
contribute”, i.e. fail to observe reciprocity by supplying CRBs with less information 
than they receive.  Meanwhile, CRBs have conflicting incentives, including incentives 
to negotiate agreements with CPs that do not require full reciprocation or fail to 
enforce reciprocity in relation to particular CPs, as each CP agreement represents 
additional revenue to the CRB.  Large CPs, in particular, may be able to insist on 
receiving more information than they provide into the system.  Aware of the unilateral 
incentives of each CP to under-contribute and the conflicting incentives of CRBs, 
CPs will be reluctant to share positive data with CRBs under bilateral arrangements 
unless CRBs can guarantee that the principle of reciprocity will be observed and 
enforced.  However, in a setting of purely bilateral arrangements it is unlikely that 
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CRBs in Australia will establish mechanisms that will provide CPs with confidence 
that reciprocity will be observed and enforced.   

b. Potential for an uncompetitive market structure to develop.  A setting of bilateral 
arrangements has the potential to result in a situation in which one CRB obtains a 
dominant position with respect to CCR.  The dominance may arise naturally and may 
be exacerbated by the use of exclusive agreements.  This would not be an effective 
system of CCR, as a dominant CRB would be able to charge higher prices for credit 
reporting information and provide lower quality services (including lower quality value 
added services such as scorecards and other analytics) than if the market was 
competitive with multiple CRBs having more equal sized pools of data.     

c. Potential for fragmentation.  Alternatively if a dominant CRB does not emerge, 
then it is likely that the industry will suffer from fragmentation where some CPs 
contribute positive information to one CRB and others contribute positive information 
to other CRBs.  In this event, CPs would need to purchase credit reporting 
information from all major CRBs in order to obtain a comprehensive picture for each 
consumer, with additional costs of doing so.  If small CPs cannot afford the additional 
costs of purchasing information from multiple CRBs and integrating that information 
into their internal systems, their ability to lend responsibly and also their ability to 
compete with larger CPs will be compromised.  If responsible lending expectations 
mean that small CPs must purchase and integrate information from multiple CRBs, 
small CPs will face higher costs, and the viability of some small CPs may be 
compromised. Consumers may also be harmed by the need to obtain credit reports 
from all CRBs in order to understand their full credit file picture and by the potential 
for inconsistency in terms of credit risk assessments by CPs. 

6. Regarding the second question, in our opinion an effective multilateral framework for CCR 
is unlikely to be established without obliging parties to engage in reciprocal exchanges of 
information and some form of credible enforcement mechanism.  It would be possible to 
establish a multilateral framework for CCR without the consistency obligations in the PRDE; 
however it is unlikely that this would be a fully effective system as such a framework would 
be likely to result in either the development of a dominant CRB or the fragmentation of the 
industry (i.e. several CRBs with different pools of information).  By promoting greater 
consistency across the databases held by CRBs, the consistency obligations counter these 
tendencies.   

7. The submission of Veda and the accompanying report of HoustonKemp appear mainly 
concerned with the consistency obligations in the PRDE.  Veda and HoustonKemp argue 
that the consistency obligations will have adverse effects on small CPs and small CRBs 
and will lead to greater fragmentation of credit reporting.  These concerns all rely on an 
assumption that there are significant incremental costs for small CPs of contributing positive 
data to additional CRBs beyond the first CRB to which the CP contributes.  In our opinion, 
these incremental costs are not likely to be significant for most small CPs, and if they affect 
the behaviour of any small CPs, it is only likely to be a small proportion of them.  On the 
contrary, small CPs are likely to benefit from the consistency obligations in a number of 
ways.  Equally, as the incremental costs of contributing to additional CRBs are not likely to 
be significant for most small CPs (and as, at most, only a small proportion of small CPs 
would be likely to be affected) there should be no concerns for small CRBs or for greater 
fragmentation.  On the contrary, small CRBs are likely to benefit and fragmentation is likely 
to be reduced if the consistency obligations are retained in the PRDE. 
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8. The focus of Veda and HoustonKemp on the effects of the consistency obligations on small 
CPs and small CRBs is puzzling, given that these concerns appear altruistic from Veda’s 
perspective.  Indeed, according to its own arguments Veda would be likely to benefit from 
the consistency obligations.  At the same time, the submissions received by the ACCC in 
response to ARCA’s application for authorisation suggest that on the whole small CPs 
themselves tend to be unconcerned by the consistency obligations, and small CRBs are 
either strongly in favour of the consistency obligations (Experian) or indifferent (TASCOL).   

9. In our opinion, when balancing the incremental costs to CPs of contributing positive 
information to additional CRBs (which are unlikely to be significant except possibly for a 
small proportion of small CPs) against the risks of an uncompetitive market structure or 
fragmentation, the public benefit lies with the consistency obligations.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

10. The Australian Retail Credit Association Limited (ARCA) is seeking authorisation on behalf 
of itself and current and future signatories in relation to certain provisions of the Principles 
of Reciprocity and Data Exchange (PRDE), which is a multilateral framework for the 
exchange of credit-related personal information between signatory credit providers (CPs) 
and signatory credit reporting bodies (CRBs).  

11. The exchange of credit-related personal information involves the contribution by CPs of 
information concerning the behaviour and credit histories of their customers to CRBs, the 
aggregation and consolidation of that information by CRBs in central databases, and the 
supply by CRBs to CPs of credit reporting information and other services that assist CPs 

in their assessments of the credit risks of potential customers.1   

12. Until March 2014, only information relating to payment defaults, credit inquiries, court 
judgments and bankruptcies (collectively referred to in the industry as “negative” 
information) could be collected and exchanged.  From March 2014, amendments to the 
Privacy Act 1988 allow the collection and exchange of “positive” information.  Positive 

information includes information on consumer credit liabilities (CCLI)2 and repayment 

histories (RHI).3  The exchange of positive as well as negative information is referred to as 
comprehensive credit reporting (CCR).  In this report (consistent with the terminology used 
in the PRDE), “comprehensive” information refers to all negative and positive credit 
information about an individual and “partial” information refers to all credit information about 

an individual other than RHI.4           

13. The two-fold purpose of the PRDE is to “create a standardised system of reciprocal 
exchange for partial and comprehensive information between PRDE signatories” and 

“improve the existing contribution of negative information by PRDE signatories”.5  ARCA 
considers that the obligations contained within the PRDE for which it seeks authorisation – 
specifically, obligations concerning reciprocity, consistency and enforceability – are 

                                                      

1  Credit reports may also be provided by CRBs to consumers that wish to understand the credit reporting information 

held by the CRBs that relates to themselves.  Note that the PRDE principally governs the contribution of data by 

signatory CPs to signatory CRBs.  It does not mandate that a CP obtain information from any or all CRBs and it 

is not necessary to sign the PRDE to participate in an exchange of credit-related personal information with a CRB 

(although unless it is a signatory a CP will not be able to access signatory credit reporting information).   

2  CCLI includes the date a consumer’s credit account was opened and closed, the CP name, the type of credit, the 

maximum amount of credit and terms and conditions that relate to repayment of the amount of credit.  

3  RHI is information on whether or not a consumer has met an obligation to make a periodic (e.g. monthly) payment.  

The contribution of RHI and access to RHI information is restricted to Australian Credit Licence (ACL) holders, 

which excludes telecommunications suppliers and other utility suppliers. 

4  See ARCA, Principles of Reciprocity and Data Exchange (PRDE), Final Draft – Version 16, page 3.  Since 

telecommunications suppliers and other utility suppliers are not permitted to contribute or access RHI information, 

these types of CPs can only participate at the “partial” information level. 

5  ARCA, Principles of Reciprocity and Data Exchange (PRDE): Submission in support of Application for 

authorisation, 20 February 2015, pages 13-14. 
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“necessary to build confidence in the integrity of the system, to ensure the system operates 

effectively and to ultimately provide appropriate incentives for participation”.6   

14. ARCA also considers that in the absence of the PRDE “the benefits of comprehensive credit
reporting are unlikely to be realised in the foreseeable future” because “[t]he lack of
reciprocity obligations, consistency obligations and enforceability of such obligations mean
that there is insufficient incentive and confidence in industry participants to engage in

comprehensive credit reporting.”7  In particular, according to ARCA the current system of
bilateral arrangements is “unlikely to lead to significant exchange of comprehensive credit
information, as they cannot assure CPs that their contribution of comprehensive credit
information will not disproportionately benefit their ‘free-riding’ competitors” and “[e]ven if
bilateral arrangements were to assert that data would be dealt with according to principles
of reciprocity, they would lack the transparency and enforceability of an industry framework

such as the PRDE”.8

1.1. Our instructions 

15. Gilbert + Tobin, on behalf of ARCA, has asked that Charles River Associates (CRA) prepare
this independent expert economic report containing opinions on two specific questions,
which can be summarised as follows:

a. First, given the likely incentives and disincentives that CPs face in Australia when
deciding whether to contribute positive data to CRBs, will it be possible to establish
an effective system of CCR primarily on the basis of bilateral agreements between
CRBs and CPs?

b. Second, given the market structure in Australia, are there sufficient economic and
commercial incentives for CPs and CRBs to establish an effective multilateral
framework for CCR without reciprocity, consistency obligations and some form of
enforcement mechanism?

1.2. Our experience and qualifications 

16. Dr Marsha J. Courchane is the Practice Leader of CRA’s Financial Economics Practice and
is based in Washington DC.  Dr Courchane consults regularly with CPs and CRBs in the
United States.  She has filed expert reports pertaining to questions on credit scoring in
several litigation matters.  Dr Courchane has a B.A., M.A. and PhD in Economics from
Northwestern University.

17. Dr Geoff Edwards is a Vice President in CRA’s European and Asia Pacific Competition
Practices and is based in Sydney.  Dr Edwards is a specialist in competition and regulatory
economics with more than ten years of economic consulting experience in industries
including banking, financial data, financial clearing, software, pharmaceuticals,
telecommunications, broadcasting, transport, food production and manufacturing.  Dr
Edwards has a Masters in Economics and a PhD from the University of California, Berkeley,
as well as first class honours degrees in economics and law from the Australian National
University.

6  Above note 5, page 5. 

7  Above note 5, page 31. 

8  Above note 5, page 31. 
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1.3. Report structure 

18. The remainder of this report is structured as follows: 

a. In Section 2, we discuss the PRDE and its key provisions, including the rationale for 
these provisions. 

b. In Sections 3 and 4 we provide our opinions on the two questions that we have been 
asked, together with our reasons.  These sections also include some observations 
on the arguments of Veda and HoustonKemp in relation to these questions. 

2. THE PRDE AND ITS KEY PROVISIONS 

19. A presumption underlying the PRDE is that the development of CCR in Australia would be 
desirable for a number of reasons.  These reasons are described in some detail in ARCA’s 

submission in support of the application for authorisation9 and in the KPMG report that 

accompanied the application.10     

20. The rationale for the PRDE is stated on pages 4 and 5 of ARCA’s submission in support of 
its application for authorisation.  According to ARCA: 

the intention of the PRDE is to create an open, transparent and standardised 
system for the management, treatment, exchange and acceptance of CCLI and 
RHI among signatories.  To achieve these outcomes, the PRDE relies on 
provisions that create obligations of reciprocity, consistency and enforceability, as 
described in more detail below.  These obligations, set out in the context of the 
multi-lateral framework provided for by the PRDE, are necessary to build 
confidence in the integrity of the system, to ensure the system operates effectively 
and to ultimately provide appropriate incentives for participation. The PRDE also 
aims to improve the existing exchange of negative information amongst CPs and 

CRBs.11  

21. In essence, the rationale for the PRDE is to facilitate CCR in a multilateral framework.  As 
indicated in the above quote, ARCA considers the obligations of reciprocity, consistency 
and enforceability to be necessary in order to build confidence in the system, ensuring the 
system’s effectiveness and encouraging CPs and CRBs to participate.   

22. The context for the PRDE is a situation in which ARCA considers that it is unlikely that 
effective CCR will occur unless there is a multilateral framework like the PRDE because 
“[t]he lack of reciprocity obligations, consistency obligations and enforceability of such 
obligations mean that there is insufficient incentive and confidence in industry participants 

to engage in comprehensive credit reporting.”12  In particular, ARCA considers that the 
current system of bilateral arrangements is: 

unlikely to lead to significant exchange of comprehensive credit information, as 
they cannot assure CPs that their contribution of comprehensive credit information 
will not disproportionately benefit their ‘free-riding’ competitors.  Even if bilateral 

                                                      

9  Above note 5, Sections 5.2 – 5.5.  

10  See KPMG (2015), Report to the Australian Retail Credit Association: The benefits of enhanced credit data 

exchange, January 2015, pages 16-23. 

11  Above note 5, page 5. 

12  Above note 5, page 31. 
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arrangements were to assert that data would be dealt with according to principles 
of reciprocity, they would lack the transparency and enforceability of an industry 

framework such as the PRDE.13 

23. In the following sub-sections we consider the nature of and rationale for the key provisions 
of the PRDE, namely: reciprocity; enforcement; transparency; standardisation; and the 
consistency obligations.  

2.1. Reciprocity 

24. The concept of reciprocity is the idea that each CP should only draw out of a CRB’s pool of 
credit reporting information the same types of information that the CP has contributed.  
Reciprocity obligations are widely considered to be essential for the effective 
implementation of CCR where there are private CRBs.  This is because, in the absence of 
reciprocity, a CP that contributes its own valuable information on the credit risk of its 
customers has no guarantee that others will also contribute, and if the CP is rational it will 
prefer not to share its information with others on that basis as doing so may give competitors 
access to valuable information on the CP’s best customers with nothing in return. 

25. To elaborate, the sharing of credit information between CPs (particularly positive credit 

information) may give rise to what is referred to as a Prisoners’ Dilemma.14  The figure 
below is a simple heuristic illustration of the situation that may exist in the context of sharing 
of credit information between two equally sized CPs.  The “payoffs” in the figure can be 
thought of as the profits for each CP – higher payoffs, therefore, are preferred to lower 
payoffs.   

Table 1: Simple Heuristic Illustration of Prisoners’ Dilemma Payoffs 

CP 1 \ CP 2 Don’t Share Share 

Don’t Share (1 / 1) (3 / 0) 

Share (0 / 3) (2 / 2) 

                                                      

13  Above note 5, page 31. 

14  The Prisoners’ Dilemma is a well-known game-theoretic paradox.  In the Prisoners’ Dilemma, two prisoners are 

awaiting trial for crimes that they are alleged to have committed together.  Prosecutors offer each of them a deal 

that involves a longer prison sentence for both if they both betray each other than if they both stay silent, and 

freedom for one and an even longer sentence for the other if the first betrays the second and the second stays 

silent.  The following figure illustrates the payoffs (in prison terms) in a Prisoners’ Dilemma, with lower payoffs 

being preferred to higher payoffs. 

Prisoner 1 \ Prisoner 2 Betray Silent 

Betray (2 years / 2 years) (0 years / 3 years) 

Silent (3 years / 0 years) (1 year / 1 year) 

 It can be seen from the figure that there is a “dominant strategy” for each prisoner to betray the other, meaning 

that for each prisoner it is better to betray regardless of what action the other prisoner takes.  For example, if 

Prisoner 2 will betray, then Prisoner 1 will do better by also betraying (2 year jail term) than by staying silent (3 

year jail term).  Similarly, if Prisoner 2 will stay silent, then Prisoner 1 will do better by betraying (freedom) than by 

also staying silent (1 year jail term). 

 This leads to an equilibrium (shaded in grey) in which both prisoners betray each other, whereas both would be 

better off if they were somehow able to coordinate to both stay silent.  In other words, the dominant strategies 

lead to an equilibrium that is sub-optimal for both prisoners.  They are unable to reach the mutually beneficial 

outcome (both remaining silent) because they are unable to coordinate to overcome their dominant strategies. 
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26. If both CPs share (bottom right corner), they may both benefit from being able to assess 
credit risks of customers better than if they were to rely on their own information alone (top 

left corner).15  However, if one CP shares and the other doesn’t (e.g. the bottom left corner), 
the first CP does worse than if it didn’t share and the second CP does better than if both 
shared, since the second CP will have better information on the credit risks of customers 
than the first and therefore a competitive advantage.  In this game, both CPs would be 
better off if sharing occurs than if no sharing occurs, but they both have a “dominant 
strategy” not to share, meaning that each CP is better off not sharing regardless of what 
action the other CP takes (i.e. whether the other CP shares or does not share).  Absent 
some mechanism to overcome this, the equilibrium will be sub-optimal for all.  The 
mechanism required to overcome this is the principle of reciprocity together with 
transparency and a trusted enforcement mechanism.   

27. The payoffs in the game will depend on the number and the sizes of the CPs.  Small CPs 
may be willing to share data without reciprocity guarantees as long as the CRB can offer 
them some additional data that will improve their decision making, as they may have little 
to lose in terms of competitive advantage by sharing the limited data that they control.  
Large CPs, however, may lack incentives to share credit information, even if reciprocity can 
be guaranteed.  For example, particularly for positive information, the costs of sharing 
proprietary information on a large customer base (which can be expected to lead to 
increased competition for the CP’s best customers) may outweigh the gains from obtaining 
better information on other customers and more complete information on its own 

customers.16  In other words, the payoff for a large CP in the top left corner of the figure 
may be greater than the payoff it can expect in the bottom right corner.  Therefore, there is 
a possibility that sharing of positive information by large CPs may not occur, regardless of 
the system that is put in place for the sharing of this information (unless, of course, it is a 
system based on mandatory sharing).  In the remainder of this report, we proceed on the 
assumption that the largest banks in Australia will have incentives to share their positive 

                                                      

15  Note that sharing will tend to increase competition between CPs and this competition will tend to dissipate rents.  

Therefore, for a Prisoners’ Dilemma to arise (i.e. for the payoffs from both sharing to exceed the payoffs from both 

not sharing) sharing must in some way increase the total potential rents to be earned by the parties.  This might 

be the case where sharing allows loans to be made that would not otherwise be made or where sharing allows 

CPs to improve the quality of their credit portfolios by better assessing and managing credit risk.  

16  A CP has complete information on the accounts its own customers have with it, but the overall default probabilities 

of its customers depend on the performance of its customers with respect to all of their debts, not only those with 

the CP. 
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information if reciprocity can be guaranteed.17  This assumption is necessary so that we 
can sensibly consider the questions that we have been asked.  Nothing should turn on this 
assumption, however.  If large CPs would not have incentives to share their positive 
information even with guaranteed reciprocity, then neither bilateral arrangements nor a 
multilateral arrangement would deliver an effective system of CCR.     

28. It is well accepted throughout the credit reporting industry in Australia that the principle of
reciprocity is fundamental for the sharing of positive credit information to occur.  This is not
in dispute between ARCA and Veda, nor between ourselves and HoustonKemp.  According
to Veda, it is “supportive of CCR and of the need for an industry framework embodying
principles of reciprocity to operate in conjunction with the legislative mechanisms that give

effect to CCR”,18 “system changes, reciprocity and transparency in compliance are all

preconditions to the effective implementation of CCR”19 and “[r]eciprocity is a fundamental

underlying principle which is understood by all industry participants”.20  Veda’s position on
reciprocity is perhaps best summarised by the following statement: “Reciprocity is essential

for CCR, but the obligations in the PRDE go beyond what is required.”21

29. Before we move on, it is important to note that reciprocity is likely to be more important for
positive information than for negative information.  First, positive information is intrinsically
more valuable to CPs than negative information.  Negative information only allows a CP to
identify a consumer that has had a prior default or other negative event.  Positive
information can substantially improve lending decisions in a number of respects.  Positive
data enables lenders to predict defaults better by examining the extent of the consumer’s
indebtedness and payment behaviour and also identifying any marginal delinquencies that
are not recorded as defaults.  Positive data also enables lenders to identify consumers that
have previously defaulted as lower risk if they have a good record of positive information

17 We consider that it is likely that the largest CPs in Australia will have incentives to share their positive information 

if reciprocity is guaranteed.  We understand from discussions with ARCA and industry players that all of the four 

largest CPs have been closely involved in the development of the PRDE and commenced internal projects to 

prepare for CCR in anticipation of the PRDE.  Once a certain number of smaller CPs begin to share positive data, 

larger CPs are likely to find that it is worthwhile also to participate.  Although the largest CPs may take the longest 

to join the system, we anticipate that in time they will.  It is also worth observing that the largest CPs will be aware 

that if CCR does not develop voluntarily (whether via bilateral agreements or a multilateral arrangement) then it 

may be mandatorily imposed on them with terms over which they have less control.  Recommendation 20 of the 

Final Report of the Financial System Inquiry contemplates legislation to mandate participation in CCR if voluntary 

participation is not adequate.  Adverse selection and financial regulation may also play roles here.  If a CP does 

not participate in CCR when others do, the first CP will end up with a deteriorating credit portfolio as they will be 

less discerning in their risk assessments for new customers and their management of existing customers and they 

may also become recognised by consumers as a lender of last resort (again, as they will be less discerning 

regarding consumer credit risks).  There is also a likelihood that, once CCR is established, it will be viewed as 

inadequate from a responsible lending perspective for CPs to operate without reference to CCR databases.  In 

this regard, see the ASIC submission, page 2, which notes that what constitutes “reasonable steps” to verify a 

consumer’s financial situation may change once CCR becomes available.  Responsible lending obligations in the 

United States typically require that lenders make credit decisions with regard to the borrower’s income, financial 

obligations and ability to repay, and CCR significantly enhances the ability to make such assessments.   

18  Veda, Submission to ACCC on PRDE, undated, page 1, paragraph 3. 

19  Above note 18, page 6, paragraph 26. 

20  Above note 18, page 7, paragraph 31. 

21  Above note 18, page 6, paragraph 27. 
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on other loans or in the time since the default.  Another important difference is that while 
there is negative data only for some consumers, there is positive data for every consumer 
that has a credit account with an Australian Credit Licence (ACL) holder, which is the vast 
majority of the Australian adult population.  This allows more accurate pricing of credit to 
the vast majority of consumers and may enable loans to be written that would otherwise be 
rejected due to lack of information.  Since positive information is more valuable than 
negative information, CPs are likely to be more reluctant to share this information in the 
absence of reciprocity. 

30. Second, CPs may have incentives to have negative information in relation to their 
customers distributed widely across multiple CRBs even without reciprocity.  These 
incentives do not apply to positive information.  For example, the sharing of negative 
information can be used as a borrower disciplining device.  If borrowers are aware that 
defaults on payments will be broadcast throughout the industry and impact on the 
borrower’s ability to obtain further loans from other CPs, borrowers will have greater 

incentives to repay loans.22  Also, if the negative information causes the CP to want to offer 
higher interest rates to the borrower, the CP will want other CPs to be aware of the negative 
information, or else other CPs will (mistakenly) offer more attractive interest rates to the 
borrower, taking business away from the first CP.  These two reasons may well outweigh 
the incentive to keep negative information proprietary for competitive advantage. 

2.2. Enforcement  

31. The principle of reciprocity, on its own, is not enough for CPs to share positive data with 
each other.  The principle of reciprocity, on its own, means only that CPs should undertake 
to supply their own information in order to receive the same types of information from other 
CPs.  As the payoff matrix in the Prisoners’ Dilemma illustrates, each CP will have an 
incentive to deviate from an undertaking to share data, as it will get a higher payoff from 
withholding its own data from the pool if other CPs are contributing.  This incentive remains 
even once CPs have agreed “in-principle” to reciprocity – e.g. even if CPs have signed up 
to the PRDE with its reciprocity provisions or even if CPs have reached “in-principle” 
agreements for reciprocity in bilateral arrangements with CRBs. 

32. At the same time, CRBs have conflicting incentives.  On the one hand, they have incentives 
to persuade CPs that they will observe reciprocity and ensure that other CPs observe 
reciprocity, as CPs will otherwise be reluctant to share their information with the CRB.  On 
the other hand, CRBs have incentives to reach agreements with CPs that do not require 
full reciprocation or fail to enforce reciprocity in relation to particular CPs, as each CP 
agreement represents additional revenue to the CRB.  The larger the CP, the greater its 
importance to the CRB, and the more likely that it will be able to under-contribute without 
fear of sanction by the CRB.  

33. Critical to overcoming the Prisoners’ Dilemma, therefore, is not only reciprocity, but also an 
enforcement mechanism that gives confidence to CPs that any attempts to deviate from 
reciprocity will be identified and rectified, and any persistent deviations will be punished.  
Without an enforcement mechanism that has the confidence of CPs, the principle of 
reciprocity lacks substance and sharing of CCR information is unlikely to occur.  This is the 

                                                      

22  See Jorge Padilla and Marco Pagano (2000), “Sharing default information as a borrower discipline device,” 

European Economic Review, 44(10), pages 1951-1980.   
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rationale, therefore, for the enforcement mechanism in the PRDE.23  This is particularly 
important in Australia where a number of CPs are large, with shares of around 15%-25% 

or more of lending by value, as shown in Table 2 below.24  Large CPs are likely to have 
bargaining power with CRBs and an ability to negotiate deviations from a CRB’s reciprocity 
principle. 

Table 2: “Big Four” Shares of Household Loans and Advances (March 2015) 

 Household Loans and Advances 

 Housing: Owner-
occupied 

Housing: 
Investment

Credit cards Other Total 

ANZ 17% 13% 20% 30% 16% 

CBA 27% 27% 28% 18% 26% 

NAB 19% 14% 14% 19% 17% 

Westpac 21% 32% 23% 16% 24% 

Big Four Total 84% 85% 84% 84% 84% 
Source: CRA calculations based on data from Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Monthly Banking 
Statistics, March 2015, Table 2 

34. It is useful to note, at this point, that effective enforcement mechanisms accompanying the 

principle of reciprocity are commonplace around the world where private CRBs exist.25  For 
example, in one of the seminal academic papers on credit information sharing, Pagano and 
Jappelli (1993) surveyed 14 OECD countries and reported that: 

[i]n all countries where lenders (banks, finance companies, or retailers) share 
information, the operation of credit bureaus has common features, the main ones 
being the principle of reciprocity and the related sanctions.  A lender is entitled 
to access only the type of information that he is willing to contribute to the bureau.  
[…]  In all cases, failure to comply with the rules (for instance, by providing 

                                                      

23  It might be useful here to return to the example of the prisoners presented in footnote 14.  Suppose that after the 

prosecutors presented them with the payoffs for the different outcomes of the game, the prisoners met and agreed 

that they would both stay silent.  This “in-principle” agreement would be worthless, without anything more, as both 

would still find that their dominant strategy would be to betray the other.  If, however, there was some serious 

consequence attached to betrayal (e.g. if a prisoner that betrayed the other in order to walk free could expect to 

be executed by other gang members) then the cooperative “stay silent” outcome could become the equilibrium.  

In the same way, when it comes to the exchange of credit information, a credible enforcement mechanism is just 

as important as the principle of reciprocity itself.   

24  These shares may overstate the shares of demand for credit reporting information that the largest four banks 

represent.  For example, the APRA statistics do not include lenders that are not authorised deposit-taking 

institutions (ADIs), such as finance companies and telecommunications and other utility suppliers.  Also, these 

shares are based on value rather than the volume of loans: larger CPs are likely, on average, to have loans of 

higher value than smaller CPs.  Volume shares are likely to approximate better demand for credit reporting 

information.  Nonetheless, we consider it likely that the largest four banks have shares of lending by volume that 

are, individually, substantial, and that each of these large banks represent significant revenue streams for 

Australian CRBs.  We note that industry participants have estimated for us that around 75% of consumer credit-

related personal information is generated by the largest four banks.  This figure is likely to correspond to their 

combined demand for credit reporting information from CRBs.  

25  Public CRBs tend to be characterised by mandatory requirements on CPs to contribute credit-related personal 

information, which has the effect of imposing reciprocity.   
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late or inaccurate information) is sanctioned by the denial of further 

access.26 [Emphasis added.] 

35. In a later paper, published in 2002, the same authors illustrate the inextricable link between 
the principle of reciprocity and enforcement mechanisms. 

Credit bureaus are exposed to a conflict of interest, especially when they are 
owned by the lenders themselves: each lender would like to exploit the information 
provided by other lenders without disclosing his own.  This explains why 
sanctions are invariably threatened to any credit granter who fails to supply 
data or provides inaccurate information.  Sanctions range from fines to loss 
of membership and hence denial of access to the bureau’s files.  In other 
words, credit bureaus are based on the principle of reciprocity, which is generally 

stated in the contractual agreement between the bureau and credit grantors.27 
[Emphasis added.] 

36. More recently, in 2012, an OECD Discussion Paper reported that: 

it is often not possible to have an independent credit bureau in countries that do 
not already have a rich history of credit information sharing – lenders may be 
reluctant to share their information with a third party due to lack of trust. In these 
instances, and when information sharing should arise on its own, a consortium 
between lenders tends to develop where they share ownership of the credit bureau. 
In a few instances the bureau has been created and managed by a business 
association, such as a chamber of commerce, and participating lenders pay annual 
fees to access the data […]. Reciprocity is the key component in both the credit 
bureau managed directly by the lenders and the credit bureau managed by a 
business and industry association – those who wish to participate in the scheme 
must also contribute their own information on creditors. There are often sanctions 
for not supplying data or for supplying data with significant errors – non-

compliant lenders can face fines or even expulsion from the bureau.28 
[Emphasis added.] 

37. And: 

The basic principles within codes of conduct generally cover reciprocity, data 
format, frequency and quality.  Typically, signatory members are subject to the rule 
of reciprocity, meaning that if they wish to obtain information from the bureau’s 
database, they must also contribute their own credit data.  Furthermore, the codes 
of conduct generally stipulate a common data format, a minimum reporting 
frequency and minimum data quality requirements (IFC 2006). Violations of these 
principles tend to result in penalties which are also outlined in the code of 
conduct.  In extreme cases, members may be subject to expulsion from the 

bureau.29 [Emphasis added.] 

38. In a number of countries there are mandatory regulatory or legislative requirements for CPs 
to contribute credit-related personal information to CRBs, which has the effect of ensuring 

                                                      

26  Marco Pagano and Tullio Jappelli (1993), “Information Sharing in Credit Markets,” The Journal of Finance, Volume 

XLVIII (5), December 1993, pages 1,693-1,718 at 1,705. 

27  Tullio Jappelli and Marco Pagano (2002), “Information sharing, lending and defaults: Cross-country evidence,” 

Journal of Banking and Finance, 26 (2002), pages 2017-2045 at 2021. 

28  OECD, Discussion Paper on Credit Information Sharing, 2012, page 8. 

29  Above note 28, page 14. 
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reciprocity.  In other countries, where contributions are voluntary, the industry has found 
ways to enforce the principle of reciprocity in order to give CPs the confidence they require 
to participate.   

39. To give a specific example, South Africa has a system for the exchange of consumer credit 
information that includes a service level agreement (SLA) entered into between the Credit 

Providers Association (CPA) and the Credit Bureaux Association (CBA).30  The 

“cornerstone” of the CPA is reciprocity31 and the CPA is tasked, among other things, with 
monitoring and managing the quality of information contributed by its members to CRBs. 
The SLA includes provisions that allow for transparency and enforcement of reciprocity.  
Under the SLA, the CPA is to hold monthly meetings with CPA and CBA members to 
address compliance issues.  CPA members have obligations that include to submit identical 
data to all CBA members.  Obligations of CBA members include to report to the CPA on 
instances of non-submission by CPs, dates of submission, number of records received and 
the percentage of records rejected, and to suspend a CP’s access to data on receipt of 
written notification of suspension from the CPA.        

40. In the United Kingdom, the Steering Committee on Reciprocity (SCOR) manages a set of 

guidelines called the Principles of Reciprocity (PoR),32 which were prepared following 
extensive industry consultations during the 1990s.  The fundamental principle of the PoR 
is that “subscribers receive the same credit performance level data that they contribute, 

and should contribute all such data available”.33  The PoR include both a compliance 

process34 and a complaints process with enforcement as a last resort.35   

41. According to SCOR: 

The credit reference agencies include compliance with the Principles of Reciprocity 
in their client contracts and they have a responsibility to ensure that they only 
supply data in accordance with the Principles. 

Members of the credit reference agencies should ensure that compliance with the 
Principles of Reciprocity forms a part of their own internal audit procedures.  SCOR, 
through the credit reference agencies, will seek confirmation of compliance with 

the Principles of Reciprocity from each data sharer or user.36 

42. The PoR itself states similarly: 

                                                      

30  South African Credit Providers Association (CPA), Service Level Agreement between Credit Providers Association 

(CPA) and the Credit Bureau Association (CBA), V1.1, 16 October 2010. 

31  See http://www.cpa.org.za/. 

32  Steering Committee on Reciprocity (2014), Information Sharing: Principles of Reciprocity, Version 36 (final), 

September 2014. 

33  This quote is taken from http://www.scoronline.co.uk/principles/, accessed on 19 May 2015 at 3pm.  

34  Above note 32, Section 11.12, page 60. 

35  Above note 32, Section 11.13, page 61. 

36  This quote is taken from http://www.scoronline.co.uk/principles/, accessed on 19 May 2015 at 3pm 
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Contracts between CRAs and subscribers must reflect [the PoR and other relevant 
legislation] for compliance. In addition, it is expected that CRAs will only provide 

these data to other companies in accordance with the PoR.37 

43. The PoR include the possibility of the ultimate sanction for non-compliance: denial of 
access to data.  Section 10.1.7 of the PoR addresses the question of what happens if 
members do not adhere to the PoR by stating: 

The CRAs, as suppliers of the data, will work with the member to ensure that they 
do comply.  If they refuse or there is a dispute the matter may result in an appeal 

to SCOR and/or access to the data ceasing.38 

44. In the United States, while agreements between CPs and CRBs are bilateral and there is 
no multilateral enforcement mechanism for reciprocity, reciprocity and consistency in the 
contribution of credit information has been a matter of regulatory oversight and commentary 

from time to time39 and CPs are aware that widespread failures may lead to regulatory or 
legislative intervention.  This regulatory oversight has contributed to maintaining a 
reasonably effective system of CCR.  Nonetheless, and although it has one of the most 
lauded credit reporting systems in the world, the United States has experienced many 

instances of strategic incomplete data provision by CPs.40  It is worth noting that the United 
States is less prone to having issues with reciprocity because it tends not to have CPs with 
the same bargaining power as the large CPs in Australia.  However, it has experienced 
issues with lack of reciprocity nonetheless.   

45. The observations of Staten and Cate are worth reproducing: 

One solution to the non-reporting problem would be for the bureaus to tackle the 
problem by adopting reciprocity codes.  That is, they could dictate as part of their 
subscriber agreements that what a creditor doesn’t report, it can’t see on any 
purchased reports.  Together with pricing incentives, this could encourage full-file 
reporting.  However, competition among the three repositories for large creditors 
(especially large purchasers of prescreening services) renders this approach 
ineffective.  For example, what repository will turn away business from Capital One 
(the large credit card issuer) if it fails to report account limits, when Capital One in 
recent years has purchased pre-screening services for as many as one billion 
credit card solicitations annually?  The bottom line is that reciprocity 

                                                      

37  Above note 32, page 1. 

38  Above note 32, section 10.1.7, page 35.  

39  See, for example, Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC), Consumer Credit Reporting 

Practices, Advisory Letter, 18 January 2000.  In this letter the main agencies that oversee the behaviour of financial 

institutions in the United States (the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (FRB), the Federal 

Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA) and the Office of the 

Comptroller of the Currency (OCC)) identified a tendency for large credit card providers to not report credit lines 

and high credit balances and for sub-prime lenders to not report any loan information including RHI, and expressed 

an expectation that financial institutions “strive to resolve issues related to consumer credit reporting in a manner 

that supports both the safety and soundness of institutions’ credit risk management and consumer access to 

credit”.    

40  See, for example, Robert B. Avery, Paul S. Calem and Glenn B. Canner (2004), “Credit Report Accuracy and 

Access to Credit,” Federal Reserve Bulletin, Summer 2004, pages 297-322.  The authors of this paper detail 

extensive issues of under-contributing as well as inaccurate and inconsistent contributing.  See also Michael E. 

Staten and Fred H. Cate (2004), “Does the Fair Credit Reporting Act Promote Accurate Credit Reporting?” Joint 

Centre for Housing Studies, Harvard University, February 2004, pages 47-50. 
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agreements can and will be altered as the repositories compete for large 
customers.  A solution might be to give the industry trade association the 
power to adopt reciprocity codes for the entire membership and withhold 
services from those that do not comply.  This would likely require some special 
antitrust exemptions, but could reduce the non-reporting problem.  It seems to be 
the most promising avenue for preventing further erosion in file quality due to 

strategic non-reporting.41  [Emphasis added.]  

46. The enforcement mechanism in the PRDE is contained in Clauses 65-101.  It consists of 
various escalating stages.  If, within 30 calendar days of the respondent CP or CRB 
receiving a report of (alleged) non-compliant conduct, the dispute is resolved and any non-
compliant conduct is rectified, then the dispute is closed and the matter will not go beyond 
the reporting and respondent parties (Stage 1 dispute).  If a Rectification Plan is entered 
into within the first 30 calendar days, but the non-compliant conduct will not be resolved 
within that time frame, there will be referral to the PRDE Administrator Entity 
(Administrator), which is required to make the Rectification Plan available to all signatories, 
giving signatories an opportunity to object to the Rectification Plan (Stage 2 dispute).  If 
there is no Rectification Plan entered into within the first 30 calendar days, and there is no 
agreement that the conduct is compliant (Stage 3 dispute), then the dispute will be referred 
to the Industry Determination Group (IDG).  If either of the parties to the dispute reject the 
recommendation of the IDG, the dispute will be referred to an Eminent Person, whose 
decision is binding and final.  The possible compliance outcomes include the issuing of a 
formal warning to the respondent, the issuing of a direction to the respondent with which it 
must comply, and, in the worst case, requiring the respondent to contribute and obtain 
supply of credit information at a lower tier for a period.  

47. It is our understanding, based on conversations with ARCA, that this enforcement process 
has been developed in consultation with the industry, has the confidence of CPs (both 
ARCA and non-ARCA members) and is seen by CPs in general as a marked improvement 
over the ability to enforce reciprocity in the current setting of bilateral arrangements.  In its 
standard agreement, Veda provides that it may withhold or suspend use of its services if 
Veda believes that the CP is not complying with its obligations under the agreement (which 
includes reciprocity in relation to CCLI and RHI), and requires the CP to agree to provide 
access to its systems and/or documentation so that Veda can check the CP’s compliance 

with the agreement.42  However, there are no provisions or procedures that allow for a CP 
to challenge the compliance of other CPs or compel Veda to investigate and enforce 
reciprocity.  

48. A key difficulty with a setting of purely bilateral agreements is that a complainant CP is not 
a party to the bilateral agreement between the CRB and the CP that is alleged to have 
failed to comply, and cannot enforce that agreement directly.  Correspondingly, one of the 

                                                      

41  Michael E. Staten and Fred H. Cate, “Does the Fair Credit Reporting Act Promote Accurate Credit Reporting?” 

Joint Centre for Housing Studies, Harvard University, February 2004, pages 49-50.  See also page 53, where the 

authors make the following recommendation: 

Congress could also amend the antitrust laws to allow the credit reporting industry trade 
association the flexibility to promote uniform reporting requirements and reciprocity 
agreements for all members, so as to more directly impose a cost on a furnisher who chooses 
to withhold data. 

42  Veda, Information Services and Solutions Terms of Supply, March 2014, clauses 7.3 and 9.2. 
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key advantages of a multilateral setting like the PRDE is that all CPs have obligations to 
each other and CPs can pursue enforcement directly through a multilateral process.  

2.3. Transparency 

49. The transparency provisions in the PRDE also play an important role.  These give CPs 
confidence that they will be able to identify deviations from the principle of reciprocity.   

50. In particular, the Administrator will report to all CPs the tier levels of all signatories and any 

changes to those levels (Clause 104).43  This will allow CPs to track the contribution tier 
level of other CPs.  At the same time, Clause 16 ensures that for each tier level that a CP 
nominates, it must contribute information at that level across all of its consumer credit 
accounts for all of its credit portfolios, subject only to limited exceptions.  Moreover, Clause 
29 requires that all “eligible credit information” be contributed.  Therefore, if one CP sees 
that there is, for example, no mortgage repayment history from a second CP in the credit 
reports (or if the amount of mortgage repayment history being observed in credit reports is 
somewhat less than the second CP’s market share of mortgages would suggest there 
should be) it can challenge this through the enforcement mechanism.     

51. The transparency that the PRDE provides to CPs is very different from the situation that 
exists in a setting of purely bilateral agreements between CPs and CRBs.  In such a setting, 
one CP may have limited insight into the types of information that another CP is providing.  
This makes it difficult for the first CP to understand whether the second CP is respecting 
the principle of reciprocity.  For example, if a CP observes that another CP’s RHI data never 
appears in credit reports, the first CP may not know whether that is because (a) the second 
CP has an agreement with the CRB to supply and receive only negative information and 
CCLI data and is complying with reciprocity, or (b) the second CP has an agreement with 
the CRB to also receive RHI data and reciprocity is not being observed.  Similarly, if a CP 
observes that a second CP’s mortgage information never appears in credit reports, the first 
CP may not know whether that is because (a) the second CP has an agreement with the 
CRB to supply and receive only non-mortgage information and is complying with reciprocity, 
or (b) the second CP has an agreement with the CRB to receive mortgage information, but 
is not supplying mortgage information, and reciprocity is not being observed.  

52. The PRDE also provides CPs with transparency with regard to enforcement stages and 
outcomes.  For example, any Rectification Plan in relation to a Stage 2 dispute must be 
made available to signatories by the Administrator within three business days of the 
Administrator receiving the Rectification Plan, and any signatory may object to the 
Rectification Plan within seven calendar days (Clauses 71 and 72).  For a Stage 3 dispute, 
the Administrator must make a de-identified report of the dispute available to signatories 
within three business days (Clause 74).  At the conclusion of any Stage 3 dispute, the 
Administrator will report to signatories identified reports of the Industry Determination 
Group’s recommendations or the Eminent Person’s decision (Clause 103).  These 
transparency clauses give CPs a level of confidence in the enforcement mechanism.  This 
transparency is in contrast to the transparency available regarding disputes in bilateral 
arrangement settings, where one CP has no transparency regarding the enforcement of an 
agreement between another CP and a CRB.       

                                                      

43  Clause 57 provides that a CP must notify the Administrator once it is fully complying with its contribution obligations 

(which must be within 12 months of becoming a signatory or nominating a different tier for contribution and supply).  
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2.4. Standardisation 

53. The PRDE contains provisions that require signatories to provide and receive only data that 

complies with the Australian Credit Reporting Data Standards (ACRDS).44  ACRDS is a set 
of standards for the reporting of credit information that has been developed by ARCA’s 
Data Standards Working Group with industry input.   

54. As far as we are aware there is general agreement in the industry that having a single 
standard format for the contribution of positive credit information is desirable.  Different 
standards may be tolerable for the industry when only negative information is exchanged.  
Negative information is event based and the information is limited to indications of customer 
default, which means that the scope for divergences in reporting are limited.  A much 
smaller percentage of borrowers have negative information than positive information and 
the default event occurs much less frequently.  Standardisation is considerably more 
important for positive information, which is reported across all customers and on a periodic 
(e.g. monthly) basis, and implies a much larger set of information.     

55. Standardisation reduces contribution costs.  If CRBs were each to impose their own 
separate standards for data contribution on CPs, it may be costly for CPs to gather and 
contribute different information to each separate CRB.  A single standard is likely to lower 
the costs of CPs that wish to have relationships with more than one CRB, as they will only 
need to prepare their information for contribution in one standard, which can then easily be 
contributed to multiple CRBs.   

56. At the same time, a single standard allows for more consistent credit reporting information 
to be provided by CRBs to CPs.  This will allow CPs more readily to compare information 
(within and across CRBs) and is again likely to reduce CP costs of using CCR, as CPs will 
not need internally to tailor and reformat credit-related personal information into a 
consistent format.  In the absence of a single standard, a single CRB may receive 
information from multiple CPs that use different protocols for recording information, which 
may lead to inconsistent contributions.  For example, different CPs may contribute different 
measures of performance into the same CRB (e.g. number of days overdue); some CPs 
may only contribute information on new accounts after six months while others may 
contribute after three months or after nine months; etc.  The credit reporting information 
provided by the CRB may then contain inconsistencies depending on the CPs that 
contributed the credit information.  Moreover, without standardisation multiple CRBs may 
require CPs to contribute credit information in different standards and may then supply 
credit reporting information based on those different standards.  This may lead to significant 
difficulties and costs for CPs in terms of collating and interpreting information from multiple 
CRBs within the CPs’ internal systems when trying to assess the credit-worthiness of 
potential customers, and could also pose significant costs for CPs in managing multiple 

                                                      

44  For example, Clause 10 requires CPs to promise to contribute credit information in compliance with the ACRDS.  

Also, Principle 3 is titled “Service agreements between PRDE signatories will require reciprocity and the use of 

ACRDS” and underneath this principle, Clause 47 requires that services agreements “require CPs to use the 

ACRDS when contributing credit information to CRBs”, Clause 48 requires CRBs to promise that they “will not 

accept contributed credit information from a CP unless the information is compliant with ACRDS or the CP has 

engaged [the CRB] to convert the contributed credit information into an ACRDS format” and Clause 50 requires 

CPs to promise that they will “comply with the ACRDS or alternatively [they] will utilise the CRB’s service to convert 

[their] contributed credit information into an ACRDS compliant format”.   
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CRB relationships.  This could lead to fragmentation and an ineffective credit information 
system and ineffective competition among CRBs and among CPs.   

57. Standardisation also enhances the quality of aggregative (de-identified) data used in 
research, as information from multiple CPs and CRBs can be pooled more readily. 

2.5. Consistency obligations 

58. The consistency obligations in the PRDE aim to ensure that there is consistency in the 
information that CPs contribute to each of the CRBs with which they have relationships.  It 
is important to understand that the consistency obligations apply only with regard to the 
contribution of information by CPs, not to the information that CPs choose to receive from 
CRBs. 

59. Clause 15 of the PRDE provides that a CP must contribute the same information to all 
CRBs with which it has a services agreement.  Clause 15 can be thought of as a “most 
favoured nation” requirement on CPs to contribute equally to all CRBs with which they have 
relationships.  The SLA between the CPA and CBA in South Africa is an example of a 
consistency obligation currently in place.  It includes an obligation on CP members of the 

CPA to “submit identical data” to all CRBs covered by the SLA.45     

60. Clause 15 of the PRDE clarifies that a CP does not have to receive the same information 
from all CRBs with which it has a services agreement.  Clause 15 also does not require a 
CP to have a services agreement with every CRB.  It is useful to consider some examples 
of how Clause 15 would operate. 

a. If a CP has a services agreement with only one CRB, then Clause 15 does not have 
any operative effect.  The CP may have a services agreement with the CRB at any 
tier level (negative, partial or comprehensive) and will have no obligation to contribute 
data to any other CRB.  Clause 15 does not force a CP to establish a relationship 
with any CRB or with multiple CRBs.   

b. If a CP has a services agreement with two or more CRBs, then Clause 15 operates 
to require the CP to contribute the same tier of information to each of those CRBs.  
For example, if a CP has a services agreement with CRB1 to receive comprehensive 
information and with CRB2 to receive only negative information, the CP must 
contribute comprehensive information to both CRB1 and CRB2.  The CP is not, 
however, required to receive comprehensive information from CRB2 (although it may 
choose to do so).    

61. In addition, Clause 16 of the PRDE requires CPs to contribute credit information 
consistently across all credit portfolios (subject to minor exceptions).  This means that CPs 
must contribute at their nominated tier level (negative, partial or comprehensive) 
consistently to all CRBs with which they have a services agreement across all types of 
accounts that they hold (e.g. mortgages, credit cards, personal loans, etc.). 

62. As Veda and HoustonKemp have observed,46 an effect of Clause 15 is that a CP that may 
wish to have a primary relationship with one CRB for the receipt of partial (or 
comprehensive) credit reporting information and a secondary relationship with another 
CRB concerning only negative information, will have to contribute partial (or 

                                                      

45  Above note 30, Clause 4(a)(i). 

46  See Veda submission, pages 9-11; and HoustonKemp report, pages 14-15. 
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comprehensive) information to both its primary and secondary CRBs.  At the same time, 
Clause 16 precludes a CP from sharing all of its data (at its tier level) with one CRB and 
data only with respect to certain credit portfolios (e.g. only with respect to credit cards, but 
not mortgages) with another CRB.     

63. ARCA’s rationale for the consistency obligations is presented in its submission in support

of its application for authorisation of the PRDE.47  In essence, ARCA presents three
arguments for the consistency obligations:

a. Benefits for competition between CPs;

b. Benefits for competition between CRBs; and

c. Benefits for consumers.

2.5.1. Benefits for competition between CPs and for small CPs in particular 

64. First, ARCA argues that by enabling small CPs to access a greater amount of credit
information through any single CRB relationship, the consistency obligations lower barriers
to entry and expansion for small CPs.  ARCA states:

without the PRDE’s obligation to supply a consistent level of information to all CRBs 
with which a CP has a relationship, smaller CPs may face the higher costs of trying 
to establish multiple CRB relationships to obtain additional information.  Therefore, 
they may receive less or incomplete information to make good lending and risk 

management decisions and compete with larger lenders.”48  

65. For example, suppose a small credit union based in Queensland would prefer to have a
relationship with only one CRB and has a preference for Dun & Bradstreet’s credit reporting
information and associated services.  Suppose also that a significant lender in Queensland
supplies its negative data to all CRBs, but supplies its positive data only to Veda.  Suppose
further that access to the positive data of the significant lender is important information for
the small credit union in order to compete on a level playing field with the significant lender
and other CPs in its local area.  Without the consistency obligations, the small credit union
would have to have a relationship with Veda in order to access credit reporting information
that contains positive data contributed by the significant lender.  With the consistency
obligations, the significant lender would be required to contribute its positive data also to
Dun & Bradstreet and the small credit union would be able to obtain the information that it
needs through a single relationship with its preferred CRB.

66. In the absence of consistency obligations, if small CPs cannot afford the additional costs of
purchasing information from multiple CRBs and integrating that information into their
internal systems, their ability to lend responsibly and also their ability to compete with larger
CPs (that have a greater ability to integrate information from all CRBs) will be compromised.
If responsible lending expectations mean that small CPs must purchase and integrate

47  ARCA submission, pages 25-27. 

48  ARCA submission, page 25. 
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information from multiple CRBs,49 small CPs will face higher costs, and the viability of some 
small CPs may be compromised.  The consistency obligations increase the likelihood that 
small CPs will be able to obtain sufficient information to compete against larger CPs and 
lend responsibly through a single CRB relationship.   

2.5.2. Benefits for competition between CRBs 

67. Second, ARCA argues that the consistency obligations lower barriers to entry and 
expansion by small CRBs, prevent discrimination between CRBs and facilitate competition 

between CRBs.50   

68. Credit information markets are characterised by network effects.  Network effects arise 
when one person’s use of a service increases the value of the service for other users.  
Telephony is the quintessential example of a service with network effects, as the more 
people have telephones, the more valuable it is to have a telephone.  Similarly, there are 
network effects associated with credit information pools: the more CPs that contribute data 
to (and receive data from) a CRB, the larger is the data pool (or “network”) of that CRB and 
the more valuable it is for other CPs to have a relationship with that CRB. All else equal, 

CPs will prefer to have a relationship with the CRB that has the largest pool of information.51   

69. An effect of the consistency obligations will be that small CRBs are likely to have access to 
more data to include in their pools, which will mitigate the network effect advantages of 
large CRBs and enhance the ability of small CRBs to compete with large CRBs to attract 
CPs.   

70. To be clear, where CPs have a relationship only with one CRB, there will be no impact of 
the consistency obligations.  However, where CPs have relationships with two or more 
CRBs, the consistency obligations will mean that these CRBs will receive the same data 
from that CP into their pools.  As we have explained in Section 2.1 above, and as Veda and 

HoustonKemp have also noted,52 it may be that many CPs have incentives to have 
negative information on their own customers distributed widely across multiple CRBs. 
These CPs may wish to maintain relationships with multiple CRBs for this purpose.  Multiple 
relationships may be relatively cheap for the CPs to maintain as they may only be 
contributing data to multiple CRBs (which is generally free to do apart from any internal 
costs for CPs associated with contributing data), not purchasing credit reporting information 
from more than one CRB.  The effect of Clause 15 is that these CPs will be required also 
to contribute the same positive data to each of these CRBs. 

71. This contrasts with the situation without the consistency obligations, where CPs may 
contribute more information to one CRB than to others with whom they have relationships.  

                                                      

49  In this regard, we note that the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) observes that if there 

were a lack of consistency regarding contribution of credit information by CPs to CRBs, ASIC “would expect a 

credit provider to consider whether it was necessary to obtain credit reporting information from more than one 

credit reporting body in order to properly verify a consumer’s financial situation” and “this would result in an 

increase in costs to the credit provider”: ASIC submission, page 2. 

50  ARCA submission, pages 25-26. 

51  This is confirmed by Veda and HoustonKemp.   For example, HoustonKemp state that “smaller CPs that choose 

to participate in CCR will opt to acquire the services of the CRB that has the strongest database” (HoustonKemp 

report, page 20).  See also, Veda submission, page 14.   

52  See Veda submission, pages 2 and 9-11.  See HoustonKemp report, page 16 (and also footnote 42 on page 7). 
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This is more likely to result in an uncompetitive outcome in which one CRB develops a 
superior database of positive information and then benefits from network effects that may 
“tip” the market towards that CRB.   

72. The consistency obligations also prevent a CRB from offering inducements to CPs with the 
effect that the CRB obtains exclusivity in the supply of positive data from CPs.  The PRDE 
does not preclude a CP from choosing to deal with only one CRB for all of its credit 

information requirements.53  However, if the CP chooses to have multiple CRB 
relationships (e.g. so that the CP can have its negative data distributed widely), it will not 
be possible for one CRB to induce that CP to enter an exclusive relationship with regard to 
CCLI and/or RHI information.  This further protects competition among CRBs by limiting 
the scope for one CRB to use exclusivity arrangements to obtain a superior database that 
may lead, again via network effects, to the creation of a position of dominance in the 
provision of credit reporting information and other CRB services. 

73. By countering the tendency for unequal data pools to develop and for network effects then 
to lead to an uncompetitive market structure, the consistency obligations are designed to 
maintain the focus of competition among CRBs on the supply of credit reporting information 
and other services to CPs, including competition on price and with respect to the quality of 
the services that the CRB’s provide (rather than competition to obtain CPs data per se in 
order to acquire a larger dataset than competitors).  ARCA’s submission identifies a number 
of dimensions in which competition is expected to proceed if CRBs have access to more 

consistent data from CPs.54  These include improved analytical products, additional data 
sets, assistance with integration between the CRB’s credit reporting information and the 
CP’s internal systems and consulting and other services that may improve a CP’s credit 
risk management capabilities. 

2.5.3. Benefits for consumers   

74. Third, ARCA argues that consumers will benefit from the consistency obligations as credit 
reports produced by CRBs are likely to contain more complete pictures of consumers’ credit 
histories, consumers will have less need to obtain reports from all CRBs to see their full 
credit file picture, and consumers will encounter less inconsistency in terms of credit risk 

assessments by CPs.55   

75. In the United States, which is characterised by a system of bilateral arrangements, 
concerns have been raised for consumers regarding significant inconsistencies in reporting 

across the three main CRBs.56 

                                                      

53  Note, however, that the PRDE prohibits exclusive arrangements between signatories.  For example, Clause 6 

requires signatory CRBs to promise that its services agreements will not prevent CPs from contributing credit 

information to other CRBs and Clause 51 more generally provides that CRBs “must not impose constraints to 

restrict a CP from contributing credit information to another CRB”. 

54  ARCA submission, page 26. 

55  ARCA submission, pages 26-27. 

56  See Consumer Federation of America (2002), Credit Score Accuracy and Implications for Consumers, 17 

December 2002.  See also Michael E. Staten and Fred H. Cate (2004), “Does the Fair Credit Reporting Act 

Promote Accurate Credit Reporting?” Joint Centre for Housing Studies, Harvard University, February 2004, pages 

30-35. 
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76. While there may still be inconsistencies (e.g. if a consumer has a loan with a CP that only 
has a relationship with one CRB, the details of this loan will appear only on the reports of 
that CRB and only CPs that obtain reports from that CRB will take that information into 
account when considering the consumer’s credit risk), Clause 15 should reduce these as 
each CRB will tend to have more information on the consumer.   

77. Clauses 16 and 29 are also significant here as they require that all “eligible credit 
information” across all portfolios within the relevant tier (negative, partial or comprehensive) 
be contributed by CPs, and CPs are therefore not able to “pick and choose” (e.g. to supply 
credit card information, but not mortgage information).  This will make credit reports more 
comprehensive within any tier of information and ensure that good credit histories across 
all portfolios are contributed.   

3. OPINION ON QUESTION 1 

78. The first question that we have been asked to provide our opinion on is the following:  

[G]iven the likely incentives and disincentives that CPs face in Australia when 
deciding whether to contribute positive data to CRBs, will it be possible to establish 
an effective system of comprehensive credit reporting primarily on the basis of 
bilateral agreements between CRBs and CPs? 

79. We have been asked to consider the following particular features of the Australian market 
when answering this question: 

a. Market structure (i.e. the number of CRBs, the degree of concentration in the market, 
and the relative size of different market participants; and the number of CPs, the 
degree of concentration in the market and the relative size of different market 
participants); 

b. The relevant regulatory environment (i.e. existing obligations under the Privacy Act); 

c. How incentives and disincentives may operate differently when the information 
exchanged is positive credit information (as opposed to negative information); and 

d. How incentives and disincentives may operate differently for large vs small 
CPs/CRBs. 

80. In our opinion it will not be possible to establish an effective system of CCR in Australia 
primarily on the basis of bilateral agreements between CRBs and CPs.  The full reasons 
for our opinion are contained in the following subsections, but these can be summarised as 
follows. 

a. Reciprocity issues. The principle of reciprocity is a fundamental requirement for 
CPs to be willing to share positive data.  However, CPs have incentives to “under-
contribute”, i.e. fail to observe reciprocity by supplying CRBs with less information 
than they receive.  Meanwhile, CRBs have conflicting incentives, including incentives 
to negotiate agreements with CPs that do not require full reciprocation or fail to 
enforce reciprocity in relation to particular CPs, as each CP agreement represents 
additional revenue to the CRB.  Large CPs, in particular, may be able to insist on 
receiving more information than they provide into the system.  Aware of the unilateral 
incentives of each CP to under-contribute and the conflicting incentives of CRBs, 
CPs will be reluctant to share positive data with CRBs under bilateral arrangements 
unless CRBs can guarantee that the principle of reciprocity will be observed and 
enforced.  However, in a setting of purely bilateral arrangements it is unlikely that 
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CRBs in Australia will establish mechanisms that will provide CPs with confidence 
that reciprocity will be observed and enforced.   

b. Potential for an uncompetitive market structure to develop.  A setting of bilateral
arrangements has the potential to result in a situation in which one CRB obtains a
dominant position with respect to CCR.  The dominance may arise naturally and may
be exacerbated by the use of exclusive agreements.  This would not be an effective
system of CCR, as a dominant CRB would be able to charge higher prices for credit
reporting information and provide lower quality services (including lower quality value
added services such as scorecards and other analytics) than if the market was
competitive with multiple CRBs having more equal sized pools of data.

c. Potential for fragmentation.  Alternatively if a dominant CRB does not emerge,
then it is likely that the industry will suffer from fragmentation where some CPs
contribute positive information to one CRB and others contribute positive information
to other CRBs.  In this event, CPs would need to purchase credit reporting
information from all major CRBs in order to obtain a comprehensive picture for each
consumer, with additional costs of doing so.  If small CPs cannot afford the additional
costs of purchasing information from multiple CRBs and integrating that information
into their internal systems, their ability to lend responsibly and also their ability to
compete with larger CPs will be compromised.  If responsible lending expectations
mean that small CPs must purchase and integrate information from multiple CRBs,
small CPs will face higher costs, and the viability of some small CPs may be
compromised. Consumers may also be harmed by the need to obtain credit reports
from all CRBs in order to understand their full credit file picture and by the potential
for inconsistency in terms of credit risk assessments by CPs.

81. The following sub-sections elaborate on these points.  The final sub-section provides some
observations on the arguments of Veda and HoustonKemp in relation to this question.

3.1. Reciprocity issues 

82. The problems for a setting of bilateral arrangements in relation to reciprocity should be
apparent from our discussions of reciprocity, enforcement and transparency in Sections
2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.

83. As we have explained there, the principle of reciprocity is fundamental for CPs to be willing
to share positive data.  However, CPs have incentives to “under-contribute” – that is, fail to
observe reciprocity by supplying CRBs with less information than they receive.  By doing
so, they stand to benefit from the information contributed by other CPs without giving away
their own competitive advantage in the form of their own data.

84. Meanwhile, CRBs have conflicting incentives.  On the one hand, CRBs have incentives to
undertake to share a CP’s positive data only with other CPs that reciprocate, as otherwise
CPs will be unwilling to share their positive data with the CRB.  On the other hand, CRBs
also have incentives to reach deals with CPs that do not fully reciprocate or to fail to enforce
reciprocity in relation to particular CPs, as each CP agreement represents additional
revenue to the CRB.

85. Large CPs, in particular, may be able to leverage from the significant revenue opportunity
that they represent to CRBs either to insist on agreements that allow them to receive more
information than they provide into the system, or (more subtly) to provide information that
is incomplete, incorrect or delayed, without fear of sanction by the CRB.
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86. Aware of the unilateral incentives of each CP to under-contribute and the conflicting 
incentives of CRBs, CPs will be reluctant to share positive data with CRBs under bilateral 
arrangements unless CRBs can guarantee that the principle of reciprocity will be observed 
and enforced.  It is important to recall here that positive information is far more valuable to 

CPs than negative information,57 and so CPs are likely to think much more carefully about 
whether the conditions are right for them to share this information.  An enforceable 
commitment to reciprocity, together with transparency, is likely to be needed for this to 
happen.   

87. In a setting of bilateral arrangements between CPs and CRBs without any multilateral 
framework, it is unlikely that CRBs in Australia will establish mechanisms that will provide 
CPs with confidence that reciprocity will be observed and enforced.  As we explained in 
Sections 2.3 and 2.2, the lack of transparency that is an inevitable feature of bilateral 
arrangements is a key reason for this and the inability of one CP to enforce a bilateral 
agreement between another CP and a CRB is another.  This is also in a context in which 
we understand (from conversations with ARCA and industry participants) that there is a 
lack of trust among CPs in Australia that reciprocity will be enforced in a setting of bilateral 
arrangements.   

88. It may be possible for a system of bilateral agreements directly between CPs to develop 
(setting out the terms on which they would share information via CRBs), which would 
enhance transparency and may contain more effective enforcement mechanisms.  
However, this would begin to approximate a multilateral framework (as each CP would 
contract with multiple other CPs and these agreements are likely to be very similar).  
Moreover, if the industry were to proceed along these lines a likely outcome would be the 
fragmentation of CCR.  Large CPs may reach bilateral agreements to share among 
themselves, but not with small CPs.  Although some groups of small CPs may also reach 
bilateral agreements among themselves, small CPs would tend to be disadvantaged in this 
scenario compared to large CPs, as the datasets that small CPs would have access to 
would be much smaller.   

3.2. Potential for an uncompetitive market structure to develop 

89. Even if reciprocity issues could be overcome, a system of bilateral arrangements brings 
with it a risk that the CRB side of the industry will become concentrated and that a dominant 
CRB will develop in relation to CCR.  This is a particular risk in Australia where there is 
already a dominant CRB with respect to negative information that has the ability to transfer 
that dominance into CCR (as we explain below).   

90. As explained in Section 2.5, the sharing of credit information is characterised by network 
effects: the more CPs that contribute data to (and receive data from) a CRB, the larger is 
the data pool of that CRB and the more valuable it is for other CPs to have a relationship 
with that CRB.  All else being equal, CPs will prefer to have a relationship with the CRB 
that has the largest pool of data.   

91. In a system of bilateral arrangements, dominance may arise through the natural evolution 
of the market and the “tide” of network effects that will tend to favour the largest CRB in the 
market.   

                                                      

57  See our explanation of this in Section 2.1.      
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92. Currently Veda has an estimated 85% share of the exchange of consumer credit-related 

personal information (in a context in which only negative information is exchanged).58  The 
shares of Dun & Bradstreet and Experian have been estimated as approximately 14% and 

1%, respectively.59  Veda’s high market share and its dominance60 with respect to the 
exchange of consumer credit-related personal information derives from its longer history of 
credit reporting in Australia, its larger set of relationships and interfaces with CPs and its 
larger database.   

a. Veda was a monopoly provider of credit reporting information from the 1960s until 
2003 when Dun & Bradstreet entered.  As a consequence. Veda’s brand name 
became synonymous with credit reporting in Australia, and although there are now 
three CRBs in Australia (Experian commenced operations in 2013), Veda likely still 
enjoys a brand name advantage and tends to be the primary (if not only) vendor for 
most CPs.   

b. A second advantage that Veda holds is its large number of existing relationships and 
interfaces with the vast majority of CPs that purchase credit reporting information.  
The interfaces, in particular, represent a significant barrier to entry for other CRBs.  
Although the costs for CPs of contributing data to CRBs tends not to be significant, 
there are significant costs for CPs to receive and integrate information from CRBs 
into their automated internal systems.  The vast majority of CPs with automated 
systems have existing interfaces only with Veda for the receipt of credit reporting 
information.  To begin to receive information from other CRBs, a CP would need to 
make significant investments in its automated systems.     

c. Since many CPs have a credit information relationship only with Veda, Veda benefits 
from having arrangements for the contribution of data from more CPs than any other 
CRB.  It consequently enjoys an advantage in terms of the breadth and depth of its 
database (i.e. greater coverage of Australian consumers, and, on average, more 

information on each consumer). 61  This naturally tends to reinforce Veda’s 
attractiveness to CPs relative to CRBs with smaller databases. 

93. When positive information is introduced to the market, Veda will not immediately have a 
greater pool of positive information than its rivals.  However, the three forms of advantage 

                                                      

58  See IBISWorld (2015), Credit Agencies in Australia, IBISWorld Industry Report N7293b, April 2015, page 17. 

59  See Dun & Bradstreet’s submission dated 1 April 2015, page 1.   

60  Regarding dominance, we note the finding by the ACCC in 2011 that “the market for credit reporting services is 

currently dominated to a large extent by Veda, especially in relation to consumer credit reporting, and that there 

is one other significant provider, D&B, which has a relatively small market share”: ACCC (2011), Public 

Competition Assessment: Experian Australia Credit Services Pty Ltd – proposed joint venture, 19 September 

2011, page 9, paragraph 42. 

61  We understand that both Dun & Bradstreet and Experian have substantially fewer CP relationships than Veda and 

that, consequently, less credit information is contributed to their databases.  In addition to this, Experian is at a 

disadvantage compared to both Veda and Dun & Bradstreet with respect to the length of history of credit 

information in Experian’s database.  As stated in the HoustonKemp report for Veda, page 9: “Experian is a 

relatively new entrant, having only started operations in February 2013, and therefore holds more limited historical 

information in relation to consumer credit accounts”.  Also, on page 10: “the data held by Experian differs from 

that held by Veda and Dun & Bradstreet by virtue of the fact that it only began operations in Australia in February 

2013.  As a result it holds limited historical data relative to the longer established CRBs”.      
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identified above are likely to lead to Veda extending its dominance from negative data into 
positive data.  In particular: 

a. Veda’s brand name advantage is likely to result in Veda being the vendor of choice 
for many CPs with respect to positive as well as negative information.    

b. Veda’s larger set of existing relationships and interfaces with CPs will represent a 
further significant advantage for Veda in CCR.  Although existing interfaces would 
need to be upgraded so that positive information can be contributed as well as 
negative information, the costs to CPs of upgrading existing interfaces are likely to 
be less than the costs of establishing a relationship and an entirely new interface 
with another CRB.  CPs that wish to obtain access to a pool of positive data will 
therefore, all else equal, be more likely to reach an agreement with regard to positive 
data with CRBs that they already have relationships and interfaces with than those 
that they don’t.  Veda’s existing relationships and interfaces will therefore give it an 
advantage in reaching agreements with CPs for CCR. 

c. Veda’s broader and deeper database of negative information will remain an 
advantage that Veda can market alongside the positive information that it can supply.  
Moreover, Veda’s brand name and larger set of CP relationships and interfaces are 
likely quickly to deliver Veda a broader and deeper database of positive information.  
This will naturally tend to be more attractive to CPs than more limited databases of 
other CRBs, and network effects are then likely to reinforce Veda’s dominance.   

94. The tendency towards extension of Veda’s dominance from negative to positive information 
is likely to be exacerbated if Veda is able to enter into exclusive agreements with CPs.  
Since the predominant CP relationship is currently with Veda and Veda’s database is the 
most valuable for CPs to access, it is Veda that is currently best placed to reach exclusive 
agreements with CPs.   

95. A situation in which a single CRB finds itself in a dominant position with respect to the 
provision of credit reporting information would produce an ineffective system of CCR.  A 
dominant CRB would be able to charge higher prices and provide lower quality services 

(including lower quality value added services such as scorecards and other analytics).62  
The ability for CPs to “vote with their feet” and switch to rival CRBs would be constrained 
by the more limited pools of data available to those rivals and the costs of establishing 
interfaces (as well as inconsistent data reporting standards if standardisation does not 
exist).  The harmful effects of this dominance are likely to be felt most by smaller CPs that 
have less bargaining power when negotiating with the dominant CRB.  

96. As explained, the industry in Australia has a natural tendency towards CRB dominance in 
CCR, due to Veda’s existing advantages over other CRBs.  Measures to constrain that 
tendency, such as restrictions on exclusive agreements with CPs, would likely be of benefit 
to the industry overall, as these measures would reduce barriers to rival CRBs developing 
similarly comprehensive databases of their own, and maintain the focus of competition on 

                                                      

62  We note that the ACCC has previously found that the “market for credit reporting services is currently dominated 

by Veda, especially in relation to consumer credit reporting” and that “this lack of competition is reflected in pricing 

levels that are high in comparison to comparable overseas markets”: see ACCC (2011), Public Competition 

Assessment: Experian Australia Credit Services Pty Ltd – proposed joint venture, 19 September 2011, page 9, 

paragraph 42.    
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price and the quality of value-added services provided by the CRBs.  However, such 

measures are not likely to develop under a system of bilateral arrangements.63 

97. If the largest CPs (i.e. the largest four banks in Australia) were able to coordinate (which is 
far from certain), they may try to protect themselves from an uncompetitive market structure 
by contributing their positive data equally to all CRBs in the market and refusing to enter 
exclusive agreements with any CRB.  However, even this may not prevent the market 
tipping and an uncompetitive market structure from developing.  The largest four banks in 
Australia (CBA, NAB, ANZ and Westpac) have the potential to contribute only around 75% 

of consumer credit-related personal information.64  Even if rival CRBs are assured of 
access to the credit information of the largest four banks, competition for medium-sized 
CPs is likely to be intense, with offers for exclusivity likely.  At the same time, Veda is likely 
to be the preferred CRB for most of the medium-sized and smaller CPs.  Together, medium-

sized and small CPs represent a substantial portion of all credit information.65  A credit 
reporting database that contains 90-100% of credit information will be viewed as 
considerably more valuable than one that contains 80-90%.  Market tipping therefore 
remains a strong possibility.   

3.3. Potential for fragmentation 

98. Alternatively, if a dominant CRB does not emerge, then the likelihood is that the industry 
will suffer from fragmentation where some CPs contribute positive information to one CRB 
and others contribute positive information to other CRBs.  In this event, each CRB will lack 
a comprehensive picture of the credit histories of consumers and CPs would need to 
purchase credit reporting information from all major CRBs in order to obtain a 
comprehensive picture for each consumer, with additional costs of doing so.  As discussed 
in Section 2.5.1, if small CPs cannot afford the additional costs of purchasing information 
from multiple CRBs and integrating that information into their internal systems, their ability 
to lend responsibly and also their ability to compete with larger CPs (that have a greater 
ability to integrate information from all CRBs) will be compromised.  If responsible lending 
expectations mean that small CPs must purchase and integrate information from multiple 
CRBs, small CPs will face higher costs, and the viability of some small CPs may be 
compromised.  As discussed in Section 2.5.3, consumers may also be harmed by the need 
to obtain credit reports from all CRBs in order to understand their full credit file picture and 
by the potential for inconsistency in terms of credit risk assessments by CPs.     

                                                      

63  Restrictions on exclusive arrangements would only arise if there were an investigation of such arrangements 

under competition law that led to the prohibition of such arrangements.  This is highly uncertain.  

64  This figure is based on conversations we have had with industry participants.  The figure excludes the RHI data 

generated by telecommunications and other utility suppliers (as this data cannot be contributed under CCR in 

Australia).   

65  The ACCC has previously found that CPs other than the CP investors in Experian (i.e. CPs other than CBA, NAB, 

ANZ, Westpac, Citigroup and GE Capital) “collectively represent a significant proportion of demand in Australia”: 

ACCC (2011), Public Competition Assessment: Experian Australia Credit Services Pty Ltd – proposed joint 

venture, 19 September 2011, page 12, paragraph 63. 
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3.4. Observations on the arguments of Veda and HoustonKemp 

99. Veda and HoustonKemp partially address question 1 when they suggest that there are 

“sufficient incentives to support reciprocity without a prescriptive PRDE”66 (Veda) and that 
the PRDE is not necessary because the current “principles-based approach to reciprocity” 
through bilateral agreements is sufficient to “facilitate the exchange of positive credit 

information” (HoustonKemp).67  In this sub-section we make a number of observations in 
relation to the arguments made by Veda and HoustonKemp in support of these statements. 

3.4.1.  The significance of free-rider concerns in the sharing of positive data 

100. Veda argues that:  

a system of negative information exchange has arisen and has been implemented 
without any “standard legal framework” for reciprocity principles being established.  
Bilateral arrangements have been sufficient to foster reciprocity in data sharing 

under the current regime.68 [Emphasis added.]   

101. Similarly, HoustonKemp argue that:  

if free-rider concerns were significant, one would not expect to see the widespread 
contribution of negative information […] CPs currently contribute negative 
information to CRBs without any ability to determine whether other CPs that access 

that information also contribute the same.69 [Emphasis added.]   

102. It is true that CPs currently contribute negative information without any transparency 
regarding whether other CPs that access that information are reciprocating with the same 
information.  However, it is our understanding that negative information is currently under-
contributed (i.e. only certain portfolio lines are contributed at the moment) and one of the 
benefits that ARCA and the majority of its members anticipate from the PRDE is that more 
negative data will be shared, as Clauses 16 and 29 of the PRDE require the sharing of data 
across all portfolios and all “eligible credit information” within those portfolios.   

103. It is also our understanding from ARCA that there is considerable dissatisfaction among 
CPs regarding the lack of transparency around who is contributing what, and considerable 
suspicion among CPs that other CPs are “free riding” by not fully reciprocating – that is, 
contributing less data than they are receiving.  We understand that this has generated 
considerable distrust regarding the current system.   

104. Therefore, the suggestion by HoustonKemp and Veda that free-riding concerns are not 
significant in the existing bilateral arrangements system for negative data is not consistent 
with our understanding of how the system is currently operating and perceived by CPs. 

105. In any event, how CPs act regarding negative information is unlikely to be predictive of how 
they will act regarding positive information.  Even if CPs are happy to share negative 
information under an “in-principle” agreement or “general understanding” regarding 
reciprocity, they are likely to have very different incentives regarding positive information. 

                                                      

66  Above note 18, page 7. 

67  HoustonKemp report, page 7. 

68  Above note 18, page 7, paragraph 34. 

69  HoustonKemp report, page 7. 
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a. As explained in Section 2.1, positive information is considerably more valuable to 
CPs than negative information, and there will be a correspondingly greater 
reluctance to share it (particularly for large CPs that have information on large 
proportions of consumers) unless there is confidence that reciprocity will be 
observed and enforced.   

b. As also explained in Section 2.1, free-rider concerns are likely to be less significant 
in the context of negative data than in the context of positive data, since CPs derive 
some benefit from the widespread dissemination of negative credit information 
concerning their customers, as this tends to reduce moral hazard of their 

customers70 and also better informs rival CPs of the riskiness of customers that have 
defaulted.  Therefore, CPs may be willing to have their negative data shared widely 
without reciprocity being guaranteed, for reasons that do not apply to positive data.   

106. It is also possible that CPs initially agreed to share negative data with CRBs on the 
expectation that reciprocity would be observed and enforced, and a lack of trust in the 
system only emerged subsequent to them doing so (i.e. once they observed how the 
system actually worked).  Assuming that distrust now exists for negative data, CPs are 
unlikely to contribute further (considerably more valuable) information under the same 
system.   

3.4.2. The likelihood of CPs contributing under “in-principle” agreements  

107. HoustonKemp also argue that “it is reasonable to expect” CPs to contribute their positive 
data using “a much simpler, in-principle agreement among market participants to a 

framework for reciprocity, ie, a general understanding”.71  They say that this is because (a) 
CRBs have strong incentives to include reciprocity obligations within their services 
agreements and there are low risks that CRBs would not adhere to these obligations and 
(b) CPs have strong incentives to share consistent positive information in order to develop 

a comprehensive database of positive information across the industry.72 

108. As discussed above, although CRBs have incentives to guarantee reciprocity to CPs, CRBs 
also have incentives to reach agreements with CPs (particularly large CPs) that do not 
observe reciprocity.  These conflicting incentives are recognised by CPs and it is our 
understanding that they lie at the heart of the distrust that CPs in Australia have regarding 
the current system of bilateral agreements.  We understand from ARCA and industry 
participants that CPs perceive the risk that CRBs will not enforce reciprocity as more than 
“low”, and that this has been a major driver for the development of the multilateral PRDE 
framework and the PRDE’s enforcement mechanism in particular.   

109. As for CP incentives, we do not agree with HoustonKemp that “CPs have a strong incentive 
to provide CRBs with consistent, positive information across a large proportion of their 
credit accounts because of the benefits they will derive from the collective development of 

                                                      

70  This point is recognised by HoustonKemp: see HoustonKemp report, page 16.  However, when HoustonKemp 

attempt to suggest that there are lessons from how negative data is shared with how positive data would be shared 

in the absence of the PRDE, the point is relegated to a footnote: see HoustonKemp report, page 7, footnote 42.  

In our opinion this is a point that is likely to be quite significant in understanding whether the current system of 

bilateral agreements would be effective in the context of CCR.     

71  HoustonKemp report, page 7. 

72  HoustonKemp report, page 7. 
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a comprehensive database of positive information”.73  To the extent that this statement 
suggests that CPs have altruistic motives to help create a “collective” public good, it is far 
too optimistic.   

110. CPs may have incentives to share consistent positive information if there is confidence that 
reciprocity will be observed and enforced.  However, the idea that CPs will act for the 
common good rather than in their own self-interest is fanciful.  Each CP, individually, does 
not care for the development of a comprehensive database of positive information across 
the industry per se.  If a CP is able to contribute less information than it receives (i.e. if 
reciprocity is not adequately enforced), it will take that opportunity.  This is the Prisoners’ 
Dilemma described earlier.   

111. In particular, when CPs are negotiating with CRBs they are likely to attempt to reach 
agreements that allow them to contribute less than others.  Large CPs will tend to have 
sufficient bargaining power to achieve this.  In this context, “in-principle” agreements for 
reciprocity and “general understandings” provide CPs with no comfort that reciprocity will 
be observed or enforced and will not solve the dilemma.  In that situation, CPs will not be 
willing to share their positive information.  As discussed, transparency and a credible 
enforcement mechanism are essential in order to generate trust in the system – “in-
principle” agreements and “general understandings” in the context of non-transparent 
bilateral arrangements will not provide this. 

112. As we observed in Section 2.2, the wealth of international experience with CCR attests to 
the importance of enforcement mechanisms.  These are commonplace around the world, 
and the United States’ experience demonstrates that issues with reciprocity are prone to 
arise when clear enforcement mechanisms do not exist. 

3.4.3. Interpretations of the UK situation 

113. In pointing out that concerns raised by the Bank of England in relation to the contribution 
of positive information in the United Kingdom were raised in relation to markets for small 
and medium sized and commercial real-estate lending, rather than personal or consumer 
credit, and that CRBs in the United Kingdom have widespread access to personal and 
consumer credit data, HoustonKemp may be interpreted as suggesting that the United 
Kingdom is enjoying effective CCR under a system of purely bilateral agreements with only 
“in-principle” agreements for reciprocity.  This, however, would ignore that in the United 
Kingdom CPs and CRBs operate under the multilateral framework of SCOR’s Principles of 
Reciprocity (PoR), which includes compliance and complaints provisions and provides for 
enforcement as a last resort (including the possibility of denial of access to data for CPs 

that do not comply).74  This is much more than a system of bilateral agreements based on 
“in-principle” agreements or “general understandings”.  Although CPs and CRBs in the UK 
are not required to execute a deed poll binding them to the PoR (as signatories to the PRDE 
must do), the SCOR and PoR nonetheless appear to have a coercive effect that has been 
sufficient to gain the confidence of UK CPs and generate a functioning system of credit 
information exchange in the UK.   

114. Veda also points specifically to the United Kingdom when arguing that overseas experience 
demonstrates that no binding compliance or enforcement mechanism is needed for data 

                                                      

73  HoustonKemp report, page 7. 

74  See our discussion of SCOR and the PoR in Section 2.2 above. 
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exchange to occur.75  Although there may be debate over whether the UK system contains 
“binding” mechanisms, it is, once again, clear from the PoR themselves that they contain 
compliance and enforcement provisions that operate in a multilateral setting, with SCOR 
presiding over complaints, mediation between the complainant and respondent as a 
dispute resolution mechanism, and as a last resort, provision for SCOR to request the CRB 

to enforce the contractual obligations (including the PoR).76  This is a long way from a 
situation in which there are simply bilateral arrangements between CPs and CRBs and an 
“in-principle” agreement or “general understanding” in relation to reciprocity.     

115. Veda also claims that the overseas experience is that compliance mechanisms are not 

regularly used, and seems to infer from this that they are not needed.77  In our opinion, 
compliance, complaint and enforcement mechanisms do not have to be used to be effective 
and important.  It is their existence that provides CPs with confidence in the system, and 
indeed, if these mechanisms are effective, one should not expect to see many attempts to 
breach the principles.  Veda’s argument is akin to an argument that, statistically, crime 
doesn’t happen all that often, so there is no need for a police force and a criminal justice 
system.   

3.4.4. Evidence of CPs already contributing positive information  

116. According to HoustonKemp, “Veda has indicated that it is currently engaging with [excised] 
CPs, both ARCA and non-ARCA members, in relation to arrangements for the supply of 

CCR services, some of which are currently supplying CCR data to Veda”.78  HoustonKemp 
argues that this “suggests that free-rider concerns are not so substantial as to prevent the 
contribution of positive data by at least some CPs on the basis of a less formal agreement 

in relation to reciprocity”.79   

117. In our opinion some caution should be exercised before accepting this information on face 
value.  Our understanding from ARCA and industry participants is that some CPs are 
contributing positive data to CRBs, however only a very small proportion of CPs are 
allowing their data to be shared with others and larger CPs are only contributing in the 
context of “pilot” programs in order to test how systems work with positive data (i.e. the data 
is “locked” so that it cannot be shared with other CPs).     

118. As we explained in Section 2.1, small CPs may be willing to contribute positive data without 
strong guarantees of reciprocity as small CPs tend to have less to lose from sharing, but 
large CPs are likely to have different incentives.  Therefore, while it may be that some CPs 
(particularly smaller CPs) might be willing to contribute positive information under less 
formal arrangements concerning reciprocity, without the participation of the largest CPs 
(the largest four of which together generate around 75% of consumer credit-related 
personal information) there will not be an effective CCR system.   

                                                      

75  Veda submission, page 15, paragraph 54. 

76  Above note 32, Section 11.13, page 61.  

77  Veda submission, page 15, paragraphs 55 and 57. 

78  HoustonKemp report, page 7.  See also the Veda submission, page 9, paragraph 39, which says likewise. 

79  HoustonKemp report, page 8.   
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4. OPINION ON QUESTION 2 

119. The second question that we have been asked to provide our opinion on is the following: 

[G]iven the market structure in Australia, are there sufficient economic and 
commercial incentives of CPs and CRBs to establish an effective multilateral 
framework for comprehensive credit reporting without: 

(a) obliging parties to engage in reciprocal exchanges of information; 

(b) providing for consistency obligations; or 

(c) including some form of enforcement mechanism. 

120. In our opinion an effective multilateral framework for CCR is unlikely to be established 
without obliging parties to engage in reciprocal exchanges of information and some form of 
credible enforcement mechanism.  It would be possible to establish a multilateral framework 
for CCR without the consistency obligations in the PRDE; however it is unlikely that this 
would be a fully effective system as such a framework would be likely to result in either the 
development of a dominant CRB or the fragmentation of the industry (i.e. several CRBs 
with different pools of information).  By promoting greater consistency across the databases 
held by CRBs, the consistency obligations counter these tendencies.  The following sub-
sections provide our reasons for this opinion.   

121. Before turning to those reasons, we note that the obligations contained in the PRDE may 
avoid or mitigate many of the problems that have arisen in the development of voluntary 
systems of credit reporting in other countries.  In the United States, for example, there has 
been a history of under-contributing by CPs, issues with timeliness (CRB reports are 
sensitive to the dates that CPs furnish information) and accuracy (including fragmented 
files or multiple files for particular consumers), and a lack of consistency in the information 

that CPs have reported to the three main CRBs.80  Adopting a multilateral framework with 
enforceable reciprocity and consistency obligations during the initial development of CCR 
should spare Australia from experiencing these sorts of problems.   

4.1. Reciprocity  

122. In our opinion, obliging parties to engage in reciprocal exchanges of information (i.e. 
obliging parties to observe the principle of reciprocity) together with transparency and a 
credible enforcement mechanism (see below) is essential for the establishment of a 
multilateral framework for CCR in Australia.  Reciprocity (with assurance that it will be 
observed and, if necessary, enforced) is the solution to the Prisoners’ Dilemma discussed 
above, under which CPs have incentives not to share their data unless there is a mutual 
commitment to sharing among all CPs in the system and a credible enforcement 
mechanism.  Without reciprocity and credible enforcement it is unlikely that large CPs will 
contribute positive data to CRBs. 

                                                      

80  See Robert B. Avery, Paul S. Calem and Glenn B. Canner (2004), “Credit Report Accuracy and Access to Credit,” 

Federal Reserve Bulletin, Summer 2004, pages 297-322 and also Michael E. Staten and Fred H. Cate, “Does the 

Fair Credit Reporting Act Promote Accurate Credit Reporting?” Joint Centre for Housing Studies, Harvard 

University, February 2004. 
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4.2. Consistency obligations 

123. In our opinion it would be possible to establish a multilateral framework for CCR without the 
consistency obligations in the PRDE; however such a framework would be likely to result 
in either the development of a dominant CRB or the fragmentation of the industry (i.e. 
several CRBs with different pools of information).  Each of these outcomes would raise 
costs for CPs and reduce the efficacy of the system compared to a situation in which the 
consistency obligations applied.   

124. As explained in Section 2.5, network effects associated with credit information pools mean 
that, all else being equal, CPs will prefer to have a relationship with the CRB that has the 
largest pool of data.  This may lead to the market “tipping” toward a single CRB if that CRB 
establishes itself as possessing the largest pool.  In the absence of the consistency 
obligations, it is possible that Veda, which is the largest CRB today (and has advantages 
that will carry over from negative data sharing into positive data sharing) will establish a 
dominant position in CCR.  Our reasons are explained in Section 3.2 above.  As we 
explained there, not only is this the likely natural evolution of the market in the absence of 
the consistency obligations, but it may be exacerbated if Veda is allowed to enter into 
exclusive arrangements with CPs.  Although perhaps less likely, it is also possible, in the 
absence of the consistency obligations, that the largest CPs (which all have shares of 
ownership in Experian) may decide to contribute their positive data only to Experian.  This 
would again be likely to “tip” the market, but this time towards Experian.  An industry 
characterised by a dominant CRB would produce a less effective system for the exchange 
of credit information than one in which a number of CRBs were to compete on a more level 
playing field, with more consistent pools of data. 

125. The consistency obligations in the PRDE counter this tendency (although they do not 
eliminate it altogether, since the largest CRB may continue to have relationships with CPs 
that are entirely exclusive and that are not affected by the consistency obligations).  As 
explained in Section 2.5, by countering the tendency for unequal data pools to develop, the 
consistency obligations represent an attempt to maintain the focus of competition among 
CRBs on competition on price and to supply the highest quality services to CPs (rather than 
to obtain the largest dataset).   

126. An alternative possibility is that CRB dominance doesn’t arise, but instead the industry 
becomes highly fragmented as different CPs contribute their positive data to different CRBs 
(e.g. CP1 only to CRB 1, CP2 only to CRB 2, CP3 only to CRB3, etc.).  We have already 
discussed the consequences of fragmentation due to inconsistent reporting across CRBs 
in Section 3.3 above.  One consequence would be that the credit reporting information 
supplied by the various CRBs would tend to be devalued due to the inconsistencies.   

127. Another consequence would be that there would be higher costs for the entire industry as 
CPs would need to obtain credit reporting information from multiple CRBs in order to obtain 
a complete picture of a consumer’s credit history, and would have the challenge and costs 
of integrating multiple reports into their internal systems in order to produce a coherent 
picture of the consumer’s credit risk.  Alternatively, if CPs only purchase credit reporting 
information from a single CRB, the lending decision may be poorly informed.  The risk of 
defaults would tend to increase, low risk borrowers may be denied loans, and there would 
be the broader implications of inefficient pricing of credit (averaged prices that mean that 
low risk borrowers subsidise high risk borrowers).      

128. The cost burden would be proportionately greater (as a proportion of revenues) for small 
CPs.  Small CPs that find that they cannot afford the costs of receiving and integrating 
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reporting information from multiple CRBs will compete on an uneven playing field with larger 
CPs that can afford to do so.  We understand that currently large CPs tend to have multiple 
CRB relationships and small CPs often have only one relationship (at least with respect to 
receiving credit reports).  This may not have significant consequences for competition 
between small and large CPs when the data concerned is only negative data.  But when 
the data concerned is positive data, the implications for competition of small CPs 
experiencing less complete access to data than large CPs may be significant. 

129. The impacts of fragmentation would extend beyond just the quality of CRB services, costs 
and the competitiveness of smaller CPs.  Fragmentation may also harm consumers, as 
they would be more likely to need to obtain credit reporting information from all CRBs in 
order to understand their full credit file picture and they would be more likely to experience 
inconsistency in terms of credit risk assessments by CPs.  More broadly, the impact that 
fragmentation may have on responsible lending (i.e. lending decisions may be made based 
on less information than might be the case if the consistency obligations were in place) may 
have consequences for macro-financial stability (as well as macro-prudential policy) and 

economic growth.81   

4.3. Need for an enforcement mechanism 

130. In our opinion, a credible mechanism to enforce the reciprocity and consistency obligations 
is necessary to provide CPs with confidence that reciprocity and consistency will be 
observed by signatory CPs and CRBs, and that any deviation will be quickly rectified, with 
sanctions available if rectification does not occur.  Without such a mechanism, the entire 
system is likely to be undermined, for the reasons that we explained in Section 2.2.  As we 
also noted in Section 2.2, sanctions for non-compliance with the principle of reciprocity are 
commonplace in credit reporting systems around the world, and where they do not exist, 
deviations from reciprocity tend to occur.   

131. The need for a credible enforcement mechanism that has the confidence of CPs is 
particularly important in Australia where there are large CPs that would otherwise have 
significant bargaining power in their negotiations with CRBs, and where we understand that 
there is currently a lack of confidence and trust in the ability of CRBs unilaterally to enforce 
reciprocity. 

132. We therefore agree with the statement of ARCA in its submission: 

Without genuine consequences and sanctions that would affect a signatory’s 
participation, non-compliance may not be viewed seriously and the PRDE would 
not provide other signatories with assurance of high levels of compliance, 
particularly in relation to the necessary elements of reciprocity and consistency 

discussed above.82   

                                                      

81  For more on these considerations, see the KPMG report, pages 18-21. 

82  Above note 5, page 27. 
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4.4. Observations on the arguments of Veda and HoustonKemp 

4.4.1. Inconsistent arguments regarding CP incentives 

133. HoustonKemp express an opinion that “CPs will have a strong incentive to provide the 

same positive credit information to all CRBs from which they acquire services”.83  They 
draw on this opinion to argue that the consistency obligations are not necessary to reduce 
fragmentation of data.  However, they appear to contradict this opinion when expressing 
concern for small CPs that would prefer to supply positive information to just one CRB and 

negative information to others.84    

134. The inconsistency might be explained if the opinion is one that relates only to large CPs, 
but then the opinion is weakened since it would not apply to small CPs.  Even with regard 
to large CPs, HoustonKemp ignore the potential for CPs to be persuaded to enter exclusive 
arrangements with a CRB.     

4.4.2. Concerns for small CPs 

135. Veda and HoustonKemp argue that the consistency obligations (in particular, Clause 15) 

will have harmful effects on small CPs.85  Indeed, this seems to be Veda’s main objection 

to the PRDE.86  Veda and HoustonKemp argue that if the PRDE is authorised, some 
smaller CPs may not participate in CCR or may deal with only one CRB, due to the costs 

of having to contribute positive information to multiple CRBs.87   

136. These arguments rely on an assumption that there are significant incremental costs for 
small CPs of contributing positive data to additional CRBs beyond the first CRB to which 
the CP contributes.  In our opinion, these incremental costs are not likely to be significant 
for most small CPs, and if they affect the behaviour of any small CPs, it is only likely to be 
a small proportion of them.  Moreover, we consider that these incremental costs are highly 
unlikely to have the effect of causing smaller CPs to choose not to participate in CCR, given 
the significant benefits of CCR for a CP’s credit risk assessments and also the likelihood 
that responsible lending expectations will come to require the use of CCR.  On the contrary, 
small CPs are likely to benefit from the consistency obligations in a number of ways, 
including (a) there would be a greater likelihood that they would only need to subscribe to 
credit reporting information from one CRB in order to compete against larger CPs and lend 
responsibly, (b) they are likely to have greater choice regarding which CRB to use as their 
primary CRB for the provision of credit reporting information and (c) they are likely to benefit 
from greater competition among CRBs.  The following sub-sections elaborate on these 
points. 

                                                      

83  HoustonKemp report, page 11. 

84  HoustonKemp report, pages 14 and 15. 

85  See Veda submission, page 1 (paragraph 3), page 2 (paragraphs 7(b)-(d)), page 3 (paragraphs 9-11) and pages 

9-13 (paragraphs 40-51).  See HoustonKemp report, pages 14-17. 

86  See, for example, paragraph 3 of the Veda submission, which identifies Veda’s “serious concerns” with the PRDE.  

These concerns are entirely about small CPs and their ability to compete with large CPs.   

87  See Veda, pages 9-13 (paragraphs 40-51).  See HoustonKemp report, pages 14-17. 
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The costs for small CPs of contributing to multiple CRBs  

137. The concerns for small CPs expressed by Veda and HoustonKemp are based entirely on 

an assumption that there are “substantial”, “significant”88 and even “prohibitive”89 
incremental costs for CPs in contributing positive information to more than one CRB.       

138. Veda states: 

Ideally, smaller CPs would be able to obtain positive data from one CRB and list 
defaults on three CRBs.  CPs may also wish to obtain positive data from one CRB 
for enquiries, and other “negative services” (for example, negative account 
management information or pre-screening) from other CRBs (with attendant 
negative contribution obligations).  This behaviour is most closely aligned to their 
incentives, but is effectively prohibited by the consistency provisions for which 
authorisation is sought, as the CPs would be required to contribute positive 

information to all CRBs with which they have relationships.90 

139. Veda also states: 

It is Veda’s position that the consistency obligations in the PRDE impose 
substantial additional costs on smaller CPs, over and above those they would 
normally face.  The requirement to supply CCR data at the same level to all CRBs 
(set out in paragraph 15) operates as a disincentive to smaller CPs to participate 
in CCR data exchange as the costs of providing and maintaining data would be too 

high.91   

140. HoustonKemp provides further details: 

It is possible that some smaller CPs will choose to participate in CCR but will opt 
to terminate the service agreements they currently have with one or more CRBs 
following implementation of the PRDE.  This is because the up-front and on-going 
operating costs that small CPs will likely need to incur in fulfilling their obligations 
to multiple CRBs under the PRDE may be prohibitive.  Although the incremental 
cost of providing the same information (ie, the same raw data file) to each additional 
CRB is likely to be quite small, other costs associated with dealing with multiple 
CRBs are likely to be substantial.  Such costs include: 

 the cost of investing in the infrastructure to establish a connection with the 
CRB – a connection must be established to each CRB with sufficient 
bandwidth for the volume of data that is required to be exchanged and storage 
space for the response files from each CRB; and 

 the cost of testing/validating and correcting or updating this data – under the 
Privacy Act CPs are obliged to take reasonable steps to provide data that is 
accurate, complete and up-to-date. 

We understand from Veda that whilst the ARCA data standard supports reporting 
of updates and corrections to positive credit information, CPs have indicated that 
they may need to report such information to CRBs via manual CRB-supported 
means such as the CRB’s website.  This is because: 

                                                      

88  See HoustonKemp report, page 16. 

89  See HoustonKemp report, page 14. 

90  Veda submission, page 2, paragraph 7(c). 

91  Veda submission, page 10, paragraph 42. 
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 it is not commercially viable to develop data extract software for these updates 
or corrections; and 

 the timeframe in which these updates or corrections are required to be 
provided does not fit within the monthly reporting cycle for the provision of 
positive credit information. 

Given this, the cost of reporting corrections and updates to two CRB’s would be 
broadly twice the cost of reporting such updates to one CRB.  Veda currently issues 
over [excised] correction notifications per annum to over [excised] credit provider 
customers under the current negative reporting regime.  Under CCR, Veda 
estimates that it will issue over [excised] notifications per annum.  Given the 
quantum of notifications that a small CP may need to deal with over the course of 
a year, the requirement to provide this information to more than one CRB will be 

prohibitive.92   

141. Neither Veda nor HoustonKemp provide evidence in support of the assumption that the 
“ideal” strategy of small CPs would be to obtain positive data from one CRB and list defaults 
on all three CRBs.  While this may be the preferred strategy for some small CPs, it is far 
from clear that it would be the preferred strategy for all, or even for the majority.  Even if it 
may be a preferred strategy for some small CPs, Veda and HoustonKemp assume that 
there will be a CRB with a reasonably comprehensive pool of positive data.  However, the 
strategy would only be possible in the absence of the consistency obligations, and in that 
case the likelihood is either an uncompetitive CRB market structure (which would harm 
small and large CPs) or fragmentation of data across the three CRBs, in which case the 
preferred strategy of the small CPs may instead be to obtain positive data from all CRBs 
(particularly in light of evolving responsible lending expectations).  In short, the Veda and 
HoustonKemp assumption regarding the “ideal” strategies of small CPs is not internally 
consistent.   

142. Veda and HoustonKemp also do not provide any evidence in support of the quantum of the 
incremental cost of supplying positive information to additional CRBs, or the proportion that 

it would represent in a small CP’s total costs of CCR.93  Given that a CP would have 

significant costs of moving to CCR in any event,94 the proportion represented by the 
incremental costs for small CPs of contributing positive information to additional CRBs 

                                                      

92  HoustonKemp report, pages 16-17. 

93  HoustonKemp assert on page 19 of their report that “the full costs of establishing a connection with [a second] 

CRB, providing positive information to it and correcting that information over time […] could be in the region of 

$100,000 or more”, but they do not provide any source for that estimate.  In any event, the figure is misleading.  

HoustonKemp are describing the “full costs” for a CP that wants to obtain a “specific value-added service” from 

the second CRB.  A large proportion of this cost is likely to be a cost that the CP would have to incur anyway to 

obtain that service (with or without the PRDE).  The incremental cost of the consistency obligations in the PRDE 

– i.e. having to supply additional CRBs with the same information as the CP supplies to its primary CRB – is not 

considered by HoustonKemp, yet that is the relevant cost here.  For the reasons explained in the text, the 

incremental cost of supplying standardised information to additional CRBs is likely to be small. 

94  We understand that there are significant costs for CPs in moving from negative reporting to CCR.  Whereas 

negative reporting is event-driven when defaults occur, there are likely to be substantial technology costs for CPs 

in moving to reporting of CCLI and RHI on a periodic (e.g. monthly) basis.  These are costs that will be incurred 

by CPs regardless of the framework that CCR occurs under (whether it is the PRDE or some other system).  These 

costs are likely to represent a higher proportion of revenues for a small CP than for a large CP; however, at the 

same time, small CPs can anticipate a greater benefit from participation than large CPs as small CPs will gain 

access to significantly more additional data (beyond their own) than large CPs. 
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would be a relevant statistic.  In our opinion this proportion is likely to be small, and for that 
reason alone the incremental costs are unlikely to determine a small CP’s decision whether 
to participate in CCR.  In any event, given the significant benefits of CCR for a CP’s credit 
risk assessments and also the likelihood that responsible lending expectations will come to 
require the use of CCR, the incremental costs of contributing to additional CRBs are highly 
unlikely to have the effect of causing smaller CPs to choose not to participate in CCR.  

143. To be clear, there are likely to be significant costs for a small CP of receiving credit reporting 

information from additional CRBs into the CP’s systems.95  However, the incremental cost 
of contributing positive data to additional CRBs should not be significant for most small 
CPs.   

a. Given that the information to be provided under the PRDE will be standardised 
according to the ACRDS standards, once a CP has prepared its information for one 
CRB, it should be a simple and inexpensive process to contribute the same 
information to other CRBs.  Moreover, CRBs offer solutions that economically 

transform a CP’s data into an ACRDS compliant format.96  The CP can then 
distribute the transformed file to any or as many CRBs as it likes. 

b. HoustonKemp mention the “cost of investing in the infrastructure to establish a 
connection with the CRB […] with sufficient bandwidth for the volume of data that is 
required to be exchanged and storage space for the response files from each CRB”.  
However, particularly for a small CP, the files that will be contributed and the 
response files that will be received will not be particularly large (perhaps ten 
Megabytes per file).  Transfers between the CP and CRB should be possible by use 
of secure file transfers over the CP’s existing internet connection (i.e. at no 

incremental cost).97  Storage and backup of data is a trivial issue – small 

organisations commonly store and backup many Terabytes of data98 and storage 
and backup of that quantity of data is very cheap.  Small CPs should already have 
arrangements in place for storage and backup of a large quantity of data – indeed, 
storage and backup of the incremental amounts of data due to contributing to multiple 
CRBs may not even incur any incremental cost.   

c. HoustonKemp also suggest that “the cost of reporting corrections and updates to two 
CRB’s [sic] would be broadly twice the cost of reporting such updates to one CRB”.  
Our understanding is that, under the ACRDS, most corrections and updates can be 
contributed electronically in the normal monthly cycle following identification of the 

                                                      

95  To receive information from CRBs into a CP’s systems the CP must incur significant costs in terms of IT investment 

to automate the transfer of complicated data fields into specific formats so that the information can be viewed on 

screens or used in internal data engines.  This is not a cost that is affected by the PRDE’s consistency obligations, 

as the consistency obligations only require CPs to contribute information to all CRBs with whom they have a 

relationship – they do not require the CP to receive information from all of those CRBs. 

96  See, for example, Veda’s Smartdata solution: http://www.risk-partnership.com/IRPdocs/Veda-CCR-Reporting-

Smartdata.pdf.  According to the brochure at this link, because Smartdata has been “built to the national standard 

[…] a credit provider can use it to submit data to any credit bureau of their choice”.  Veda claims that Smartdata 

“is designed to reduce submission time and processes; as well as promote seamless data sharing between credit 

providers and credit bureaus”.   

97  This would typically be on the basis of the SSH File Transfer Protocol (SFTP).  

98  One Terabyte is approximately 1 million Megabytes. 
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issues.  For these corrections and updates there would be no incremental manual 
requirements and no incremental cost.  In any event, there exist third party solutions 
that offer to help CPs to contribute corrections to multiple CRBs through a single 

point of contact.99  It is true that a CP that contributes data to multiple CRBs can 
expect to receive multiple response files that detail corrections required by the CRBs.  
Different CRBs may identify different fields that require correction.  Although there 
may be incremental internal costs for CPs in making additional corrections, ultimately 
this has the effect of improving the quality of data supplied by the CP, for the benefit 
of the industry as a whole.  The task of aggregating multiple response files and 

prioritising the most urgent corrections can be outsourced to CRBs or third parties.100 

d. HoustonKemp also mention the costs of “testing” the data.  Although there would be 
additional costs for CPs of testing their contribution formats with additional CRBs, 
these are one-off costs incurred at the beginning of the relationship, and again 

solutions have been developed to minimise these costs.101   

144. It is of course possible that some small CPs may have a preferred strategy of receiving 
CCR information from one CRB and contributing negative credit information to multiple 
CRBs and consider that the costs of contributing positive data to additional CRBs (small as 
they are likely to be, relative to the total costs of moving to CCR) means that they cannot 
afford to implement that strategy.  If such CPs exist, they may decide to have a CCR 
relationship with one CRB and no relationship with any other CRB (as Veda and 
HoustonKemp have suggested).   

145. However, in our opinion the proportion of small CPs that will be in this position is likely to 
be small, and the concerns for these CPs expressed by Veda and HoustonKemp should 
be evaluated with this in mind.  Small CPs that would in any event have a relationship with 
only one CRB will not be affected.  Other small CPs that wish to have relationships with 
multiple CRBs may yet do so, despite additional costs, particularly as these costs are not 
likely to be significant for most small CPs.  Our opinion in this regard is also informed by 
the submissions received by the ACCC in response to ARCA’s application for authorisation: 
on the whole small CPs appear to be unconcerned by the consistency obligations.   

a. According to COBA (which represents 72 credit unions, 11 mutual banks and 6 

mutual building societies) the majority of COBA members support Clause 15.102  

                                                      

99  See, for example, Australian Credit Data (ACD) at: http://www.australiancreditdata.com.au/#!about/cipy.  

100  For example, according to the brochure for Veda’s Smartdata solution (http://www.risk-

partnership.com/IRPdocs/Veda-CCR-Reporting-Smartdata.pdf), add-ins allow CPs to “[c]reate reports on the 

response files that they receive back from each of the credit bureaus.  This allows credit providers to prioritise 

their error-correction efforts.”   

101  According to the brochure for Veda’s Smartdata solution (http://www.risk-partnership.com/IRPdocs/Veda-CCR-

Reporting-Smartdata.pdf) Smartdata can reduce “the time it takes to develop and test” data submissions to CRBs.  

More specifically:  

Smartdata automatically tests the submitted data to help ensure that it meets the formatting 
requirements. These tests also help to ensure that inter-field relationship requirements in the 
standards are met (e.g. the account holder was 18 years old on the date the account was 
opened). This capability helps ensure that the data conforms to the specification before it is 
sent to the credit bureaus, significantly reducing costs, maximising efficiency – and minimising 
time. 

102  COBA submission, page 2. 
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Although some members have raised concerns with additional costs imposed on 
them by the consistency obligations, a number of members have said that any 
additional costs due to Clause 15 are not significant when compared to the broader 

costs of participating in positive credit reporting.103  COBA also explains that the 
majority of COBA members currently have a relationship with only one CRB and are 
likely to continue this practice if Clause 15 is included in the PRDE “because data 

would be more consistent across CRBs”.104   

b. The Australian Finance Conference (AFC) represents large and small finance 
companies.  It lists 66 members in its submission and another 97 members of 

affiliated associations.105  The AFC has expressed concerns regarding “the 
complexity involved in participation in the credit reporting system and compliance 
with its regulatory framework and the impact that this may have on a decision of a 

consumer credit provider on whether to be a signatory or not”.106  However, these 
concerns appear to relate to the costs of complying with the ACRDS standards, the 

annual funding liability and the risk of breach and sanctions.107  The incremental 
costs of contributing information to more than one CRB are not mentioned.  Similar 
considerations would apply to the AFC membership as to the COBA membership.  
While some may be concerned about the incremental costs of contributing to 
additional CRBs, others are likely to consider that these costs are insignificant or 
irrelevant and that they stand to benefit overall from the consistency obligations.  
Certainly, for those that currently have a relationship with only one CRB (which may, 
as with the COBA membership, be the majority), there can only be benefits from the 
consistency obligations.    

Small CPs are likely overall to benefit from the consistency obligations 

146. Rather than be harmed, small CPs in general are likely to benefit from the consistency 
obligations in a number of ways.  First, there would be a greater likelihood that they would 
only need to subscribe to credit reporting information from one CRB to gain a sufficient 
picture of the credit risk of consumers in order to compete effectively with larger CPs and 
lend responsibly.  This would reduce the costs of small CPs compared to a situation in 
which they might need to have interfaces for the receipt of credit reporting information from 
multiple CRBs, and pay for multiple credit reports in relation to each customer.  Second, 
they are likely to have greater choice regarding which CRB to use as their primary CRB, as 
CRBs will have more consistent databases.  The choice may then become more about 
which CRB provides the best prices and the best services than about which CRB has the 
most information.  Third, greater competition between CRBs in relation to price and service 
is likely to deliver better prices, higher quality and innovations in credit reporting services 
to small (and large) CPs.  

147. Small CPs themselves appear to consider that they will benefit from more comprehensive 
and consistent data across CRBs and from having less need to obtain credit reporting 

                                                      

103  COBA submission, page 2. 

104  COBA submission, page 2. 

105  Australian Finance Conference submission, pages 3-6.  

106  Australian Finance Conference submission, page 2. 

107  Australian Finance Conference submission, page 2. 
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information from multiple CRBs.  As mentioned, the majority of COBA members support 
Clause 15, and according to COBA this majority agree with ARCA that Clause 15 “will 
strengthen the quality of credit analytics and lead to more comprehensive and consistent 

data across the CRBs, benefitting both industry and consumers”.108   The majority of COBA 
members also consider that Clause 15: 

would save them money because consistent data across the CRBs will benefit 
smaller providers who only have one relationship with a single CRB.  Without 
clause 15, smaller credit providers may need to incur additional costs by signing 

up to multiple bureaus to get a full picture of credit information on record.109 

4.4.3. Concerns for fragmentation 

148. HoustonKemp also argue that the consistency obligations will increase the degree of 

fragmentation of credit information across CRBs.110   

149. As with the concern for small CRBs, this concern rests on the assumption that there are 
significant incremental costs for small CPs of contributing positive information to additional 
CRBs.  It also rests on an assumption that these costs will lead to substantially fewer CPs 
contributing negative information to multiple CRBs.  As the incremental costs of contributing 
to additional CRBs are not likely to be significant for most small CPs, and, at most, only a 
small proportion of small CPs would be likely to be affected, this concern is not 
substantiated.   

150. In any event, there is an inconsistency that arises here in HoustonKemp’s arguments.  
HoustonKemp argue that if small CPs are discouraged from having relationships with 
multiple CRBs, there will be fragmentation as Veda, Dun & Bradstreet and Experian will 

each have access to information from a “different pool of smaller CPs.”111  Elsewhere, 
however, HoustonKemp argue that small CPs that face significant costs of contributing 
positive data to additional CRBs will choose to have a relationship only with the CRB with 

the “strongest database”.112  Rather than fragmentation, CRB dominance appears the 
likely outcome if HoustonKemp’s arguments are to be consistent.  The CRB that has the 
strongest database will be able to offer a comprehensive set of information to large and 
small CPs.   

4.4.4. Concerns for small CRBs 

151. Veda and HoustonKemp also argue that the PRDE will increase barriers to entry and 

expansion for small CRBs.113   

152. Again, this concern depends on the assumption that there are significant incremental costs 
for small CPs of contributing positive data to additional CRBs, and the further assumption 
that these costs will cause a large number of small CPs to cease contributing negative data 

                                                      

108  COBA submission, page 2. 

109  COBA submission, page 2. 

110  HoustonKemp report, page 20. 

111  HoustonKemp report, page 20. 

112  HoustonKemp report, pages 18 and 20. 

113  Veda submission, pages 13-14.  HoustonKemp report, pages 13 and 20. 
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to multiple CRBs, reducing the available market for small CRBs.  Again, as the incremental 
costs of contributing to additional CRBs are not likely to be significant for most small CPs, 
and, at most, only a small proportion of small CPs would be likely to be affected, this 
concern falls away. 

153. When arguing that the consistency obligations will raise barriers to entry and expansion for 
“small CRBs” HoustonKemp exclude Dun & Bradstreet and Experian, despite Experian, in 

particular, having a very small share of the market at the moment.114  HoustonKemp appear 

to accept, however, that barriers to entry are already very high for CRBs.115  The ACCC 
has previously found that once there are three CRBs in the market there is limited scope 
for any further new entry as the market will already will have obtained a “critical mass” of 

CRBs.116  In that context, the concern for further entry and expansion beyond Veda, Dun 
& Bradstreet and Experian therefore seems a minor concern for an assessment of public 
benefits.        

154. The smallest nationwide CRB (Experian) has expressed its support for the PRDE and the 

consistency principles in particular.117  We understand that there is currently one other 

CRB in Australia at the moment: the Tasmanian Collection Service (TASCOL).118  ARCA 
has informed us that TASCOL’s credit reporting business is focused on only the negative 
data that it gathers as part of its debt collection business and that it does not intend to 
transition to CCR (regardless of the consistency obligations).  Concerns for TASCOL would 
therefore seem misplaced. 

155. It is also worth observing that, if one accepts that the additional costs to CPs of contributing 
positive data to multiple CRBs are not significant and are, at most, likely to affect the 
behaviour of only a small proportion of small CPs, then small CRBs stand to benefit from 
the consistency obligations if Veda and HoustonKemp are correct in suggesting that small 
CPs “ideally” would like to have relationships with multiple CRBs regarding negative data. 
If small CPs have these incentives, then a small CRB will benefit from the consistency 
obligations as the consistency obligations will require those CPs to supply the small CRB 
with the same amount of positive information as they supply to their primary (large) CRB. 
This will be far more valuable to a small CRB than a relationship that involves only the 
contribution of negative data. 

4.4.5. Veda’s motivations for opposing the consistency obligations 

156. The focus of Veda and HoustonKemp on the effects of the consistency obligations on small 
CPs and small CRBs is puzzling given that these concerns appear altruistic from Veda’s 
perspective.  Indeed, according to its own arguments Veda would be likely to benefit from 
the consistency obligations.  For example, Veda argues that the “most likely” result of the 
consistency obligations will be that small CPs will choose to have a relationship with only 

114 According to the Dun & Bradstreet submission (page 1), Dun & Bradstreet has a market share of 14% and 

Experian has a market share of just 1%. 

115  See HoustonKemp report, page 20. 

116 See ACCC (2011), Public Competition Assessment: Experian Australia Credit Services Pty Ltd – proposed joint 

venture, 19 September 2011, page 9, paragraphs 46 and 51. 

117  Experian submission. 

118  See http://www.tascol.com.au/credit-reporting/. 
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one CRB119 and that this would be the CRB with the “strongest database”.120  This is most 
likely to be Veda.  The consistency obligations would also work to Veda’s advantage if, as 
Veda and HoustonKemp argue, they were to raise barriers to entry and expansion by small 

CRBs.121   

157. In our opinion, a more likely motivation for Veda opposing the consistency obligations is a 
concern that the consistency obligations will tend to constrain Veda’s ability to transfer its 
dominant position in negative credit reporting information into a dominant position in CCR 
(as we explained in Section 4.2). 

4.4.6. Conclusion on the costs and benefits of the consistency obligations 

158. In our opinion, when balancing the incremental costs to CPs of contributing positive 
information to additional CRBs (which are unlikely to be significant except possibly for a 
small proportion of small CPs) against the risks of an uncompetitive market structure or 
fragmentation, the public benefit lies with the consistency obligations.   

 

                                                      

119  Veda submission, pages 11 and 12, paragraph 46 and Figure 3. 

120  Veda submission, page 14, paragraph 52(a)(ii).  See also the HoustonKemp report, pages 18 and 20. 

121  Veda submission, pages 13-14.  HoustonKemp report, pages 13 and 20. 
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Attachment B – Summary of market inquiries 
The majority of submissions to the ACCC in response to market inquiries have been 
positive and supportive of the Application For example, the Australian Bankers’ 
Association (ABA), whose membership accounts for the great majority of consumer loans 
and consumer credit data in Australia, submits that: 

“The PRDE is a key document to enable comprehensive credit reporting as it will 
help ensure a level playing field for all participants.  The PRDE provides a 
monitoring and compliance mechanism which is a necessary inclusion to ensure 
the benefits of the PRDE are achieved by all concerned.  A number of ABA’s 
member banks have been involved in the development of this document from the 
start, and the consultation process has at all times been inclusive and 
comprehensive…  

The benefits of participating in the comprehensive credit reporting environment, 
through the PRDE, are that credit data will be more reliable as well as more 
comprehensive.  Downstream benefits include greatly improved information 
sources on which to base lending decisions which will enhance credit risk 
management activities.  Additionally, consumers will have a far better 
understanding of their credit information as it becomes more consistent across 
different organisations which use and disclose it, and they will also have a better 
understanding about how to manage their credit activities. 

A further benefit is that the PRDE should enable a more competitive environment 
for both credit providers and credit reporting bodies, enabling smaller credit 
providers to compete more readily with larger providers on the basis of improved 
information available in the credit reporting space.”163 

Equally, the Customer Owned Banking Association (COBA), representing almost 90 
credit unions, mutual banks and mutual building societies and accounting for the majority 
of loans and data provided by smaller financial service credit providers, submits: 

“COBA has worked closely with our members and the Australian Retail Credit 
Association (ARCA) to develop the PRDE since 2012...  

COBA members are supportive of the PRDE concept, although members are keen 
to minimise costs associated with participating in comprehensive credit reporting.  
We expect the larger portion of these costs will relate to the exchange of positive 
data, rather than from signing on to the PRDE. 

COBA members support the PRDE, its aims, and the proposed framework 
supporting it...  

The proposed Industry Determination Group – a key feature of the PRDE – is a 
cost-effective mechanism for smaller credit providers to raise disputes.”164 

163 Australian Bankers’ Association submission, p 2.  
164 Customer Owner Banking Association Submission, 7 April 2015, at p 1. 
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ABA member ME Bank, also lodged a submission in support of the PRDE, writing that: 

“ME Bank supports the authorisation of the PRDE as a key requirement for trust, 
transparency and compliance in using credit reporting information… 

The PRDE developed by ARCA provides the necessary framework and 
governance through which credit information is to be exchanged between industry 
participants and enable the benefits of CCR… to be realised. 

In our view, the process followed to develop the PRDE has been comprehensive, 
inclusive and consultative, enabling industry participants and consumer advocates 
significant opportunity to contribute.  As a result, we believe the PRDE represents a 
collaborative effort to provide the necessary framework, governance and oversight 
to enable the effective exchange of data within the credit reporting system with 
integrity whilst protecting consumer information… 

We see the PRDE as a well-developed voluntary mechanism that builds 
confidence in credit reporting for all stakeholders; regulators, industry and 
consumers.”165 

Beyond the bank sector, one of the largest consumer finance providers, GE Capital, has 
also lodged a submission in support of the authorisation of the PRDE, writing that: 

“[W]e see the PRDE (including those particular paragraphs seeking authorization) 
as essential to: 

 Greatly enhancing responsible lending and risk management capability 
across industry 

 Improved capability enabling Credit Providers (CPs) to more accurately 
assess risk, which can in turn reduce credit losses (including fraud losses) 

 Helping to achieve an appropriate balance between competition, innovation 
and consumer protection 

 Enhancing consumer experience & confidence, whilst minimizing consumer 
confusion through data fragmentation across the system 

 Maintaining the integrity of data exchange... 

The consultative process has enabled an appropriate framework and standards to 
be represented within the PRDE, thus providing the necessary governance and 
controls ensuring protection of consumer credit information and integrity of data 
exchange within the credit reporting system.  It is for these reasons that GE intends 
on becoming a PRDE signatory upon ACCC authorisation.”166 

Two of Australia’s three significant credit reporting bodies (CRBs) also support the PRDE 
and the Application.  The newest CRB in the Australian industry, Experian, submits that: 

“Experian in particular supports the PRDE and its provision for the creation of a 
new comprehensive data exchange system for the following reasons: 

                                                      
 
165  ME Bank submission, p 1.  
166  GE Capital submission, p 1.  
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1.  The PRDE and the system of se lf-regulation and industry participation which 
it fosters will be a key contributor to a global best practice positive credit 
reporting system and of fair, consistent and standardised data reporting in 
this country. 

2. The PRDE encourages all CPs, large and small, to participate consistently in 
comprehensive (positive) credit reporting, thus encouraging information 
quality and integrity across the system. 

3.  The PRDE provides a rigorous framework within which a more informed 
credit reporting system supported by industry can work to the benefit of all 
participants, including Credit providers (CPs) and consumers as it will 
support better credit decisions, improve credit management and support 
responsible lending across the market. 

4. As a voluntary code with its own enforceability regime, the PRDE will have 
support the advantages of industry self-regulation already illustrated in the 
ADMA Code and the Code of Banking Practice. 

5.  The implementation of a standardised system of data exchange brings with it 
cost benefits.”167 

The second-largest CRB in Australia, Dun & Bradstreet, also supports the PRDE, though 
it considers that the PRDE could provide further public benefits by imposing additional 
restrictions and obligations on signatories:  

“These principles were established to standardise the exchange of credit liability 
information between credit reporting bureaus (CRBs) and credit providers (CPs), 
ensuring fair and appropriate access to critical decision-making data within 
Australia’s credit reporting system. 

While Dun & Bradstreet fully embraces and supports the intent of the PRDE, we 
have concerns regarding Paragraph 36 under Principle 2 [which allows CRBs to 
exchange non-signatory information among non-signatories]… 

Dun & Bradstreet supports an Australian credit reporting system based on inclusive 
and fair data exchange and reporting for all participants, in support of the 
enhanced consumer benefits arising from improved competition and responsible 
lending. It is only through a requirement for all CRBs and CPs to be signatories to 
the PRDE that the credit reporting system will develop in a way that is consistent 
with supporting optimal consumer, competitive and economic outcomes.”168 

By contrast, Australia’s largest and oldest CRB, Veda, supports general principles of 
reciprocity in credit data exchange but argues that: 

 the PRDE is not necessary, or is more restrictive and prescriptive than is 
necessary, to ensure the benefits of comprehensive credit reporting;  

 the PRDE’s consistency obligations, which require CPs to provide the same level 
of credit information to each CRB they choose to deal with, will not decrease rather 

                                                      
 
167  Experian submission at pp 1 and 2. 
168  Dun & Bradstreet submission at pp 1 and 4. 
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than promoting competition including by forcing smaller CPs to provide 
comprehensive credit data to fewer CRBs;  

 the consultation process in the development of the PRDE was not sufficient to 
ensure industry consensus, and ARCA’s ongoing role in the compliance process is 
not optimal from a due process perspective; and 

 authorisation should only be granted for three years and should be conditional on 
substantial redrafting of the PRDE. 

A joint submission by the Consumer Action Law Centre, the Financial Rights Legal 
Centre and Financial Counselling Australia (joint consumer advocate submission) 
raises a number of consumer issues associated with the introduction of CCR and the 
PRDE’s role in promoting the exchange of comprehensive credit information: 

“Our organisations have for many years expressed concerns about the impact of 
comprehensive credit reporting (CCR) on consumers. However, the legislature by 
enacting CCR has indicated that it considers such a regime beneficial despite 
these concerns. In our view, it seems that the CCR regime cannot be effective 
unless there is an element of reciprocity, as demonstrated by the lack of industry 
participation in CCR to date. 

We acknowledge that there are some benefits of the PRDE. At the very least it is a 
positive step towards having a single source of free credit reports for consumers, 
and it is likely to improve consistency in data reporting and competition amongst 
credit reporting bodies (CRBs). However, we wish to provide some alternate views 
on a number of the other public benefits articulated in ARCA's application. In our 
view, CCR may be detrimental to consumers, particularly those who are financially 
excluded and marginalised, meaning transparency and enforceability of any 
reciprocity arrangement is imperative.”169 

As well as querying or qualifying some of the claimed benefits of CCR and the likely 
effectiveness of the PRDE, the joint consumer advocate submission raises two specific 
issues: 

 the need for consistency in the treatment of hardship variations on credit reports 
where comprehensive credit information is exchanged; and  

 the need to reflect settlement negotiations that relate to the listing of credit defaults. 

Origin Energy broadly supports the PRDE and its authorisation: 

“Broadly, Origin supports the creation of an open, transparent and standardised 
system for the management, treatment, exchange and acceptance of consumer 
credit liability information and repayment history information. As set out in the 
ARCA’s application, having wider and improved access to comprehensive credit 
information through the establishment and authorisation of the PRDE will deliver a 
range of public benefits… 

Authorisation of the obligations and enforceability provisions in the PRDE are 
appropriate to build confidence in and ensure the integrity of the system. They will 
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support effective operation of the system and provide appropriate incentives to 
participate.”170 

However, Origin Energy raises concerns that certain characteristics of the energy sector 
may make compliance with the PRDE’s obligations difficult in some specific 
circumstances, and should be clearly covered by exemptions to the PRDE. 

The Australian Finance Conference (AFC) supports the objectives of the PRDE to 
provide a framework which maximises data inputs through reciprocal exchange and 
which maximises the quality of data through the use of uniform data standard.  The AFC 
also understands the need for participants to have confidence in the system, but also 
raises a number of concerns specific to its industry and confirms that communications 
with ARCA have resolved these concerns.  However, it remains concerned that 
participation in the PRDE would bind signatories to a framework of obligations that may 
have consequences if breached.   

ConsumaData has lodged a submission prepared by Rory Matthews, a former Veda 
CEO, which compares models of mandatory and voluntary data submission worldwide, 
noting: 

“Within a voluntary self-regulated data submission environment the concept of 
reciprocity as proposed in the PRDE is the only mechanism available to CPs to 
encourage complete data submission in the interest of creating a healthy lending 
environment.  On this basis a competitive position is based on product, price, 
service and availability – to the benefit of the borrower.  Similarly, equal levels of 
data submitted to all registered CRBs results in CRBs competing on product, price, 
service and availability to the benefit of the CP and ultimately the borrower as 
credit assessment would occur while referencing a complete data view.”171 

ConsumaData accordingly recommends that the consistency obligations of the PRDE be 
expanded upon to require that all CPs submit comprehensive credit data to all CRBs; and 
that the submission of data by CPs be monitored with a view to mandatory submission if 
an acceptable level of data is not achieved by 2017.   

The Australian Securities & Investments Commission (ASIC) notes that comprehensive 
credit reporting may come to be seen as an important tool in taking “reasonable steps to 
identify” a consumer’s financial situation under a CP’s responsible lending obligations:  

“[W]hat constitutes ‘reasonable steps’ may change as additional tools, such as the 
comprehensive credit reporting system, become available. 

If a credit provider chooses not to use such a tool, ASIC would expect the credit 
provider to be able to explain why the use of the tool was not appropriate or what 
other steps the credit provider has taken to verify the consumer's financial 
situation.  This factor would need to be considered by a credit provider when 
deciding whether to become a signatory and, if they become a signatory, at what 
tier (comprehensive or negative) to participate.”172 

ASIC also notes that exclusive arrangements between CPs and CRBs – of the kind the 
consistency obligations of the PRDE are intended to avoid – could raise costs for CPs 
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who might be forced to deal with multiple CRBs in order to fulfil their responsible lending 
obligations: 

“To the extent that such arrangements eventuated, ASIC would expect a credit 
provider to consider whether it was necessary to obtain credit reporting information 
from more than one credit reporting body in order to properly verify a consumer's 
financial situation. We expect that this would result in an increase in costs to the 
credit provider. 

We note that the ACCC may wish to consider this outcome in its consideration of 
whether the consistency principle should form part of an authorised PRDE.”173 

Finally, the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner (OAIC) notes that ARCA 
has engaged the OAIC throughout the development of the PRDE but that OAIC will not 
be responsible for enforcing the obligations in the PRDE.   
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Attachment B – Summary of market inquiries 
The majority of submissions to the ACCC in response to market inquiries have been 
positive and supportive of the Application For example, the Australian Bankers’ 
Association (ABA), whose membership accounts for the great majority of consumer loans 
and consumer credit data in Australia, submits that: 

“The PRDE is a key document to enable comprehensive credit reporting as it will 
help ensure a level playing field for all participants.  The PRDE provides a 
monitoring and compliance mechanism which is a necessary inclusion to ensure 
the benefits of the PRDE are achieved by all concerned.  A number of ABA’s 
member banks have been involved in the development of this document from the 
start, and the consultation process has at all times been inclusive and 
comprehensive…  

The benefits of participating in the comprehensive credit reporting environment, 
through the PRDE, are that credit data will be more reliable as well as more 
comprehensive.  Downstream benefits include greatly improved information 
sources on which to base lending decisions which will enhance credit risk 
management activities.  Additionally, consumers will have a far better 
understanding of their credit information as it becomes more consistent across 
different organisations which use and disclose it, and they will also have a better 
understanding about how to manage their credit activities. 

A further benefit is that the PRDE should enable a more competitive environment 
for both credit providers and credit reporting bodies, enabling smaller credit 
providers to compete more readily with larger providers on the basis of improved 
information available in the credit reporting space.”163 

Equally, the Customer Owned Banking Association (COBA), representing almost 90 
credit unions, mutual banks and mutual building societies and accounting for the majority 
of loans and data provided by smaller financial service credit providers, submits: 

“COBA has worked closely with our members and the Australian Retail Credit 
Association (ARCA) to develop the PRDE since 2012...  

COBA members are supportive of the PRDE concept, although members are keen 
to minimise costs associated with participating in comprehensive credit reporting.  
We expect the larger portion of these costs will relate to the exchange of positive 
data, rather than from signing on to the PRDE. 

COBA members support the PRDE, its aims, and the proposed framework 
supporting it...  

The proposed Industry Determination Group – a key feature of the PRDE – is a 
cost-effective mechanism for smaller credit providers to raise disputes.”164 
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ABA member ME Bank, also lodged a submission in support of the PRDE, writing that: 

“ME Bank supports the authorisation of the PRDE as a key requirement for trust, 
transparency and compliance in using credit reporting information… 

The PRDE developed by ARCA provides the necessary framework and 
governance through which credit information is to be exchanged between industry 
participants and enable the benefits of CCR… to be realised. 

In our view, the process followed to develop the PRDE has been comprehensive, 
inclusive and consultative, enabling industry participants and consumer advocates 
significant opportunity to contribute.  As a result, we believe the PRDE represents a 
collaborative effort to provide the necessary framework, governance and oversight 
to enable the effective exchange of data within the credit reporting system with 
integrity whilst protecting consumer information… 

We see the PRDE as a well-developed voluntary mechanism that builds 
confidence in credit reporting for all stakeholders; regulators, industry and 
consumers.”165 

Beyond the bank sector, one of the largest consumer finance providers, GE Capital, has 
also lodged a submission in support of the authorisation of the PRDE, writing that: 

“[W]e see the PRDE (including those particular paragraphs seeking authorization) 
as essential to: 

 Greatly enhancing responsible lending and risk management capability 
across industry 

 Improved capability enabling Credit Providers (CPs) to more accurately 
assess risk, which can in turn reduce credit losses (including fraud losses) 

 Helping to achieve an appropriate balance between competition, innovation 
and consumer protection 

 Enhancing consumer experience & confidence, whilst minimizing consumer 
confusion through data fragmentation across the system 

 Maintaining the integrity of data exchange... 

The consultative process has enabled an appropriate framework and standards to 
be represented within the PRDE, thus providing the necessary governance and 
controls ensuring protection of consumer credit information and integrity of data 
exchange within the credit reporting system.  It is for these reasons that GE intends 
on becoming a PRDE signatory upon ACCC authorisation.”166 

Two of Australia’s three significant credit reporting bodies (CRBs) also support the PRDE 
and the Application.  The newest CRB in the Australian industry, Experian, submits that: 

“Experian in particular supports the PRDE and its provision for the creation of a 
new comprehensive data exchange system for the following reasons: 
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1.  The PRDE and the system of se lf-regulation and industry participation which 
it fosters will be a key contributor to a global best practice positive credit 
reporting system and of fair, consistent and standardised data reporting in 
this country. 

2. The PRDE encourages all CPs, large and small, to participate consistently in 
comprehensive (positive) credit reporting, thus encouraging information 
quality and integrity across the system. 

3.  The PRDE provides a rigorous framework within which a more informed 
credit reporting system supported by industry can work to the benefit of all 
participants, including Credit providers (CPs) and consumers as it will 
support better credit decisions, improve credit management and support 
responsible lending across the market. 

4. As a voluntary code with its own enforceability regime, the PRDE will have 
support the advantages of industry self-regulation already illustrated in the 
ADMA Code and the Code of Banking Practice. 

5.  The implementation of a standardised system of data exchange brings with it 
cost benefits.”167 

The second-largest CRB in Australia, Dun & Bradstreet, also supports the PRDE, though 
it considers that the PRDE could provide further public benefits by imposing additional 
restrictions and obligations on signatories:  

“These principles were established to standardise the exchange of credit liability 
information between credit reporting bureaus (CRBs) and credit providers (CPs), 
ensuring fair and appropriate access to critical decision-making data within 
Australia’s credit reporting system. 

While Dun & Bradstreet fully embraces and supports the intent of the PRDE, we 
have concerns regarding Paragraph 36 under Principle 2 [which allows CRBs to 
exchange non-signatory information among non-signatories]… 

Dun & Bradstreet supports an Australian credit reporting system based on inclusive 
and fair data exchange and reporting for all participants, in support of the 
enhanced consumer benefits arising from improved competition and responsible 
lending. It is only through a requirement for all CRBs and CPs to be signatories to 
the PRDE that the credit reporting system will develop in a way that is consistent 
with supporting optimal consumer, competitive and economic outcomes.”168 

By contrast, Australia’s largest and oldest CRB, Veda, supports general principles of 
reciprocity in credit data exchange but argues that: 

 the PRDE is not necessary, or is more restrictive and prescriptive than is 
necessary, to ensure the benefits of comprehensive credit reporting;  

 the PRDE’s consistency obligations, which require CPs to provide the same level 
of credit information to each CRB they choose to deal with, will not decrease rather 
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than promoting competition including by forcing smaller CPs to provide 
comprehensive credit data to fewer CRBs;  

 the consultation process in the development of the PRDE was not sufficient to 
ensure industry consensus, and ARCA’s ongoing role in the compliance process is 
not optimal from a due process perspective; and 

 authorisation should only be granted for three years and should be conditional on 
substantial redrafting of the PRDE. 

A joint submission by the Consumer Action Law Centre, the Financial Rights Legal 
Centre and Financial Counselling Australia (joint consumer advocate submission) 
raises a number of consumer issues associated with the introduction of CCR and the 
PRDE’s role in promoting the exchange of comprehensive credit information: 

“Our organisations have for many years expressed concerns about the impact of 
comprehensive credit reporting (CCR) on consumers. However, the legislature by 
enacting CCR has indicated that it considers such a regime beneficial despite 
these concerns. In our view, it seems that the CCR regime cannot be effective 
unless there is an element of reciprocity, as demonstrated by the lack of industry 
participation in CCR to date. 

We acknowledge that there are some benefits of the PRDE. At the very least it is a 
positive step towards having a single source of free credit reports for consumers, 
and it is likely to improve consistency in data reporting and competition amongst 
credit reporting bodies (CRBs). However, we wish to provide some alternate views 
on a number of the other public benefits articulated in ARCA's application. In our 
view, CCR may be detrimental to consumers, particularly those who are financially 
excluded and marginalised, meaning transparency and enforceability of any 
reciprocity arrangement is imperative.”169 

As well as querying or qualifying some of the claimed benefits of CCR and the likely 
effectiveness of the PRDE, the joint consumer advocate submission raises two specific 
issues: 

 the need for consistency in the treatment of hardship variations on credit reports 
where comprehensive credit information is exchanged; and  

 the need to reflect settlement negotiations that relate to the listing of credit defaults. 

Origin Energy broadly supports the PRDE and its authorisation: 

“Broadly, Origin supports the creation of an open, transparent and standardised 
system for the management, treatment, exchange and acceptance of consumer 
credit liability information and repayment history information. As set out in the 
ARCA’s application, having wider and improved access to comprehensive credit 
information through the establishment and authorisation of the PRDE will deliver a 
range of public benefits… 

Authorisation of the obligations and enforceability provisions in the PRDE are 
appropriate to build confidence in and ensure the integrity of the system. They will 
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support effective operation of the system and provide appropriate incentives to 
participate.”170 

However, Origin Energy raises concerns that certain characteristics of the energy sector 
may make compliance with the PRDE’s obligations difficult in some specific 
circumstances, and should be clearly covered by exemptions to the PRDE. 

The Australian Finance Conference (AFC) supports the objectives of the PRDE to 
provide a framework which maximises data inputs through reciprocal exchange and 
which maximises the quality of data through the use of uniform data standard.  The AFC 
also understands the need for participants to have confidence in the system, but also 
raises a number of concerns specific to its industry and confirms that communications 
with ARCA have resolved these concerns.  However, it remains concerned that 
participation in the PRDE would bind signatories to a framework of obligations that may 
have consequences if breached.   

ConsumaData has lodged a submission prepared by Rory Matthews, a former Veda 
CEO, which compares models of mandatory and voluntary data submission worldwide, 
noting: 

“Within a voluntary self-regulated data submission environment the concept of 
reciprocity as proposed in the PRDE is the only mechanism available to CPs to 
encourage complete data submission in the interest of creating a healthy lending 
environment.  On this basis a competitive position is based on product, price, 
service and availability – to the benefit of the borrower.  Similarly, equal levels of 
data submitted to all registered CRBs results in CRBs competing on product, price, 
service and availability to the benefit of the CP and ultimately the borrower as 
credit assessment would occur while referencing a complete data view.”171 

ConsumaData accordingly recommends that the consistency obligations of the PRDE be 
expanded upon to require that all CPs submit comprehensive credit data to all CRBs; and 
that the submission of data by CPs be monitored with a view to mandatory submission if 
an acceptable level of data is not achieved by 2017.   

The Australian Securities & Investments Commission (ASIC) notes that comprehensive 
credit reporting may come to be seen as an important tool in taking “reasonable steps to 
identify” a consumer’s financial situation under a CP’s responsible lending obligations:  

“[W]hat constitutes ‘reasonable steps’ may change as additional tools, such as the 
comprehensive credit reporting system, become available. 

If a credit provider chooses not to use such a tool, ASIC would expect the credit 
provider to be able to explain why the use of the tool was not appropriate or what 
other steps the credit provider has taken to verify the consumer's financial 
situation.  This factor would need to be considered by a credit provider when 
deciding whether to become a signatory and, if they become a signatory, at what 
tier (comprehensive or negative) to participate.”172 

ASIC also notes that exclusive arrangements between CPs and CRBs – of the kind the 
consistency obligations of the PRDE are intended to avoid – could raise costs for CPs 
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who might be forced to deal with multiple CRBs in order to fulfil their responsible lending 
obligations: 

“To the extent that such arrangements eventuated, ASIC would expect a credit 
provider to consider whether it was necessary to obtain credit reporting information 
from more than one credit reporting body in order to properly verify a consumer's 
financial situation. We expect that this would result in an increase in costs to the 
credit provider. 

We note that the ACCC may wish to consider this outcome in its consideration of 
whether the consistency principle should form part of an authorised PRDE.”173 

Finally, the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner (OAIC) notes that ARCA 
has engaged the OAIC throughout the development of the PRDE but that OAIC will not 
be responsible for enforcing the obligations in the PRDE.   
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Attachment C – Draft Terms of Reference for compliance process 
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TERMS OF REFERENCE 
INDUSTRY DETERMINATION GROUP (IDG) 

 
Version 4 – 2 December 2014 

 

PART ONE: PRELIMINARY MATTERS 

 
Purpose of the IDG 
 
1. The IDG has been established as a representative industry group to investigate, 

conciliate and, where necessary, issue recommendations in disputes arising under 
the Principles of Reciprocity and Data Exchange (PRDE).  
 

Principles that underpin IDG operations and processes 
 

2. In dealing with disputes about compliance with the PRDE, the IDG shall facilitate the 
just resolution of the issues in a timely manner. To achieve this principle, the IDG will 
apply its Terms of Reference and the PRDE with the objective of avoiding undue 
delay, expense, and technicality and facilitating the purpose of the PRDE. 
 

3. The IDG shall be as transparent as possible, whilst also acting in accordance with its 
confidentiality and privacy obligations.  
 

Scope of the Terms of Reference 
 

4. These Terms of Reference set out how the IDG is structured and operates, who can 
lodge disputes with the IDG, the manner in which those disputes will be processed 
including the available compliance outcomes, reporting to the PRDE Administrator 
Entity and other related matters. These Terms of Reference are binding upon PRDE 
signatories, the IDG and its representatives, and the PRDE Administrator Entity.  
 

PART TWO: IDG STRUCTURE 
 
Structure of the IDG 
 
5. Each PRDE signatory may nominate a representative to the IDG. Each 

representative will then be allocated to a college, depending upon the Tier of the 
PRDE signatory. When a dispute is then referred to the IDG, the IDG for each 
dispute will be made up of a group of appointed representatives, in accordance with 
paragraphs xx and xx below. For each nominated IDG representative, they may then 
sit on the IDG for any dispute referred to the IDG on a rotation basis, subject to the 
total number of representatives for each college, any conflict of interest and 
availability.  
 

6. For each dispute referred to the IDG where the issues in dispute are not 
predominantly about repayment history information, the IDG representatives for that 
dispute shall be divided into the following colleges: 
 
a) 1 representative appointed by CRB signatories;  
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b) 2 representatives appointed by Tier 1 financial CP signatories;  
 
c) 1 representative appointed by Tier 2  financial CP signatories;  
 
d) 1 representative appointed by Tier 3 financial CP signatories;  
 
e) 1 representative appointed by Tier 1 non-financial CP signatories;  
 
f) 1 representative appointed by Tier 2  non-financial CP signatories;  
 
g) 1 representative appointed by Tier 3 non-financial CP signatories. 
 

7. For each dispute referred to the IDG where the issues in dispute are predominantly 
about repayment history information, the IDG representatives for that dispute shall be 
divided into the following colleges: 
 
a) 1 representative appointed by CRB signatories;  

 
b) 2 representatives appointed by Tier 1 financial CP signatories;  
 
c) 1 representative appointed by Tier 2  financial CP signatories;  
 
d) 1 representative appointed by Tier 3 financial CP signatories.  
 

A non-financial CP signatory is unable to be an IDG representative for a dispute 
where the predominant issues in dispute concern repayment history information.  

 
8. The composition of each college Tier will be in accordance with Schedule 1 to this 

PRDE and, in accordance with paragraph xx, will be reviewed by the PRDE 
Administrator Entity on an annual basis or, if more frequently than on an annual 
basis, at the discretion of the PRDE Administrator Entity..  
 

9. The IDG shall comprise as many representatives of each IDG college as are 
nominated by the college PRDE signatories. Each IDG college will have a 
minimum of 1 representative, and no maximum number of representatives.  
 

10. If the college does not have the minimum number of representatives, then that 
college will remain unrepresented on the IDG until such time as sufficient nominees 
are provided to the PRDE Administrator Entity.  

 
Eligibility as an IDG representative 
 
11. To be an IDG representative, that person must meet the following criteria: 

 
a) they will be a natural person; 

 
b) they may only hold one role as an IDG representative; 

 
c) in the reasonable opinion of the PRDE signatory who has nominated the IDG 

representative that person has: 
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i) a high level of experience in credit reporting and/or financial systems; 
and 

ii) a knowledge of the PRDE;  
 
d) that person cannot be a director of PRDE Administrator Entity or the Australian 

Retail Credit Association Limited or any other subsidiary of the Australian Retail 
Credit Association Limited;  

 
12. It is not necessary for an IDG representative to be employed by the PRDE signatory 

whom it represents at the IDG.  
 

13. A PRDE signatory is unable to nominate a representative of another PRDE 
signatory as its IDG representative.  

 
Manner of appointment to the IDG 
 
14. At any time from the PRDE signatory’s Effective Date, each PRDE signatory may 

nominate an IDG representative for the signatory’s college.  
 

15. The PRDE Administrator Entity will confirm whether or not a nominated 
representative satisfies the eligibility criteria set out in paragraph xx above, and if so, 
will notify the nominee of their appointment as an IDG representative within 7 
business days of such appointment.  
 

16. Each nominated IDG representative will then be required to be available for 
appointment to the IDG for fixed periods of rotation, with these periods of rotation to 
be determined by the PRDE Administrator Entity. These periods of rotation will 
vary between colleges, depending on the number of nominated IDG representatives 
for each college.  

 
Nomination of the IDG representative 
 
17. The nomination of the IDG representative: 

 
a) will be provided in the form provided in Schedule 2.  

 
b) will be accompanied by a statement of eligibility, being a statement that the 

proposed representative complies with the criteria set out in paragraph xx above; 
and  

 
c) will be lodged with the PRDE Administrator Entity.  
 

Removal from the IDG 
 
18. An IDG representative must be removed as a representative where: 

 
a) The IDG representative ceases to fulfil the eligibility criteria in paragraph xx 

above; 
 
or 

 

b) The PRDE signatory wishes to nominate another IDG representative or 
withdraw from the IDG entirely.  
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19. In addition to paragraph xx (16), an IDG representative may be removed as a 
representative where: 
 
a) The IDG representative, by reason of his or her conduct, is unable to continue to 

fulfil his or her obligations as IDG representative, in accordance with paragraph x 
below; and 
 

b) The Board of the PRDE Administrator Entity passes a special resolution vote to 
remove that IDG representative.  

 
 

PART THREE: JURISDICTION OF THE IDG 
 
Disputes within scope of the IDG 
 
20. The IDG may only consider a dispute where: 

 
a) The dispute has been referred to the IDG in accordance with the PRDE; and/or 

 
b) Both parties to the dispute are PRDE signatories.  

 
Disputes outside the scope of the IDG 
 
21. The IDG may not consider a dispute where: 

 
a) The referral of the dispute to the IDG is not in accordance with the PRDE; and/or 

 
b) One or both parties are not PRDE signatories; and/or 

 
c) The dispute has already been dealt with in legal proceedings in a court or 

tribunal.  
 

PART FOUR: OPERATIONS OF THE IDG 
 
Referral of disputes to IDG 
 
22. Where a dispute is referred to the PRDE Administrator Entity, the PRDE 

Administrator Entity will manage the appointment process for the composition of 
the IDG for that dispute. The PRDE Administrator Entity will advise the 
composition of the IDG within 3 business days of receipt of a notice of dispute.  
 

23. The composition of the IDG for each dispute will be in accordance with the structure 
in paragraph xx above and the quorum in paragraph xx below and will be comprised 
of: 
 
a) those IDG representatives who are, at the time of referral of the dispute, 

available on rotation to hear that dispute;  
 

b) representatives from each IDG college that has the minimum number of IDG 
representatives;  
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c) only those representatives who are not subject to a conflict of interest in 
accordance with part x below, and otherwise available to participate in the IDG 
meeting at the time nominated by the PRDE Administrator Entity; and 

 
d) a Chairperson.  
 

Chairperson 
 
24. The Chairperson for IDG meetings will be the point of contact between the PRDE 

Administrator Entity and the IDG. 
 

25. The PRDE Administrator Entity will select the Chairperson for each dispute and 
may select any eligible IDG representative.  

 
Meetings of the IDG 
 
26. Once the composition of the IDG has been determined by the PRDE Administrator 

Entity in accordance with paragraph xx above, the IDG will meet within 3 business 
days of receipt of an identified report of dispute from the PRDE Administrator 
Entity. 
 

27. The Chairperson will, if present, preside at all meetings of the IDG. If absent, the IDG 
representatives present at the meeting will elect one of them to be chairperson of the 
meeting.  
 

28. An IDG meeting may be held at the time, place and via the form of technology 
prescribed by the PRDE Administrator Entity. Every meeting notice provided by the 
Administrator must specify the time, place and form of the meeting, including any 
form of technology for the meeting.  
 

29. The quorum required for an IDG meeting is that number of IDG representatives 
which represents 50% of the total number of colleges with IDG representatives plus 
one IDG representative, at the time of the IDG meeting. 
 

 
Decision-making by the IDG 
 
30. In making a recommendation, for the recommendation to be issued it will require 

approval of two-thirds of the IDG representatives.   
 

31. Where the IDG is unable to make a recommendation with two-thirds approval, the 
Chairperson will notify the PRDE Administrator Entity within 2 business days. The 
PRDE Administrator Entity will be required to form a new IDG within 3 business 
days, with no representative from the first IDG able to sit on the new IDG.  
 

32. The new IDG will meet within 3 business days. Where the new IDG is unable to 
make a recommendation with two-thirds approval, the dispute will be referred to the 
Eminent Person for decision.  

 
Powers and duties of the IDG representatives 
 
33. The IDG representatives are obliged to perform their duties in accordance with these 

Terms of Reference and the PRDE.  
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34. Where the IDG representative is provided with Confidential Information, whether 
about a dispute, the parties to the dispute, or any other matter related to the 
discharge of his/her duties as IDG representative then, the IDG representative: 
 
a) will keep confidential the Confidential Information unless and until the parties 

agree that the Confidential Information is in the public domain other than by a 
breach of this obligation or unless required by law;  
 

b) will not disclose or use the Confidential Information unless with the prior written 
consent of the disclosing party;  

 
c) will de-identify any Confidential Information where the IDG representative is 

required to confer and seek advice on the dispute within the PRDE signatory 
which nominated the IDG representative. 

 
35. When acting as conciliator of a dispute in accordance with paragraph x below, the 

IDG representative is required to: 
 
a) have completed conciliation training, as approved by the PRDE Administrator 

Entity;  
 

b) facilitate discussion between the parties and, in all other respects, remain neutral 
to the discussion of possible dispute resolution outcomes.  

 

PART FIVE: CONFLICTS OF IDG REPRESENTATIVES  
 
Conflict of interest of IDG representatives 
 
36. IDG representatives are required, wherever possible and without acting outside the 

obligations owed to their PRDE signatory organisations, to act in the best interests 
of the PRDE and achieving the objectives underlying the PRDE being: 
 
a) Building trust and confidence in the credit reporting system for all users; 

 
b) Strengthen and support the reciprocity arrangements that currently exist in 

bilateral contracts between credit providers and credit reporting bodies; 
 

c) Support a new data exchange standard for the credit reporting system that will 
help improve accuracy and completeness; 
 

d) Enable a tiered system of exchange – negative, partial and comprehensive. 
 
37. Where a dispute is referred to the IDG and the IDG representative’s PRDE 

signatory is either a reporting or respondent party to the dispute (an actual conflict), 
then: 
 
a) the IDG representative shall not be involved in the review, conciliation or 

recommendation of the dispute; and  
 

b) the alternate representative of the IDG representative’s college shall be the IDG 
representative for the purpose of that dispute.  
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38. In addition to a situation of actual conflict in paragraph xx, where the IDG 
representative considers that they have a perceived or actual conflict of interest 
which prevents them from proper consideration of a dispute, then: 
 
a) the IDG representative may elect not to be involved in the review, conciliation or 

recommendation of the dispute; and 
 

b) the alternate representative of the IDG representative’s college shall be the IDG 
representative for the purpose of that dispute.  

 
39. In addition to paragraphs xx and xx above, the parties to a dispute, once notified by 

the PRDE Administrator Entity of the IDG for the dispute have 3 business days to 
lodge an objection with the PRDE Administrator Entity to an IDG representative or 
representatives on the grounds of conflict of interest. Upon receipt of the objection, 
the PRDE Administrator Entity has 3 business days in which to appoint a new IDG, 
and notify the parties. The parties are unable to object to the new IDG on the 
grounds of conflict.  
 

 

PART SIX: DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESSES 
 
Dispute resolution criteria 
 
40. The IDG is not bound by any legal rule of evidence.  

 
41. Subject to paragraph xx, when deciding a dispute and whether a compliance 

outcome should result, the IDG will do what is, in its opinion, fair in all the 
circumstances, having regard to each of the following: 
 
a) applicable industry standards and any PRDE guidance;  

 
b) good industry practice;  
 
c) legal principles, where applicable; and  
 
d) previous relevant recommendations of the IDG or previous relevant decisions of 

the Eminent Person (although the IDG will not be bound by these).  
 
Investigations by the IDG 
 
42. On receipt of an identified report of dispute, in accordance with paragraph x of the 

PRDE, the IDG is required to: 
 
a) review the dispute; and  

 
b) Identify further information required to determine the issues in dispute, the 

manner in which that information will be presented (whether oral or documentary) 
and a reasonable timeframe for production of this information.  

 
43. When reviewing the dispute and identifying further information, the IDG is required 

to have regard to: 
 
a) the issues in and impact of the dispute;  
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b) the parties impacted by the dispute;  
 
c) the information provided by each party to the dispute;  
 
d) industry experience and practice which may be relevant to the issues in dispute; 

and 
 
e) any relevant attestation provided by the respondent party to the PRDE 

Administrator Entity in accordance with paragraph 91 (e) of the PRDE. 
 
Information requests by the IDG 
 
44. The IDG may request from a party to the dispute such information as is determined 

to be: 
 
a) relevant to the issues in dispute; and/or 

 
b) necessary to assist the IDG to understand how the systems, processes and 

practice of a party to the dispute operate, to the extent that this understanding is 
necessary to enable the IDG to determine the dispute.  

 
45. A party to the dispute may refuse to provide information. Where a party refuses to 

provide information without reasonable excuse, the IDG may issue a 
recommendation which includes a resolution that an adverse inference can be drawn 
from the failure to provide information.  
 

46. A party to the dispute may refuse to enable the IDG to disclose that information to 
the other party to the dispute. Where a party refuses consent to disclosure, the IDG 
cannot rely on that information in forming its recommendation.  

 
Attendance by parties at IDG meetings 
 
47. Pursuant to paragraph xx of the PRDE, the IDG may, where it considers necessary, 

request representatives of the parties attend the IDG meeting.  
 

48. In determining whether such attendance is necessary, the IDG should have regard 
to: 
 
a) the adequacy of the documentary information provided by the parties;  

 
b) the purpose of the attendance.  
 

49. Parties’ attendance can occur by way in the form of prescribed by the IDG, including 
any form of technology.  
 

50. Where the IDG determines attendance is necessary it will notify the PRDE 
Administrator Entity. Such notification will identify the parties required to attend, 
proposed date and time for attendance and the prescribed form for the meeting, 
including any form of technology.  

 
Conciliation by the IDG 
 
51. Pursuant to paragraph xx of the PRDE, the IDG may determine that the parties to the 

dispute participate in a conciliation, and a reasonable timeframe for this conciliation. 
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52. In making this determination that a conciliation is appropriate, the IDG should have 

regard to: 
 
a) the parties’ consent to participation in a conciliation;  

 
b) the likelihood of the dispute resolving at conciliation; and 
 
c) any other matter it considers relevant.  
 

53. If the IDG determines a dispute ought to be referred to conciliation, it must provide 
written notification of this to the PRDE Administrator Entity. The IDG is not required 
to provide reasons for referring the dispute to conciliation.  
 

54. When a dispute is referred to conciliation, the IDG will nominate a representative to 
conduct the conciliation. In nominating the representative, the IDG will: 
 
a) identify the IDG representatives who meet the criteria for conducting 

conciliations, set out in paragraph x above;  
 

b) nominate a date for the conciliation, with such date being suitable for the parties 
and the PRDE Administrator Entity; 
 

c) request that the first eligible IDG representative who is available to conduct the 
conciliation, conduct the conciliation on the date nominated by the IDG; 

 
d) ensure a representative of the PRDE Administrator Entity is in attendance at 

the conciliation.  
 

55. Conciliations can be conducted in the form prescribed by the IDG, including any form 
of technology. 
 

56. Where a conciliation results in a dispute being resolved, the IDG representative will 
be required to ensure the outcome: 
 
a) is recorded in a Rectification Plan; and  

 
b) signed by both parties.  
 

57. Where a Rectification Plan is signed in accordance with paragraph xx (54): 
 
a) the dispute will be referred to the IDG for review of the Rectification Plan; and 

 
b) the IDG will within a period of 3 business days: 

a) Confirm endorsement of the Rectification Plan and notify the PRDE 
Administrator Entity to publish the Rectification Plan; or 

b) Decline endorsement of the Rectification Plan and provide its reasons to 
the parties. The parties will then have 3 business days in which to provide 
the PRDE Administrator Entity an amended Rectification Plan which 
the PRDE Administrator Entity will provide to the IDG. Where the 
Rectification Plan is then not endorsed by the IDG, the IDG will be 
required to issue a recommendation in accordance with paragraphs xx (56 
and 57) below.  
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Recommendations by the IDG 
 
58. Subject to paragraph xx, before issuing a recommendation, the IDG must ensure that 

the parties to the dispute are provided with access to the documentation, information 
and material upon which the IDG proposes to rely in its recommendation.  
 

59. Each recommendation must: 
 
a) be in writing; 

 
b) comply with the Standard Reporting Requirements (SRR);  

 
c) reach a conclusion about the merits of the dispute;  
 
d) set out the reasons for the conclusion about the merits of the dispute;  
 
e) specify a compliance outcome which is fair and appropriate in the manner set out 

in paragraph x below; and  
 
f) be provided to the PRDE Administrator Entity for distribution to the parties.  

 
Compliance outcomes 
 
60. The IDG can only determine a compliance outcome set out in paragraph x of the 

PRDE. Monetary sanctions may not be awarded.  
 

61. Such a compliance outcome should be, wherever possible, presented as a series of 
compliance outcomes, with each subsequent outcome the result of non-compliance 
with the earlier compliance outcome. In determining what the appropriate series of 
compliance outcomes are, the IDG will have regard to: 
 
a) the severity of the PRDE breach;  

 
b) the impact of the PRDE breach on other signatories; and  
 
c) any other matter that parties consider relevant.  

 

PART SEVEN: EXTENSIONS OF TIME 
 
Extensions of time 
 
62. Pursuant to paragraph xx (98) of the PRDE, the IDG may determine an extension of 

time for any dispute which has been referred to the IDG.  
 

63. In determining an extension of time, the IDG will have regard to: 
 
a) the period of the extension sought;  

 
b) the reasons for the extension;  
 
c) the impact of the extension on the other party to the dispute, and PRDE 

Signatories as a whole;  
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d) any other matter it considers relevant.  
 

64. Any extension of time by the IDG must:  
 
a) be in writing;  

 
b) set out the grounds for extension, taking into account the factors in paragraph xx 

above; and  
 
c) be provided to the PRDE Administrator Entity for distribution to the parties.  
 

 

PART EIGHT: LEGAL PROCEEDINGS 
 
Legal Proceedings 
 
65. Where a party to a dispute has instigated or subsequently instigates legal 

proceedings in respect to the issues in dispute, the IDG will cease its consideration 
of the dispute until: 
 
a) the legal proceedings are either discontinued, permanently stayed or resolved; 

and  
 

b) the IDG determines an issue remains unresolved which it has jurisdiction to 
investigate. In accordance with paragraph xx (19) above, the IDG does not have 
jurisdiction to consider any other issues which have been dealt with in the legal 
proceedings.  

 
66. Paragraph xx shall apply to disputes where only one party to the PRDE dispute is a 

party to the legal proceedings, where it can be demonstrated that the issues in the 
legal proceedings are the same issues as the issues in the dispute.  
 

PART NINE: VARIATION AND REVIEW OF THESE 
TERMS OF REFERENCE 

 
Independent review 
 
67. These terms of reference must be reviewed by an independent reviewer after these 

terms of reference have been in operation 3 years and at regular intervals after that 
(not more than every 5 years), with such a review to occur as part of the PRDE 
review.  
 

68. The PRDE Administrator Entity is responsible for formulating the scope and terms 
of reference of an independent review. These must be settled in consultation with 
PRDE signatories and other relevant industry stakeholders. The PRDE 
Administrator Entity must also ensure that the independent review is adequately 
resourced and supported, the reviewer consults with PRDE signatories, the review 
report is made available to all PRDE signatories and the review recommendations 
are adequately responded to.  
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Variation 
 
69. In addition to the independent review, the PRDE Administrator Entity may review 

and vary these terms of reference at any time during its operation. Such variation 
must be supported by a statement of consultation, with such consultation appropriate 
to the nature and scope of the variation. 
 

70. In addition to the review and variation in paragraph xx above, the PRDE 
Administrator Entity will review and, if necessary, vary the college Tier composition 
in Schedule 1 to these Terms of Reference on an annual basis, or more frequently if 
required.  
 

PART TWELVE: REPORTING TO THE PRDE 
ADMINISTRATOR ENTITY 

 
Reports to the PRDE Administrator Entity 
 
71. The IDG may report to the PRDE Administrator Entity recommended variations to 

the PRDE or to these Terms of Reference.   
 

PART THIRTEEN: DEFINITIONS 
 
“College” means the college tier composition contained in Schedule 1 to these Terms of 
Reference.  
 
“Confidential Information” means information provided by either party to a dispute and 
which, in the circumstances surrounding disclosure, a reasonable person would regard as 
confidential.  
 
“CP” means ‘credit provider’ and has the same meaning as defined by the Privacy Act. Any 
reference to a CP in this PRDE is a reference to a signatory CP unless otherwise expressly 
stated, and also includes reference to any Designated Entities of the CP. 
 
“CRB” means ‘credit reporting body’ and has the same meaning as defined by the Privacy 
Act. Any reference to a CRB in this PRDE is a reference to a signatory CRB unless 
otherwise expressly stated. 
 
“De-identify” means to remove identifying characteristics from information to the extent that 
it is not possible to identify the PRDE signatory to which the information is connected to.  
 
“Dispute” means where a CP or CRB has formed an opinion of non-compliant conduct in 
accordance with paragraph xx of the PRDE, the parties have been unable to resolve the 
issues in accordance with paragraphs xx of the PRDE and have notified the PRDE 
Administrator Entity in accordance with paragraph xx of the PRDE.  
 
“Effective Date” means the date nominated by the CP or CRB as the date that the CP or 
CRB’s obligations (as applicable) under the PRDE become effective. 
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 “Eminent Person” means an independent person who fits the criteria of Eminent Person, 
in accordance with the Eminent Person Terms of Reference, and who has consented to 
inclusion on the panel of Eminent Persons.  
 
“Industry Determination Group” means a group formed by representatives of signatories, 
in accordance with the Industry Determination Group Terms of Reference.  
 
“Non-compliant conduct” means conduct which breaches the PRDE.  
 
“Notice of dispute” means a notice issued to the PRDE Administrator Entity in 
accordance with paragraphs xx of the PRDE.  
 
“Parties” means the parties to the Dispute.  
 
“PRDE” means the Principles of Reciprocity and Data Exchange, which commenced 
operation on xx.  
 
“PRDE Administrator Entity” means the Reciprocity and Data Exchange Administrator Pty 
Ltd (ACN to be confirmed), a subsidiary of the Australian Retail Credit Association Ltd (ACN 
136 340 791). 
 
“PRDE Signatory” in relation to a CP or CRB, means a CP or CRB that has chosen to be a 
signatory to the PRDE and has not withdrawn from its participation in the PRDE. 
 
“Rectification Plan” has the same meaning as defined by the SRR.   
 
“SRR” means the Standard Reporting Requirements which are the standards used for 
reporting compliance with this PRDE. 
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SCHEDULE 1 

 
 
College Tier Composition  
 
Tier 1 Financial CP means 
 
Tier 2 Financial CP means 
 
Tier 3 Financial CP means 
 
Tier 1 Non-Financial CP means 
 
Tier 2 Non-Financial CP means 
 
Tier 3 Non-Financial CP means  
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SCHEDULE 2 

Nomination form for an IDG representative 
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TERMS OF REFERENCE 
EMINENT PERSON PANEL (EPP) 

Version 2 – 9 October 2014 

PART ONE: PRELIMINARY MATTERS 

Purpose of the EPP 

1. The EPP has been established as a panel of qualified and independent people who 
are able to review and issues decisions in Disputes arising under the PRDE.  
 

Principles that underpin EPP operations and processes 

 
2. In dealing with Disputes about compliance with the PRDE, each Eminent Person 

shall facilitate the just resolution of the issues in a timely manner. To achieve this 
principle, the Eminent Person will apply these Terms of Reference and the PRDE 
with the objective of avoiding undue delay, expense, and technicality and facilitating 
the purpose of the PRDE. 
 

3. The Eminent Person shall, in undertaking their review and issue of decisions, be as 
transparent as possible, whilst also acting in accordance with their confidentiality and 
privacy obligations.  
 

Scope of the Terms of Reference 

 
4. These Terms of Reference set out how the EPP is structured, who can lodge 

Disputes with the Eminent Person, the manner in which those Disputes will be 
processed including the available compliance outcomes and other related matters. 
These Terms of Reference are binding upon the EPP, and the PRDE Administrator 
Entity.  

PART TWO: EPP STRUCTURE & OPERATION 

Structure of the EPP 

5. The EPP shall comprise a maximum number of six Eminent Persons.   

Eligibility as an Eminent Person 

6. To be an Eminent Person, that person must meet the following criteria: 
 
a) a high level of legal training and experience, or dispute resolution training and 

experience;  
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b) demonstrated decision-writing ability, whether in a judicial, advisory or 

administrative capacity;  
 

c) a level of experience in credit reporting and/or financial services;  
 

d) that person cannot be a director of the PRDE Administrator Entity or the 
Australian Retail Credit Association Limited, or a subsidiary of the Australian 
Retail Credit Association Limited; and  

 
e) that person cannot be an employee of a PRDE Signatory, whether currently or 

within the 12 months prior to appointment to the EPP.  
 

 
Manner of appointment to the EPP 

7. The PRDE Administrator Entity will be responsible for reviewing and approving 
appointments to the EPP. Such appointments shall be supported by a nomination, to 
be provided by the proposed Eminent Person or by a PRDE Signatory which: 
 
a) will be provided in the form provided in Appendix 1.  

 
b) will be accompanied by a statement of eligibility, being a statement that the 

proposed representative complies with the criteria set out in paragraph x above; 
and  

 
c) will be lodged with the PRDE Administrator Entity.  

 
8. The PRDE Administrator Entity will endorse or reject the nomination for 

appointment of an Eminent Person within thirty calendar days following receipt of 
the nomination.  
 

9. Nomination for appointments to the EPP are to be provided to the PRDE 
Administrator Entity: 
 
a) for the first EPP, by the date identified by the PRDE Administrator Entity; 
and  
b) for subsequent EPPs, within 60 days prior to commencement of the next term 
of the EPP; or  
c) where an Eminent Person has been removed from the EPP, within 30 days 
following removal of the Eminent Person.  
 
 

Term of appointment to the EPP 

10. The term of appointment to the EPP is two years, with the term of the first EPP 
running from the date that the PRDE Administrator Entity nominates.  
 

11. An Eminent Person may serve consecutive terms on the EPP  
 

12. The EPP will have the same Eminent Persons for the duration of the term, subject 
to the removal of an Eminent Person. 
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13. In the event of removal of an Eminent Person, the PRDE Administrator Entity may 
appoint a replacement Eminent Person in accordance with paragraphs xx above. 
The replacement Eminent Person will sit on the EPP for the duration of the term 
unless the term has less than 3 months to run, in which case the replacement 
Eminent Person will automatically be included in the next term of the EPP.  

 

Removal from the EPP 

14. An Eminent Person must be removed from the panel where: 
 
a) The Eminent Person ceases to fulfil the eligibility criteria in paragraph xx above; 

or 
 

 
b) By reason of death or mental incapacity, the Eminent Person is unable to 

continue to act as Eminent Person; or  
 
c) The Eminent Person notifies the PRDE Administrator Entity that he or she 

withdraws from the EPP.  
 

 
15. In addition to paragraph xx, an Eminent Person may be removed from the EPP 

where: 
 
a) The Eminent Person, by reason of his or her conduct, is unable to continue to 

fulfil his or her obligations as an Eminent Person in accordance with paragraph x 
below; and 
 

b) The Board of the PRDE Administrator Entity passes a special resolution vote to 
remove that Eminent Person.  

 
16. Upon an Eminent Person being removed from the EPP, paragraph xx above will 

apply to the appointment of the replacement Eminent Person.  
17.  

 

Selection of Eminent Person for a Dispute 

18. Where a Dispute is referred to an Eminent Person in accordance with paragraph 80 
of the PRDE, the PRDE Administrator Entity will, within 14 calendar days: 
 
a) Select the next available Eminent Person from the Eminent Person Panel;  

 
b) Confirm the selected Eminent Person is not subject to a conflict of interest, in 

accordance with paragraph xx below; and  
 
c) Brief the Eminent Person in accordance with paragraph 81 of the PRDE.  

PART THREE: JURISDICTION OF THE EPP 
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Disputes within scope of the EPP 

19. An Eminent Person may only consider a Dispute where: 
 
a) The Dispute has been referred to the Eminent Person in accordance with the 

PRDE; and/or 
 

b) Both Parties to the Dispute are PRDE Signatories.  

Disputes outside the scope of the EPP 

20. An Eminent Person may not consider a Dispute where: 
 
a) The referral of the Dispute to the Eminent Person is not in accordance with the 

PRDE; and/or 
 

b) One or both Parties are not PRDE Signatories.  
 

PART FOUR: CONFLICTS OF EMINENT PERSONS 

Conflict of interest of Eminent Persons 
 
21. In determining a dispute, an Eminent Person will attest that it has no conflict of 

interest in respect to that dispute.  
22.  
23. For the purposes of paragraph xx (22), anEminent Person will have a conflict of 

interest where the Eminent Person: 
 
a) has previously within the 5 years prior to the Dispute, been an advisor to one of 

the Parties to the Dispute or, in some other capacity, undertaken to provide a 
service to one of the Parties to the Dispute; 
 

b) has previously within the 5 years prior to the Dispute, been employed by one of 
the Parties to the Dispute;  

 
c) has a significant or material pecuniary interest in either of the Parties to the 

Dispute, including holding shares in either party to the Dispute;  
 
d) has a family member in the employ of one of the Parties to the Dispute; or 
 
e) has otherwise an existing or potential financial or other significant interest 

relevant to the Dispute (including the Parties and the issues in the Dispute) 
which may impair or appear to impair the Eminent Person’s independence.  
 

24. Where the Eminent Person has a conflict of interest, he or she will notify the PRDE 
Administrator Entity immediately cease consideration of the dispute and return all 
material related to the dispute to the PRDE Administrator Entity. The PRDE 
Administrator Entity will appoint a new Eminent Person to the dispute in 
accordance with paragraph xx above.  
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25. The PRDE Administrator Entity may also remove the Eminent Person from 

deciding the Dispute where it is otherwise notified of a conflict of interest and it is 
satisfied that such conflict may impair, or may appear to impair, the Eminent 
Person’s ability to impartially decide the Dispute.  

PART FIVE: DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESSES 

Dispute resolution criteria 

26. The Eminent Person is not bound by any legal rule of evidence.  
 

27. When deciding a dispute and whether a compliance outcome should result, the 
Eminent Person will do what is, in its opinion, fair in all the circumstances, having 
regard to each of the following: 
 
a) applicable industry standards and any PRDE guidance;  

 
b) good industry practice;  
 
c) legal principles, where applicable; and  
 
d) previous relevant recommendations of the IDG or previous decisions of the 

Eminent Person (although the Eminent Person will not be bound by these).  

Investigations by the Eminent Person 

28. On receipt of an identified report of dispute, in accordance with paragraph x of the 
PRDE, the Eminent Person is required to: 
 
a) review the dispute; and  

 
b) Identify further information required to determine the issues in dispute, the 

manner in which that information will be presented (whether oral or documentary) 
and a reasonable timeframe for production of this information.  

 
29. When reviewing the dispute and identifying further information, the Eminent Person 

is required to have regard to: 
 
a) the issues in and impact of the dispute;  

 
b) the parties impacted by the dispute;  
 
c) the information provided by each party to the dispute;  
 
d) industry experience and practice which may be relevant to the issues in dispute; 

and 
 
e) any relevant attestation provided by the respondent party to the PRDE 

Administrator Entity in accordance with paragraph 91 (e) of the PRDE.. 
Information requests by the Eminent Person 
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30. The Eminent Person may request from a party to the dispute such information as is 
determined to be: 
 
a) relevant to the issues in dispute; and/or 

 
b) necessary to assist the Eminent Person to understand how the systems, 

processes and practice of a party to the dispute operate, to the extent that this 
understanding is necessary to enable the Eminent Person to determine the 
dispute.  

 
31. A party to the dispute may refuse to provide information. Where a party refuses to 

provide information without reasonable excuse, the Eminent Person may issue a 
decision which includes a resolution that an adverse inference can be drawn from the 
failure to provide information.  
 

32. A party to the dispute may refuse to enable the Eminent Person to disclose that 
information to the other party to the dispute. Where a party refuses consent to 
disclosure, the Eminent Person cannot rely on that information in forming its 
decision.  

Attendance by parties at an Eminent Person discussion 

33. Pursuant to paragraph 83 of the PRDE, the Eminent Person may, where he or she 
considers necessary, request representatives of the parties attend a meeting with 
the Eminent Person to discuss the dispute.  
 

34. In determining whether such attendance is necessary, the Eminent Person should 
have regard to: 
 
a) the adequacy of the documentary information provided by the parties;  

 
b) the purpose of the attendance.  
 

35. Parties’ attendance can occur by way of telephone or video conference.  
 

36. Where the Eminent Person determines attendance is necessary it will notify the 
PRDE Administrator Entity. Such notification will identify the parties required to 
attend and proposed date and time for attendance.  

Decisions by the Eminent Person 

37. In accordance with paragraph 84 of the PRDE, the Eminent Person is required to 
issue a decision within 14 calendar days of determining that he or she has sufficient 
information and/or does not require further information.  
 

38. Subject to paragraph xx, before issuing a decision, the Eminent Person must ensure 
that the parties to the dispute are provided with access to the documentation, 
information and material upon which the Eminent Person proposes to rely in his or 
her decision.  
 

39. Each decision must: 
 
a) be in writing; 
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b) comply with the Standard Reporting Requirements (SRR);  

 
c) reach a conclusion about the merits of the dispute;  
 
d) set out the reasons for the conclusion about the merits of the dispute;  
 
e) specify a compliance outcome which is fair and appropriate in the manner set out 

in paragraph x below;  
 
f) identify who is liable to pay the Eminent Person’s costs (in accordance with 

paragraph xx below) and any apportionment of liability for those costs; and  
 
g) be provided to the PRDE Administrator Entity for distribution to the parties.  

Compliance outcomes 

40. The Eminent Person can only determine a compliance outcome set out in 
paragraph x of the PRDE. Monetary sanctions may not be awarded.  
 

41. Such a compliance outcome should be, wherever possible, presented as a series of 
compliance outcomes, with each subsequent outcome the result of non-compliance 
with the earlier compliance outcome. In determining what the appropriate series of 
compliance outcomes are, the Eminent Person will have regard to: 
 
a) the severity of the PRDE breach;  

 
b) the impact of the PRDE breach on other signatories; and  
 
c) any other matter that parties consider relevant.  
 

PART SIX: EXTENSIONS OF TIME 

Extensions of time 
 
42. Pursuant to paragraph xx (98) of the PRDE, the Eminent Person may determine an 

extension of time for any dispute which has been referred to the Eminent Person.  
 

43. In determining an extension of time, the Eminent Person will have regard to: 
 
a) the period of the extension sought;  

 
b) the reasons for the extension;  
 
c) the impact of the extension on the other party to the dispute, and PRDE 

Signatories as a whole;  
 
d) any other matter it considers relevant.  
 

44. Any extension of time by the Eminent Person must:  
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a) be in writing;  

 
b) set out the grounds for extension, taking into account the factors in paragraph xx 

above; and  
 
c) be provided to the PRDE Administrator Entity for distribution to the parties.  

 

PART SEVEN: LEGAL PROCEEDINGS 

Legal Proceedings 

45. Where a party to a dispute has instigated or subsequently instigates legal 
proceedings in respect to the issues in dispute, the Eminent Person will cease his 
or her consideration of the dispute until: 
 
a) the legal proceedings are either discontinued, permanently stayed or resolved; 

and  
 

b) the Eminent Person determines an issue remains unresolved which he or she 
has jurisdiction to investigate. In accordance with paragraph xx above, the 
Eminent Person does not have jurisdiction to consider any other issues which 
have been dealt with in the legal proceedings.  

c) .  
 

46. Paragraph xx shall apply to disputes where only one party to the PRDE dispute is a 
party to the legal proceedings, where it can be demonstrated that the issues in the 
legal proceedings are the same issues as the issues in the dispute.  

 

PART EIGHT: COSTS OF THE EMINENT PERSON 

Costs of the Eminent Person  

47. The Eminent Person will, within 14 business days of providing his or her decision to 
the PRDE Administrator Entity, issue an invoice for his or her costs to the PRDE 
Administrator Entity. 
 

48. The costs invoice will itemise the reasonable costs incurred by the Eminent Person 
in reviewing, investigating and deciding the dispute, and will otherwise comply with 
the requirements for invoices of any professional association, institute or society of 
which the Eminent Person is a member.   
 

49. In accordance with paragraph xx above, the Eminent Person will decide which party 
is liable for his or her costs on the basis that costs follow the event, and, as such, the 
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unsuccessful party will be liable for those costs. Costs may be apportioned where a 
party is partially unsuccessful.  
 

50. The PRDE Administrator Entity will direct the relevant party or Parties to pay the 
invoice of the Eminent Person in the manner set out in the Eminent Person’s 
decision, within the invoice payment terms.  

PART NINE: VARIATION AND REVIEW OF THESE 
TERMS OF REFERENCE 

Independent review 
 
51. These terms of reference must be reviewed by an independent reviewer after these 

terms of reference have been in operation 3 years and at regular intervals after that 
(not less than every 5 years), with such a review to occur as part of the PRDE 
review.  
 

52. The PRDE Administrator Entity is responsible for formulating the scope and terms 
of reference of an independent review. These must be settled in consultation with 
PRDE signatories and other relevant industry stakeholders. The PRDE 
Administrator Entity must also ensure that the independent review is adequately 
resourced and supported, the reviewer consults with PRDE signatories, the review 
report is made available to all PRDE signatories and the review recommendations 
are adequately responded to.  

 
Variation 
 
53. In addition to the independent review, the PRDE Administrator Entity may review 

and vary these terms of reference at any time during its operation. Such variation 
must be supported by a statement of consultation, with such consultation appropriate 
to the nature and scope of the variation. 

PART TEN: DEFINITIONS 

“Confidential Information” means information provided by either party to a Dispute and 
which, in the circumstances surrounding disclosure, a reasonable person would regard as 
confidential.  
 Confidential InformationParties“CP” means a credit provider andhas the same meaning 
as defined by the Privacy Act. Any reference to a CP in this PRDE is a reference to a 
signatory CP unless otherwise expressly stated, and also includes reference to any 
Designated Entities of the CP. 

“CRB” means a credit reporting body and has the same meaning as defined by the Privacy 
Act. Any reference to a CRB in this PRDE is a reference to a signatory CRB unless 
otherwise expressly stated. 

“Dispute” means where a CP or CRB has formed an opinion of non-compliant conduct in 
accordance with paragraph xx of the PRDE, the Parties have been unable to resolve the 
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issues in accordance with paragraphs xx of the PRDE and have notified the PRDE 
Administrator Entity in accordance with paragraph xx of the PRDE.  
 “Eminent Person” means an independent person who fits the criteria of Eminent Person, 
in accordance with the Eminent Person Terms of Reference, and who has consented to 
inclusion on the panel of Eminent Persons.  

“Industry Determination Group” means a group formed by representatives of signatories, 
in accordance with the Industry Determination Group Terms of Reference.  

“Non-compliant conduct” means conduct which breaches the PRDE.  

“Parties” means the Parties to the Dispute.  
 
“PRDE” means the Principles of Reciprocity and Data Exchange, which commenced 
operation on xx.  
 
“PRDE Administrator Entity” means the Reciprocity and Data Exchange Administrator Pty 
Ltd (ACN to be confirmed), a subsidiary of the Australian Retail Credit Association Ltd (ACN 
136 340 791). 
 
“PRDE Signatory” in relation to a CP or CRB, means a CP or CRB that has chosen to be a 
signatory to the PRDE and has not withdrawn from its participation in the PRDE. 
 
“Rectification Plan” has the same meaning as defined by the SRR.   
 Parties“SRR” means the Standard Reporting Requirements which are the standards used 
for reporting compliance with this PRDE. 
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Attachment D – Non-confidential statements  



Statement of Beverley Dewhirst, Head of Compliance, Experian UK & I, EMEA & previously 
Asia Pac. 

1. I have over 20 years' experience in credit referencing and lending industry. I am currently 
head of compliance for Experian, and have previously worked for HBOS/Lloyds Banking 
Group, Callcredit Information Group and Equifax. 

2. I have been involved in the credit reporting industry in the United Kingdom since shortly after 
SCOR was set up. Since this time, I've been involved in a number of initiatives related to the 
development of data sharing through SCOR. 

3. SCOR was set up in the early 1990s for the larger banks in the United Kingdom, due to a 
need for data sharing and the concerns about possible misuse of credit reporting data if 
shared. It was set up to encourage the initial sharing and provide the rules for the use of that 
data. As confidence grew in the sharing of data, the Principles of Reciprocity were then 
drafted. It became a requirement that, to access CUG (closed user group) data (as it was 
known then) signatory data, it was necessary to adhere to the industry rules. 

4. The way that SCOR worked was really by getting the big banks to start to share data between 
themselves. We found that as soon as one committed to tipping in their data, the rest soon 
followed. 

5. The big banks did join early, but they didn't get all their data in straight away. It took over five 
to ten years for them to put in all data and portfolios. The banks would find the most important 
product to share, and share that first. However, for example over the years; SCOR worked to 
increase the data fields shared for certain products such as credit cards; the industry found 
that the data which was being contributed was not enough to solve some of the consumer 
issues. As an initiative, the industry developed new fields to be included as part of the data, 
which then provided a basis to have the information in the system. 

6. The credit reporting system in the United Kingdom has, throughout this time, been largely 
unregulated, CRA's only required a Data Protection licence and Consumer Credit Licence 
which were both relatively simple to obtain. It is only in the last year that credit reporting has 
started to be regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) which will regulate the CRA 
fully by early 2016. 

7. Prior to the establishment of SCOR, the information which formed part of the credit reporting 
system was mainly public data such as electoral roll information, county court judgments, and 
insolvencies. It became clear that it was in the commercial interest of the banks to be able to 
access more data about customers, and potential customers, particularly performance history. 

8. However, banks needed SCOR to be formed and become operational to develop confidence 
in how the data was being used. 

9. Only two credit reporting agencies (CRA) existed at the time that SCOR commenced 
operating: Equifax and Experian. Callcredit did not commence operation until ten years later. 
At the time that SCOR commenced, Experian was quickly established as a significant CRA. 

10. In terms of data sharing between CRAs, under SCOR it is recognised as good practice to give 
data to as many CRAs as possible, but it is not necessary to obtain consumer data from all of 
the CRAs. There are some smaller credit providers who will only share with 1 or 2 CRA. 

11. However, there has been a big push from the Financial Conduct Authority to regulate CRAs, 
and require that credit providers share data with all 3 CRAs where possible. 
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12. All sectors are subject to SCOR including lenders, telcos, home credit, utilities, student loans, 
insurance, credit unions. All these sectors participate in the same data exchange, there aren't 
separate exchanges. 

13. The sharing of data occurs on a reciprocal basis. There are three levels of data sharing: 

a. Defaults only 
b. Full data - which includes defaults, closed accounts and payment history 
c. Aggregated information used for identification purposes or anti-money laundering - for 

example, for car hire companies who need to confirm the fact that someone exists, based 
on a name, address and date of birth and the fact that a credit account exists at that 
address, (they are not required to share any data to access it for this type of purpose). 

14. The first two levels of data sharing are subject to reciprocity, in that they have to supply data 
to access it. The third level (aggregated information known as non financial) is an exception to 
reciprocity, because it won't be possible for the recipient of the information to supply 
information back to a CRA. 

15. At present, the market structure roughly has Experian as the largest CRA, Callcredit the 
second largest and Equifax the smallest, although the three all have healthy market shares 
and the position changes dependent on product and sector view. 

16. Generally most lenders supply and access full data. If they do only share default that is all 
they would get back if making credit checks on that product. It applies by producl/portfolio 
shared with the CRA regardless of first or second CRA. 

17. It is possible to have a main CRA and a secondary CRA, but the main/secondary CRA 
distinction is about the consumption of data by a credit provider. For instance, a lender may 
receive its credit application data and alerts from Experian, but its monthly management and 
identification services from Callcredit. Based on my experience working at a credit provider, 
what services are used will depend on comparison tests and trials of data provided by 
different CRAs. 

18. In terms of what data a credit provider is required to provide, it is possible that it can section 
off different portfolios - which would mean, for instance, that it provides defaults for home 
loans but full data for credit cards. This would be consistent with the Principles provided that 
the data the credit provider received back was the same as what it provided for that portfolio. 

19. Only a CRA and credit provider will know the level of data that they are providing, it would be 
confidential between them and the CRA. The credit provider will use a source code for its 
provision of data to a CRA, and that source code will indicate to the CRA what information 
can then supply to the credit provider. 

20. The source code can be used to aid banking groups, for instance, if they would like to see 
credit held by a customer within the banking group, the source codes can be banded 
together. It is also possible that different brands within a group can operate at different levels. 

21. Regarding the documents which will be in place between a CRA and a credit provider, there 
is: 

a. The bilateral agreement (Data Provision) 
b. Source codes (specific bank number) 
c. Principles of Reciprocity - as a founding document issued by SCOR. The CRA contracts 

cover data provision and access and state that the data must be provided and used in 
line with the POR. 
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22. For instance, if Experian thought a credit provider was misusing data (contrary to the 
Principles), it would discontinue that credit provider's use of the service. Before a service is 
discontinued, Experian would try and work out the issue with the credit provider, seeking 
executive commitment to resolve the issue within a certain time period. It may threaten to 
switch off data supply if through discussion it cannot be resolved. 

23. When it comes to credit providers breaching the Principles, this is not communicated to other 
signatories. SCOR has a data quality working group, to talk about the issues in industry (but 
not identifying organisations involved). 

24. SCOR has been criticised for being old, slow and complicated - that a lot of decisions are 
made by committees. However, if you look at the Principles of Reciprocity, a lot has been 
agreed outside of normal data sharing. Data sharing would not have got off the ground in the 
United Kingdom without these rules. It is acknowledged that there needs to be a slicker way 
to make decisions. For instance, if aggregated (nonspecific lender data) data was provided for 
regulators, it doesn't need to go through the usual SCOR approval process. 

25. With SCOR, it has meant that organisations have confidence in the system, and are now very 
happy to put information in. It also has become easier to put new sectors in, for instance, 
water and reciprocity outside of the standard credit data, such as Rental data. This benefits 
everyone, as it means organisations are fully informed and can undertake detailed reviews of 
their customers. There are very few organisations who would not fully share. 

26. Outside of SCOR there have been some problems with contribution of data, for example with 
income data. In that case, all three CRAs tried to write their own set of rules for how that data 
was to be contributed. The British Bankers Association (BBA) stepped in, and wrote one set 
of rules, and CRAs had to fit in with that set of rules. 

27. Now it is the case that SCOR determines how all credit data will be used and certain core 
data fields, except for income data which is governed by the BBA rules. Not all organisations 
can provide this data (Current Account) and therefore reciprocity cannot work. However 
bespoke rules enable all to benefit. Each CRA will have their own format for data entry, but 
all CRAs are able to take data contributed in accordance with another CRA's format. So for a 
credit provider, this means there is no requirement to provide data in three different formats. 

28. Regarding enforcement of SCOR rules, it is possible that SCOR may intervene. For instance, 
SCOR may identify an issue with one of a CRA's clients, and tell the CRA to deal with the 
issue directly with the client. If the CRA is not able to resolve the matter, then SCOR can say 
to the CRA that you have to remove access due to non-compliance. Generally non
compliance with the POR would be a breach of the CRA contract. This rarely happens as 
generally a compromise is found. 

29. SCOR also has a self-reporting mechanism which happens every two years to check 
compliance with the POR, through the use of a survey. Responses are provided to the SCOR 
secretary, if a credit provider gives an unsatisfactory response, the SCOR secretary will report 
that to the relevant CRA to investigate and remediate. 

30. I have good relationships with the heads of compliance at the other CRA, and we will meet 
regularly. Any issues will be raised through these informal meetings. We may know there is 
an issue based on anecdotal information provided by our salespeople - for instance, if one 
CRA has not been able to offer a service because it is against the Principles, but are told by a 
potential client that "Another CRA has been letting us do it". We will raise this issue to 
determine if it is a genuine issue. The Heads of Compliance for the CRA will then work 
through the process to readjust if required. 
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31. Any commitment to the Principles is an executive commitment, and the misuse of data is a 
breach of CRA contract, and ultimately bad for the lending community reputation. 

32. If I could improve SCOR in any way, I would improve the voting system and remove the 
requirement for all decisions to be supported by every Trade Associations. If the level of 
support required was 80 to 85%, it would solve the problem of things taking too much time to 
get agreement. 

33. In terms of the costs, the CRA don't charge for quality checks or loading, data just needs to 
be put in a particular format. We also don't charge for dealing with consumers disputes. The 
regulator sees this as a necessary part of a lending business. CRAs can help organisations to 
improve the quality of their data which is a chargeable event. The SCOR cost is in the 
hundreds of pounds to early thousand pounds per year, per trade association, which pays for 
the secretary and running costs. However the Chair of SCOR position is not a permanent job 
and we have been looking at having an independent chair (appointed permanent position), 
and costs would go up. 

34. If a trade association becomes a member of SCOR, each lender who is a member of that 
association and shares data into the CRA is required to follow the trade association guidance, 
but there is nothing contractual. 

35. Regarding SCOR's structure, there are a number of seats issued to the Trade Association 
(TA) which will be between one and three seats on SCOR dependent on size of the TA
including 2 practitioners (people from banks) and someone from Trade Association. For 
example the BBA have a credit and data management advisory panel (CADMAP), and 
lenders are invited to sit on that, and the panel discussions feeds into what BBA members say 
at SCOR. CRAs can take new uses of data to SCOR and if that use is agreed at SCOR that 
CRA can get 6 months in which this agreement remains confidential prior to other CRAs 
becoming aware. 

36. Regarding whether there was a risk of adverse selection when SCOR was introduced (and 
certain lenders were slow to adopt), that certainly happened. It still remains the case, for 
instance in the anti-money laundering and identification space, that those lenders who do 
more checks, get less fraud. 

37. The United Kingdom has a large mortgage broker network, and a number of aggregator sites, 
this either works with the consumer requesting the release of the data or the lenders asking 
for a ( letter of variation ) which would release data and they will use that information to 
choose between lenders on a panel. 

38. Hardship is flagged on credit files, identifying customers with indebtedness and affordability 
issue and those customers who are subject to debt management plans. There are rules in the 
principles about accessing customers' information, for instance if the customer is in a "triage", 
you can access raw data. 

39. Regarding whether the FCA will mandate participation in credit reporting, is something that 
they will continue to consider, dependent on how the industry manages itself. There have 
been a few examples of intervention from the FCA so far: 

a. Home credit - which is door-to-door credit sales, have had mandatory data sharing for 
some time. 

b. Payday lending - FCA required the CRAs to create a system which enables real time 
sharing. This has been done, but there has been limited use of this system by the payday 
lending sector to date , the FCA continue to monitor this. 
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c. Small medium enterprise (SME) - FCA has regulated to require data sharing to 
designated CRA, because they felt there was a problem in lending to SME and felt 
enhanced data sharing would enhance the lending to SME's. 

40. The FCA continue to monitor how the system operates - that industry must get it right, with 
open and accessible data sharing, if not, the FCA could intervene and regulate if required. 
Having said this, the FCA have said many times they would prefer a voluntary, self-regulated 
scheme, but it has to be working properly. This is why there have been proposed changes to 
how SCOR operates. 

41. There is some challenges about FCA intervention - given, for instance, that the FCA doesn't 
regulate some of the sectors around SCOR such as utilities, but this intervention could impact 
utilities. It is possible that non-FCA regulated sectors could separate out of the SCOR data 
exchange, but it would be so complex to do it, and I'm not sure how you get reciprocity. The 
sectors really need to stay together to make the exchange sensible and workable. It is also in 
the best interests of the consumer that this happen . 

. ., 
Signed: //tra~ 

Beverley Dewhirst 

Dated: L 7 ( $" / 2_,;,, I f: 
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Statement of Rory Matthews - Managing Director, ConsumaData 

 

 

1. ARCA’s role in developing the PRDE should be to achieve an appropriate level of balance, 

enabling fair competition and ensuring the positions of the dominant CPs and CRBs do not 

remain entrenched thereby effectively maintaining barriers to entry for new market entrants. 

 

2. The objectives of a credit reporting exchange should be: 

a) To ensure access to credit is readily available to creditworthy individuals  

b) To protect the data privacy rights of the individual 

c) To facilitate lending in a non-discriminatory and equitable manner 

d) To facilitate speedy, accurate and informed credit decisions resulting in lower overall cost 

and access to credit 

e) To ensure a regulated credit reporting environment exists to encourage and allow healthy 

market competition.  

 

The relevance of multiple CRBs 

3. In terms of the consistency obligations in the PRDE, the question is what impact removing 

this obligation will have on existing and new CRBs in the market. For instance, at present in 

Australia there are only 3 CRBs – but what if another international CRB decided to set up in 

Australia? If a dominant CP was in a position where it could pick and choose which CRBs to 

provide its data, then this could make it impossible for a new CRB to become established.  

 

4. Generally, large CPs will always maintain access to at least 2 CRBs. Use of a specific CRB 

will be based on the CP’s internal credit policy requirements. However, it is usual for one of 

the CRBs to enjoy a dominant position with the CP. Here, Australia is no exception.   

 

5. Seldom is there an incentive for a CP to utilise more than two CRBs unless the advantages in 

doing so are significant. An example of this is in the USA where the practice of a CP selecting 

a CRB based on geographic data strengths is not unusual – and national CPs in the USA 

would therefore typically utilise all three major CRAs (credit reporting agencies, as they are 

known in the United States) on a selective basis.  

 

Impact of introduction of comprehensive credit reporting  

 

6. With the introduction of comprehensive credit reporting (CCR), the contribution of full data can 

be a very slow process, as CPs are generally reluctant to contribute all portfolios in full. The 

reason being CPs feel this indirectly exposes full customer experiences to a competitor. As an 

example of this, in South Africa, contribution was initially accepted on a portfolio basis with 

the four major Banks taking years to submit all and complete portfolios. In South Africa, the 

impetus for data contribution by the major Banks arose as a result of a large number of 

retailers offering store credit effectively competing directly with Banks in issuing store credit 

cards. The major Banks recognised the value of this data and needed access to the data to 

provide full insights into borrowers. This became a burning platform for larger CPs (Banks) to 

provide their data on a reciprocal basis to gain full access to retail credit experiences. 
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7. By comparison, in Australia there is no equivalent business related incentive as so much data 

is contributed by a handful of very large CPs. This therefore directly supports a need to 

ensure that the credit reporting exchange provides sufficient incentives to encourage 

contribution. Equally, the PRDE should also require all portfolios be contributed in full, with 

transparent knowledge as to who is contributing what data shared amongst signatories to the 

PRDE. Failure to do so could result in smaller CPs being at a distinct disadvantage in making 

informed lending decisions.   

 

8. There is a definite role for an industry regulated system. The objective must be to develop a 

framework where it is not possible for a single dominant CRB to control of dominate the data 

eco-system. Similarly, it must not be possible for the effectiveness of the system to be 

threatened by any single large data provider refusing to comply with data provision 

requirements or withholding key data.  
 

9. In that regard, credit reporting exchanges work best where there are consequences 

associated with inaction, and a level of transparency.  

 

10. Reiterating the point above, typically with the introduction of comprehensive credit reporting, 

the contribution by CPs in the supply of data can be a very slow process – even taking years. 

The reason for this being CPs would generally prefer to share data on a selective basis where 

high-risk portfolio data is made readily available to CRBs, with generally more reluctance to 

share-low risk high-value portfolios with CRBs - especially where the CP enjoys a high market 

share position within that portfolio category.  

 

11. In the early stages many voluntary based data submission environments accept portfolio 

based data submission to encourage and initiate sharing - only to later find it arduous to 

convince CPs to submit full high-value low-risk portfolios. 

 

12. It is my understanding that New Zealand fresh to Comprehensive Reporting has recently 

agreed for data submission on a portfolio basis. If this is indeed the case it can be expected 

that larger and more valuable portfolios will not be submitted for some time.  

 

13. In an effort to ensure full data submission many countries have elected for a Central Credit 

Register and mandatory data submission where access to the Central Credit Register is 

made available to all CRAs.  

 

Observations about the South African credit reporting system 

14. South Africa, focused on curtailing over-indebtedness, has elected for the mandated reporting 

of data to either a Central Credit Register or all CRAs. The latter has been adopted. 

 

“The most important objectives of the NCA (National Credit Act – South Africa 2005) 

are to level the playing fields amongst all credit providers with regard to the manner in 

which credit is granted, how consumers are treated when applying for credit and 

during the relationship with the credit provider and to limit over-indebtedness by 

placing a responsibility on credit providers to ensure that they do not grant credit 

recklessly”  
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Extract from the NCA – South Africa 2005: 

 

National register of credit agreements 

69.  (2) The Minister may require the National Credit Regulator to establish and maintain, in 

the prescribed manner and form, a single national register of outstanding Credit 

Agreements based on the information provided to it in terms of this section. 

(2) Upon entering into or amending a credit agreement, other than a pawn transaction or 

an incidental Credit Agreement, the credit provider must report either directly to the 

National Register established in terms of this section, or to a Credit Bureau, in the 

prescribed manner and form, and within the prescribed time the following information. 

http://www.justice.gov.za/mc/vnbp/act2005-034.pdf.  

 

 

15. On this basis a Central Credit Register was formed under the guidance and jurisdiction of the 

industry where the supply of equal and full data occurred simultaneously to all CRBs.  

 

16. This action effectively negated the formation of a Central Credit registry run by Government or 

the Central Bank.  

 

17. The reasoning behind the change in South Africa from full-voluntary data submission to 

mandated submission in 2005 is no different to the reasoning behind many countries having 

embarked on the formation of a Central Credit Register from the outset - or are moving to the 

development of a Central Credit Register.  

 

18. Front and centre for mandated data supply to a Central Credit Register (private or state-run) 

is to ensure responsible lending occurs where the generally accepted principle that access to 

complete data will curtail over-indebtedness and allow for healthy competition amongst CPs 

irrespective of size. To this end, the CRBs serve as the data-dependent product and service 

delivery mechanism to the CPs.   

 

Observations on the Australian credit reporting system 

 

19. Veda presently enjoys a circa 90% market share in Consumer Credit Reporting, followed by 

Dun & Bradstreet with circa 9% and Experian circa 1%. Similarly, the four major Banks in 

Australia collectively hold circa 82% of the respective market share amongst lenders.  

 

20. An effective credit reporting exchange structure is central to an effective healthy competitive 

lending environment.  

 

21. I understand Veda have suggested that data being provided equally by the four major CPs is 

sufficient to ground competition. Equally, I acknowledge the four major CPs do represent the 

bulk of information within the credit reporting system; however there are definite shortcomings 

in being solely reliant on data submission from the major CPs. Mid-tier and internationally 

represented CPs make a significant contribution to the richness and depth of data in 

Australia. In addition, within the micro lending sector (which has an active customer base of 

1.2 to 1.4 million customers), CPs have (for a variety of reasons) all but ceased use of the 

traditional CRBs. This market represents a considerable amount of relevant data which is not 

included in the credit reporting eco-system.  

 

http://www.justice.gov.za/mc/vnbp/act2005-034.pdf
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22. In addition to differences in the make-up of CRBs client bases and access to data, data 

matching routines applied by CRBs help to explain the discrepancy in the CRB market share 

in Australia. Veda, Dun & Bradstreet and Experian would all be reliant on the ability to 

effectively match available data.  

 

23. As no unique match key is available in Australia (i.e. unique ID number), CRBs are reliant on 

the applicants name, date of birth (DOB) and address to effectively match records. The more 

data available from multiple data sources made available to a CRB the better that CRB is 

placed to utilise the data to refine and feed bespoke matching routines thereby matching 

more data.  

 

24. Credit applicants (customers) that frequently move address, adopt a married name and/or 

discontinue the use of a maiden name, or deliberately try and circumvent the matching of 

negative credit records (i.e. using a parent or family member address, or reverting to a 

maiden name) adds complexity to the ability in matching the customers data.  

 

25. This factor alone effectively advantages a CRB receiving superior levels of data, and 

disenfranchises a CRB not receiving similar levels of data. Selective-portfolio submission, 

and/or part-portfolio submission will therefore entrench the dominance of a CRB receiving a 

more comprehensive data set.  

 

26. Data matching routines embedded in a CRB form the cornerstone of the intellectual property 

(IP) of that business – a perfectly acceptable competitive differentiator. However, irrespective 

of the ability of the CRB to match data, receiving less data than a competitor result in a 

challenger CRB effectively fighting with one arm tied behind its back!  

 

27. Based on my experiences, and as a general observation, until the disparity in records 

matched between two CRBs falls comfortably under a 10% differentiation, the CRB enjoying 

superior matching ability will dominate the market.  

 

28. Enquiry data (or previous bureau searches) is an invaluable data source to enhance matching 

capability. It provides a CRB with both the current details (name, address and DOB) for a 

customer as well as footprints as to the customer’s credit activity.  

 

29. However, the reliance on this data by a dominant CRB enjoying a high velocity of bureau 

enquiries and therefore capable of maintaining a dominant position through the availability of 

this additional data diminishes considerably when full-portfolio comprehensive data is 

supplied to challenger CRBs. The reason is simple; a full-comprehensive data record will 

include the crucial data of name address and DOB.  

 

30. The Privacy Act provision restricts the number of addresses held on the customer’s credit 

record at the CRB to three. This requirement does level the ‘data-matching’ playing field 

considerably but effective matching remains reliant on the most relevant three addresses.   

 

31. The constant supply of full and complete comprehensive records to a CRB by CPs will 

certainly assist in the ability a CRB to maintain a comprehensive customer credit file. This 

further supports the relevance of providing equal levels of data to all CRBs. 
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Impact of fragmented data availability on CRBs from a CPs perspective  

 

32. The impact as to the practical disadvantages the supply of selective or incomplete portfolios 

will have on CRBs has been discussed. However, from a practical perspective what impact 

will this have on CPs and customers? 

Impact on CPs: 

33. CPs wish to be in a position to choose a data supplier capable of providing the best possible 

insights in support of an informed credit decision. Equally, in the absence of a monopoly 

market structure, a CP is in the best position to negotiate the best terms and market offering 

from a selection of CRB suppliers. As identified, data is front-and-centre as to how effectively 

the credit referencing market will function.  

 

34. Incomplete data scattered across CRBs will result in either a CP accepting the possibility of 

not being in a position to make a fully informed decision in referencing only one CRB, or 

needing to reference more than one CRB simultaneously to retrieve and integrate multiple 

data records.    

 

35. By way off a practical example Germany in the early 2000’s was at a similar juncture to 

Australia in the availability of comprehensive data. The most significant CRB Schufa 

dominated and monopolised their position as the chosen financial sector CRB provider -

enjoying the supply of comprehensive data from the Banking sector.  

 

36. An additional 3 CRBs active in the German market each had access to data in distinct market 

vertical. These were Telco suppliers actively supporting one CRB, on-line Retailers 

supporting another CRB and one CRB being dependent on general Collections data.  

 

37. The result was large Banks in Germany needed to make multiple and simultaneous enquires 

into more than one CRB to acquire a full data-set of credit activity on a customer. Not only did 

this require sophisticated capability embedded in the CPs origination systems, but increased 

the overall on-boarding cost of customers.   

 

38. CPs supporting Schufa therefore not only decided to share their data across multiple CRBs 

(legislation permitting – customer consent was required at institutional level) but where there 

was still a need to utilise multiple CRBs this practice forced the CRB price point down to a 

point where referencing multiple CRBs was a viable option to the CP.  

 

39. Lessons learned: 

1. CPs in the finance sector wanted and needed an alternative to Schufa 

2. CPs needed the ability to make an informed credit decision   

3. Sharing full-portfolio data across multiple CRBs gave them the flexibility of choice 

they desired and in addition allowed access to some unique data-sets 

4. Schufa’s core credit referencing pricing was driven down by nearly 50% 

5. The CRBs became reliant on their added value services and capability - scoring, risk 

management systems and related consulting services to differentiate and drive profits 

 

 



Impact on Customers: 

40. Where data is supplied uniformly across the CRBs, customers, irrespective of which CP they 
choose in applying for credit, can be assured that the CP will make an informed decision. This 
is based on the assurance a CP will have access to the customers comprehensive and 
complete credit file from a CRB of their choice. Data supplied uniformly across CRBs provides 
the CP with the insights to offer a customer the best possible product and service as the most 
competitive price possible. 

41. The same assurances cannot be guaranteed where data is submitted to CRBs on an 
inconsistent manner. Should data be supplied on an incomplete or inconsistent manner to 
CRBs a dominant CP aware a competitor CP is utilising a different CRB, could conceivably 
withhold the supply of key relevant data to that CRB that relate to good performing customers. 
Indirectly this drives the customer back to the original CP in the search of a product or service 
where their credit history is of most relevance. 

Conclusion 

42. Data supplied selectively or inconsistently across CRBs is not in the best interests of the CRB 
sector, the CPs or the customer. Data supplied selectively or inconsistently across CRBs only 
serves to reinforce the interests of either a CRB or CP bent on retaining a dominant market 
position. In the process effectively provides the customer with a distinct disincentive to 
explore options beyond his or her current CP. 

Signed@~~~ 

Name: Rory Matthews 

Dated: 27 May 2015 
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